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Abstract 

Increasing system complexity and physical dispersion of automation systems mandates a 

paradigm shift away from centralized monolithic control systems to highly distributed, 

granular control. The Internet of Things concept envisions extreme levels of distribution 

granularity; where every physical object is embedded with some computational power. Rapid 

technological progress has resulted in constant system dynamism and a need for developers 

to design applications with change in mind. Components are constantly added and removed, 

failures are expected and computational power between similar applications can vary 

greatly. Distributing control applications brings immediate benefits such as mitigation of 

total system failures and localized control for highly dispersed systems. 

The design of automation control systems is a co-ordination between functional and non-

functional requirements.  Trade-offs between the two often result in centralized control for 

performance oriented systems and distributed control for more dynamic, flexible systems. 

Software for these dynamic systems cannot continue to adhere to traditional development 

paradigms. In order for a distributed system to achieve identical behavior to a centralized 

system, a number of challenges must be overcome. Application logic must be separated into 

distributed communicating modules with a limited local view of data. Effectively deploying 

software to a distributed network is another challenge. Although a distributed software 

application can be separated onto a number of devices, the optimal device allocation can 

constantly vary during runtime. In addition to these, maintaining operational timing 

performance is often crucial. When control operations execute on a single device, there is 

only a single source of clocks and synchronization is implicit. On separate networked 

devices, timing and synchronization become a problem especially when devices have different 

performance characteristics and new computational power is added and removed 

dynamically. 

This thesis addresses these challenges by utilizing the IEC 61499 standard to improve the 

design, operation and maintenance stages of a distributed automation application lifecycle. 

Adaptability is focused on as a key factor for improving the application lifecycle as this often 

directly affects the amount of developer effort. The provisions to achieve adaptability are 

through commoditization of a number of key design elements of distributed industrial 

automation systems: the mechatronic component, the computational devices and the 
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software. In this thesis, the mechatronic component is commoditized by developing a 

systematic framework for embedding intelligence at the component level. Control, simulation 

and visualization are all integrated using the Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) 

concept; following a cyber-physical design paradigm where software structure is closely tied 

and coordinated to hardware structure. The digital ecosystems concept was then introduced 

to commoditize the PLC and its software. Rather than treating the control system as a static 

configuration it is assumed to be dynamic, with potential failures and addition of additional 

devices during runtime. Using IEC 61499 reconfiguration mechanisms, a methodology to 

allow software migration between devices further extends the digital ecosystems vision of 

dynamic hardware and software. To further support the digital ecosystems concept, precise 

software timing characteristics as well as hardware invariance to timing requirements were 

desired. The Time-Complement Event-Driven architecture was proposed in a joint work in 

order to achieve these criteria and behaviors. This architecture was then unified with the 

digital ecosystems software design paradigms. Reconfiguration difficulties such as control 

logic complexity and the absence of a time notion were explored and addressed with the 

Time-Complemented Event-Driven Reconfiguration architecture. This architecture was 

demonstrated to provide significantly more reliable reconfiguration simplicity compared to 

traditional control logic. 

A number of implementations have been developed and it has been demonstrated that IEC 

61499 is a feasible implementation layer for achieving adaptability in the lifecycle of 

distributed automation applications. Baggage handling system and sorting station running 

examples have been used throughout this thesis to demonstrate feasibility of each newly 

introduced architecture or design artefact. It has been shown that the ideas presented in this 

thesis add value to the distributed application lifecycle in a number of stages, including 

design, operation and maintenance. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The automated manufacturing system was originally conceived to address the challenge of 

mass production and has served well for the last century. Trends show that modern 

consumers are increasingly demanding highly customized products [1] which create a strain 

on traditional automation systems tailored towards the mass manufacturing paradigm. 

Typically, a manufacturer would either be in the market of mass production with a 

specialized plant optimized for efficient production of a limited number of products; or they 

could choose to adapt their plant for highly customizable products at much higher cost [2]. 

Mass customization necessitates a modularized plant, flexible processes and intense sharing 

of information between processes. If the plant is flexible, a mechatronic component may be 

physically shifted in order to achieve a new desired function or process. While the component 

may have a standardized hardware interface, significant manual work is often required on the 

software side in order to adapt to the change [3]. There is now an increasing focus on 

management of the entire lifecycle of an automation application, rather than only its initial 

design specification. 

Traditional centralized automation system paradigms rely on a monolithic control application 

overseeing the entire plant. Having a global overview of the system from a centralized 

application often results in less development effort, as it is inherently easier to develop 

control algorithms when all data is available. The target system would often be static, 

allowing more of a focus on non-functional requirements such as performance. Performance 

in a centralized system would also be more straightforward to guarantee due to the increased 

predictability of non-networked centralized computing hardware. However, centralized 

decision making can be inadequate under conditions of disruption or when long term change 

is factored in. When faults occur or new equipment is introduced, the monolithic application 

must be adapted to this change and re-deployment is often required [4]. It is these non-

functional requirements that distributed systems excel at, with inherent advantages such as 

modularity, flexibility and adaptability. Distributed systems aim first to decentralize functions 

and provide a pathway towards modular and re-configurable systems that are the vision of 

future manufacturing systems. 

Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs) refer to a class of system in which there is a strong relation 

and coordination between physical, and computation or cyber aspects in the system [5]. 
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Although the interpretation of CPS is vast, the usage in this work will specifically refer to the 

class of systems where the software is tightly coupled to its hardware from a topological and 

componentized viewpoint. A CPS consists of a number of networked and communicating 

nodes, where each node usually contains sensors and actuators and some computational 

intelligence; interactions between nodes attempt to achieve common goals. This control 

system is usually coupled with a physical process by means of a feedback loop, with each 

computational node overseeing a localized physical sub-process. Compared to general 

purpose computing, the physical process introduces safety and reliability requirements and 

these are exacerbated by the often highly distributed nature of the physical process.  The 

advent of cheap computing power has made embedded intelligence increasingly prevalent. 

However, many modern processes often employ embedded computers simply to replace 

mechanical controllers [6] and design methodologies for highly distributed systems are 

sparse. While small scale systems can employ some real-time development techniques, large 

scale systems may have different requirements and possibly distributed over the internet. 

Completely reworked forms of design abstractions will be required to cope with the 

increasing complexity of networked physical systems and pushing the goal of CPS forward.  

The core of an automation system has traditionally consisted of a Programmable Logic 

Controller (PLC) connected to each sensor and actuator of the plant. The IEC 61131-3 

standard [7] defines a set of programming languages for PLCs and has been widely adopted 

by industry. PLC applications are executed cyclically, sampling inputs at the beginning of 

each scan cycle; executing algorithms and then generating outputs. One or more of these 

applications can be executed on a single PLC with cycles ranging from a few to hundreds of 

milliseconds. Mechanisms such as global variables make it difficult to ensure predictable 

behavior during system changes as dependencies between applications may not be 

immediately apparent. Adhering to a centralized design paradigm is often advocated and has 

been acceptable due to the mass production emphasis of the past few decades. Mass 

manufacturing often involves rigid production lines which rarely require adaptation. However 

as systems become increasingly complex and physically dispersed, distributing the control 

over multiple PLCs becomes appealing. The IEC 61499 standard [8] was introduced in 2005 

to succeed IEC 61131-3 and encourages decentralized applications. IEC 61499 proposes an 

abstract executable model of distributed systems; no concrete implementation of this model is 

described in the standard [9] and execution semantics can vary between platforms. 

Regardless, features such as event driven execution, absence of global variables and forced 
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encapsulation into Function Blocks (FBs) makes IEC 61499 significantly more suitable for 

distributed systems design compared to its predecessor. 

IEC 61131-3 dominates the landscape for automation applications and this has resulted in 

abundant vendor support, design patterns and frameworks. Languages such as Ladder 

Diagrams (LD) were a natural migration for control engineers due to their resemblance to 

physical elements from mechanical controllers [10]. Attempting to distribute the application 

over multiple controllers is complex due to the lack of assistance mechanisms in IEC 61131-

3; oftentimes any development would be implementation specific.. The mechanisms available 

to a developer using IEC 61131-3 are limited in their suitability for developing these highly 

modular systems. In general purpose computing, common concepts such as Object-Oriented 

Programming (OOP) have proven effective for creation of flexible, reusable software 

components [11]. Many attempts have been made to try merge general purpose computing 

concepts with the industrial automation domain. However, the lack of adoption of these has 

shown that features are less desired compared to stability and legacy. Because of this legacy 

component, IEC 61499 sounds attractive as a supporting implementation layer for bringing 

these higher level concepts to the automation domain. Not only does IEC 61499 allow 

existing automation engineers to utilize their knowledge for developing the next generation of 

automation systems, it further improves upon ease of development by many hardware 

platforms providing some level of backwards compatibility with IEC 61131-3 concepts. 

The essence of CPS is the development of tightly coordinated software and hardware and has 

resemblances to Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [12, 13] in which domain specific models 

are used as a basis for developing the software. In the industrial domain specifically, the 

Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) concept [14] thoroughly suits the MDE premise; 

where it is assumed that a new plant is built from modules of IMCs each with some 

encapsulated control program to complement the mechatronic component. The control 

program would then execute in the IMC’s embedded control hardware and communicate with 

other IMCs via messages. Although IMC stands for Intelligent Mechatronic Component, the 

term intelligent does not refer to classical artificial intelligence. The vendor provided control 

programs are envisioned only to provide some basic functionality such as safety mechanisms 

and not expected to interact with other modules out of the box. 

Despite the recognized advantages that DCS have over centralized alternatives, availability of 

reference implementations, models, methodologies and software tools are lacking [15]. 
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Control system development as well as integration with business intelligence has been 

thoroughly investigated with the IEC 61131-3 standard [16]. In terms of IEC 61499 and DCS, 

some promising design methodologies as well as implementations have emerged since its 

inception. Christensen [17] proposed some early patterns on how to apply various IEC 61499 

mechanisms to specific problems in an attempt to ease the transition for practitioners. A 

commonly recurring pattern is the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern which suits the 

modular, componentized theme of envisioned future factories. Utilizing models is another 

interesting research direction for IEC 61499 and MDE is already a major trend in software 

engineering. In particular, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is often used as a modelling 

language to support the development of complex software applications; MATLAB/Simulink 

models are also used in the embedded system domain for a similar purpose [18]. As well as 

UML, many works also attempt to formalize some specific execution semantics for the IEC 

61499 standard as it is acknowledged that the interpretation of some parts in the standard 

were ambiguous. 

The complexity of automation systems will only increase with time, and conventional 

techniques in software development will not be able to deal with the changes. Although the 

majority of system development is often at design time, this increasing flexibility means that 

the application lifecycle during operation and maintenance cannot be ignored. Dedicated 

manufacturing lines have become so efficient that per-product costs are lower than ever. 

However, the mass customization movement has left these systems cumbersome and 

inflexible to change and many works have attempted to define novel paradigms to approach 

these problems such as Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) and Reconfigurable 

Manufacturing Systems (RMS). FMS are characterized by rigid software and hardware but 

are designed such that they can handle a wide variety of static production processes. This 

results in a system that may be able to produce a range of products but has a limited capacity 

to react to unforeseen events or be upgraded with new hardware [19]. RMS on the other hand 

are often designed with modular software and hardware, with the ability to reconfigure 

physically in order to handle modified requirements [20]. However, the complexity of a 

system will still determine how it may be reconfigured for adapting to new products and this 

is typically a manual process. Compared to the decisions that can be reached with computing, 

a human operator’s cognitive capabilities can be utilized for unplanned scenarios. Thus 

human intervention is often required to handle unpredictable situations, plan and reconfigure 

subsequent actions, and apply experiences to future scenarios [21]. Applying similar 
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cognitive capability to automation has seen the rise of paradigms such as Biological 

Manufacturing Systems and Multi-Agent Systems. These both aim to exploit the adaptation, 

learning and judgment from human cognition in an automated setting. 

The limitations of less flexible applications become more apparent especially due to concepts 

such as the Internet of Things (IoT) [22] where it is envisioned that everyday objects would 

contain Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) tags and possibly even some ambient 

intelligence. With computational power available in even the most basic sensor, it then 

becomes a question of how best to utilize these resources. The inherent physical dispersion 

and composition of large scale, distributed systems make them an ideal candidate for 

application of the agent paradigm [23]. Borrowing from the realm of classical artificial 

intelligence, an intelligent agent is an autonomous entity which interacts with a local 

environment; often collaborating with other agents to achieve common goals. While it is 

possible do decompose a distributed system in an object-oriented manner or separate their 

functions into services such as in SOA, sometimes the production management, scheduling, 

maintenance and fault-handling grow so complex that even distributing functionality begins 

to become inadequate [24]. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) deploy a multitude of intelligent 

agents to handle responsibilities over a distributed system. Each agent has a local view, often 

limited to the sensors spanning its domain. Higher level goals are then achieved by sharing 

information and collaboration between agents and higher level systems. The forte of MAS is 

that they are often adept at rapidly adapting to system changes. Decisions that would be 

complex to incorporate into a monolithic control application can be often simplified to 

distributed heuristics which provide similar behavior with significantly less complexity. For 

example, complex logistics which are often handled with a centralized view of the entire 

system can be decomposed into a distributed routing problem and then delegated to agents 

handling conveyors. If these agents are then deployed to a network of controllers, the system 

can continue to function even if some of these controllers were to fail. 

System reconfiguration will always be required to handle faults, new production plans and 

new equipment but applying reconfiguration to distributed systems continues to evade 

adoption. The increasing dynamism of distributed systems demands not only separation into 

static, distributed clusters but rather into flexible, intelligent units which adapt to the 

changing landscape of components as well as computing hardware. Rigid software with a 

variety of behaviors or modular software with encapsulated and limited behaviors describes 

FMS and RMS respectively. Dynamic software is already prevalent in the general purpose 
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computing domain in the form of process migration in pure software. To determine which 

processes are suitable for migration, usually a collection of environmental data will be used; 

this is sometimes referred to as load information and could consist of resources such as CPU 

utilization, available memory, amount of communication or how long the process will exist 

for. The time a process exists is a particular important characteristic as migrating processes 

with short lifespans can often cost more resources than gained; investigations into the 

correlation between process lifetime and benefits from migration have given insight into 

potential selection criteria [25]. 

1.1. The Distributed Automation Application Lifecycle 

The lifecycle of an automation application [26, 27] has become increasingly important, 

particularly with the rapid changes in technology which modern systems require. The 

ISO/IEC 15288 standard [28] formally describes techniques for developing and implementing 

complex systems from a lifecycle perspective. Although 15288 describes a more generic 

high-level overview of an application lifecycle, selected subsets of these processes and 

mechanisms can be applied depending on requirements. At a high-level, the 15288 system 

lifecycle is described to consist of 5 stages [29] as shown in Figure 1. Implementations and 

interpretations of IEC 15288 have been shown to have clear benefits in a variety of industries, 

from electrical and mechanical engineering applications to pure computing and software 

applications. 

 

Figure 1 - Lifecycle of an automation system as classified by ISO/IEC 15288 [29] 
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Each stage of the lifecycle represents a distinct stage in time during the lifetime of a system 

and is crucial to consider as it can heavily affect the effort required to maintain the system, as 

well as the costs. Distributed industrial automation applications are an ideal candidate for 

lifecycle management as they have a significant length of operation time compared to a more 

consumer oriented application. Compared to a centralized application, modifications over the 

system lifetime often result in a shift in priorities in regards to resource allocation for 

lifecycle stages.. This work focuses on a subset of the 15288 lifecycle model, specifically the 

design (development), the operation and finally the support and maintenance stages. The 

design stage of the lifecycle refers to the development of the automation application 

according to some predefined specifications about the plant, computing system and software 

platforms. Design follows concept, which will not be an immediate focus of this work, where 

concept often targets more high-level decisions whereas design focuses on more immediate 

implementation details and design pattern choices. After system design comes the production 

stage, which is also not a focus of this work. Production refers to the building and 

deployment of the plant and control application. The operation stage focuses on the everyday 

usage of the application excluding any failures and unexpected conditions and non-functional 

requirements such as performance can be deemed crucial for consideration during operation. 

Additionally, as systems become increasingly dynamic, they are often extended with support, 

new technologies and faulty equipment is replaced during runtime resulting in the 

maintenance stage of the lifecycle being a key factor. While a centralized application may 

have a more linear lifecycle – from conception to disposal, a dynamic distributed system may 

require multiple changes over its lifetime, resulting in a more iterative notion of development 

and operation. Effective management of the application lifecycle can have an impact on costs 

throughout the life of a system. If considerations are made before deployment concerning the 

potential costs that could arise throughout the lifecycle, these future costs could be reduced 

significantly. 

1.1.1. Design Stage 

The design of an automation system application is a trade-off between the importance of 

functional and non-functional requirements, where functional requirements refer to the 

system behavioral specification and non-functional refers to the quality of its operation [30]. 

Non-functional requirements include performance, response-time, flexibility, extensibility, 

fault-tolerance and more. If the requirement set is relatively static, the automation system 

design can be specifically fine-tuned. However, for more dynamic systems there is a need for 
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constant re-tuning to ensure functional and non-functional requirements are continuously met 

[31]. An automation system typically has a costly initial investment and in some instances 

can be deployed for extended periods of time, reaching decades. This results in additional 

costs if changes to the system occur over its lifetime and it is because of these costs that the 

lifecycle of an automation system application must be considered during initial development. 

Each stage of the application lifecycle can have a significant effect on overall cost, however 

these later stage costs can be avoided with a better understanding of expected disturbances 

and introductions of technology over the system’s operation. 

1.1.2. Operation and Maintenance Stages 

In the earlier stages of automation systems development the vast majority of the development 

cost would be sunk into the mechanical system design, with less focus on the computing 

system and control application. However, increasingly dynamic systems have resulted in 

more and more complex software to handle changing hardware during the system lifetime, 

dynamic production schedules and runtime faults [32]. Taking these into account during 

design time can impact costs significantly later in the lifecycle if faults and new technologies 

can be handled immediately during system operation. Large scale distributed control is 

rapidly becoming a feasible alternative to centralized paradigms particularly when systems 

are physically dispersed over large areas. These systems include airport baggage handling 

systems (BHS), flexible manufacturing systems, intelligent power distribution and smart 

grids, wireless sensor networks and a range of embedded systems. Tolerance for failure is 

extremely low and the control system must limit the consequences of any failures. Distributed 

control systems (DCS) excel at risk mitigation; rather than risking catastrophic failure when a 

centralized node fails, DCS often limit the scope of any device malfunction to a local area 

[33]. However, distributing the control is not a panacea for every application and many 

applications may prefer a centralized implementation to satisfy non-functional requirements 

such as performance. Risk mitigation is significantly improved but it is difficult to guarantee 

performance due to the existence of networks or usage of wireless technologies 

1.1.3. Effect of IEC 61499 on the Distributed Automation Application Lifecycle 

Reducing effort during the design time of the automation application lifecycle can greatly 

reduce costs, particularly if there are requirements changes envisioned during the system’s 

lifetime. The benefit of focusing on a lifecycle model such as ISO/IEC 15288 is that it 

introduces an organizational structure to systems design that ultimately provides better clarity 
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for client requirements. The increasingly complex mechatronic components with inbuilt 

software provide an appealing starting point, with a focus on componentization. This trend is 

further validated by the availability of complex mechatronic components as off-the-shelf 

commodities, with vendor provided basic software [34]. These components can immediately 

be physically integrated into a plant but to integrate their functionality requires software 

development and extension of the control hardware such as PLCs and field buses. The 

lifecycle of an automation application can be improved significantly through a high-degree of 

software re-use and component commoditization [35]. 

For systems composed of these mechatronic components, using a distributed control 

application may be ideal due to their specific requirements set. Distribution not only has the 

inherent benefit of minimizing the possibility of complete system failure, but sometimes it is 

the only option for automation systems dispersed across great distances [36]. Although both 

centralized and distributed control can satisfy the set of functional requirements, any 

envisioned system changes create some inherent dependencies on flexibility, adaptability and 

general fault tolerance as desirable non-functional requirements. However, developing a 

distributed control application is inherently more difficult than its centralized brethren due to 

problems of distributed communication, separation of concerns, timing issues [37]. 

Additionally, more controllers in a distributed system means a higher chance for a localized 

failure and this results in control distribution potentially not being ideal for some classes of 

applications. For highly modular and dynamic systems with a focus on non-functional 

requirements such as flexibility and adaptability, the benefits of distribution cannot be 

ignored. Although IEC 61131-3 is the industry standard for centralized control applications, 

the uptake of distributed development frameworks such as IEC 61499 has not been 

happening at the same rate. IEC 61131 was introduced to unify a set of existing standards and 

promote interoperability between vendors, while not introducing much in the way of new 

technologies. This resulting in a relatively seamless transition from existing PLC based 

systems to those which supported IEC 61131. Compared to this, IEC 61499 brings with it a 

raft of new technologies and at the same time not much in the way of seamless migration 

pathways. The work in [38] investigated the reasons for the low uptake of standards such as 

IEC 61499 and has identified the issues as scalability, maintainability, extensibility and 

predictability. Research applications typically focus on the development of the control 

application for a small testing application, rather than approach an application from a 

viewpoint of its entire lifecycle. With rapid changing market demands and the ease of adding 
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new technology, there is a high-chance distributed systems will need to adapt to new 

technologies during their lifetime. The design, operation and maintenance of the distributed 

control application are all important aspects which must be considered, each having an 

impact on developer effort. 

Reference implementations as well as commercial tools can make new paradigms more 

attractive as vendors undertake significant risk to their investment by being early adopters. 

The first large scale industrial implementation of IEC 61499 was in 2005 at the meat 

processing plant in Rangitikei, New Zealand. The system integrator, Tait Control Systems 

[39] utilized the Java based Function Block Runtime (FBRT) executing on ARM CPUs. 

While FBRT remains a popular runtime in the academic environment, there exist now a 

number of commercial tools and runtimes supporting IEC 61499. ICS Triplex ISaGRAF [40] 

was the first commercial tool to implement IEC 61499 which builds on top of their existing 

IEC 61131-3 PLC based environment and maintains backwards compatibility. Another tool 

NxtStudio by Austrian company NxtControl [41] was designed specifically for IEC 61499 

development, discarding backwards compatibility for a more complete interpretation of the 

standard. Both tools support Human Machine Interface (HMI) development along with 

seamless distribution across multiple devices. FB applications are designed from an overall 

system level, hardware agnostic view. Only during deployment is hardware then selected and 

any mapping done, with communication between networked devices inserted automatically. 

For a distributed system to adapt to faults and new technologies it is often not only a problem 

of replacing hardware or adding new hardware. Adaptability during the operation stage of an 

application lifecycle reduces additional developer effort to take advantage of any new 

hardware. Distributed software should be modular in order to take advantage of new 

computing power but at the same time must maintain performance across networked devices. 

This application structure also greatly affects the maintainability and extensibility of a 

system. As new components and technologies are introduced, these may or may not be taken 

care of by existing computing devices. In an ideal case, modular software should be able to 

execute on a set of networked devices regardless of device and network configuration and at 

the same time cause minimum disturbance to operation. Downtime for a large scale 

automation system can be costly and stopping the application should be a last resort. 

Distribution allows a potentially partial system execution while new components are 

introduced, but only if software caters for this. 
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With these features, the research question this thesis focuses on is can IEC 61499 provide 

value in the lifecycle management of highly distributed automation applications? The author 

believes that adaptability through design patterns and reference implementations will further 

improve the appeal of IEC 61499 for lifecycle management of a distributed automation 

application. The promise of distributed control is great, but sunk costs inhibit any transition 

until there is a clear advantage. In addition to replicating the functional requirements and 

behavior that a centralized system can already do, achieving flexibility and adaptability have 

a clear appeal. Furthermore, allowing developers to gradually transition to a distributed 

control paradigm is more ideal than requiring a full system replacement. Any methodologies 

that integrate well with existing centralized designs would be ideal. In order to measure the 

effectiveness of this work, the author proposes the applicability of each adaptability provision 

to industrial use-cases in various stages of the application lifecycle. Adaptability during the 

design stage can mean agility and re-use when new applications are developed. 

1.2. Research Contributions 

The primary goal of this thesis is to determine if IEC 61499 can add value to the lifecycle of 

distributed modular automation applications, focusing on the provisioning of adaptability 

mechanisms. For this work, we focus on adaptability in both hardware and software as both 

are relevant for industrial automation. Hardware such that components can be dynamically 

removed and introduced depending on requirements, and software which can support this 

dynamic hardware environment. The lifecycle is defined to consist of the design, operation 

and maintenance stages and specifically focuses on target systems which are highly cyber-

physical, with software being tightly coordinated, tailored and structured depending on the 

plant. Adaptability can take different forms depending on where in the lifecycle stage the 

system is at. Adaptability during design refers to design modularity and the effort required to 

change the design for various plant configurations and is crucial if the design is to be changed 

at all during the plant’s lifetime. In contrast to this, adaptability during operation and 

maintenance refers to the scenarios the system can cope with before requiring additional 

effort and cost. 

This work aims to commoditize hardware and software, which are currently highly 

specialized. Improvements in system adaptability, flexibility and tolerance to faults will be 

demonstrated based on these efforts. The commoditization problem was approached from a 

number of facets. The plant and controller perspective is first investigated in the form of a 
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commoditized mechatronic component. This component would come bundled with software 

including control, simulation and visualization; with intelligence assisting in the rapid 

deployment of a multitude of mechatronic components. Intelligence can be a primary enabler 

to handle many reconfiguration tasks and for this, the definition of intelligence as interpreted 

in this work is clarified; as the usage of the term intelligence varies greatly depending on the 

context. 

We then approach the commoditization of the PLC or computing hardware used in industrial 

control systems as this directly affects the operation and maintenance aspects of an 

application lifecycle. Instead of improving application performance by increasing PLC 

power, this work aims to allow plug and play of PLCs as if they were simply another resource 

ready to be consumed. Dynamic software reconfiguration was relied on to achieve this and 

was separated into the notions of static reconfiguration and dynamic reconfiguration with 

regards to hardware and software. This thesis focuses on applications with highly granular, 

modular components with similarly componentized software. Particularly, the IMC concept 

will be elaborated as it envisions a hierarchical architecture for modular control system 

software composition. The challenges and open issues described in previous sections will be 

addressed through the following main contributions of this thesis: 

• A formal architecture for embedding intelligence in modular, distributed control 

systems using IEC 61499. This thesis first introduces the previously defined IMC 

concept, and with IEC 61499 aims to improve the design stage of the automation 

application lifecycle. Some common shortcomings of current automation systems are 

discussed focusing on fault tolerance. This work aims to commoditize the 

mechatronic component using IMC and IEC 61499 as supporting architectures. The 

architecture aims to encapsulate some fault tolerance mechanisms into re-usable 

software components for system development. A modular methodology for 

integrating simulation and visualization is then proposed to further reinforce the 

commoditized mechatronic component paradigm. Closed-loop simulations have been 

used to simulate plant behaviors extensively. A baggage handling system example is 

used as a test case, using IEC 61499 as a development platform. An example control 

application following this architecture is developed and tested demonstrating the 

ability of this architecture to handle reconfiguration with static applications. 
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• Towards dynamic reconfiguration and digital ecosystem behaviors in the industrial 

automation domain. Reacting to unexpected changes in the environment is hugely 

important in the operation and maintenance stages of an automation application’s 

lifecycle. However, manual effort is often required in order to handle faults, 

introduction of new equipment or changes to production schedules. Although static 

reconfiguration described in the earlier chapter could handle many faults based on a 

contingency approach, modern hardware is much more dynamic and creates an 

ecosystem of hardware. To take advantage of these abundant computing resources, 

this set of work aims to commoditize the PLC or more specifically the computing 

platform for industrial applications. An industrial automation software paradigm was 

introduced which approaches software design as a form of mobile agent. Some 

extensions to the re-configurability provisions of IEC 61499 are first proposed; with 

some design patterns in order to save and resume states of function blocks as well as 

allowing them to propagate from one device to another. Leveraging this functionality, 

along with information about device resources; this work then focuses on bringing the 

visions of digital ecosystems to distributed industrial control. Intelligence features 

such as self-organization, propagation and local awareness are applied to a multi-

device network of distributed controllers. A formal model is proposed in order to 

describe the environment in terms of available resources, as well as the algorithms 

used for propagation of function blocks. 

• A novel control architecture that unifies control from both the time-driven and event-

driven models of execution. This work proposed a new control architecture in order to 

utilize the best characteristics from both the time-driven and event-driven domains. 

The motivation for this was to provide the expressiveness of event-driven languages 

while maintaining timing behavior and the precision of time-driven architectures. This 

also had the benefit of providing accurate timing data for making decisions about 

process migrations. Precise time-synchronization was required in order for a 

distributed control system to make high-speed applications feasible on hardware 

previously targeted towards time insensitive applications. This was a joint work and 

the contribution was the mathematical derivation of a performance model, 

development of a multi-layered simulation and emulation model, and performance 

comparisons between hardware configurations and control schemes. Following this 

thesis’ emphasis on material handling systems, a sorter system was used as the 
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running example. Various hardware and software configurations were explored in 

terms of performance, ease of development and cost of deployment. In order to test 

the claims of this architecture, a simulation model was used to contrast varying 

control schemes to compare to a previous analytical model. This simulation model 

utilized an augmented Model-View-Controller (MVC) approach, assisted by an 

additional emulation layer representing the timing characteristics of the control 

system. 

• Unification of Digital Ecosystems process migration concepts with the TCED 

architecture. The difficulty of dynamically reconfigurable systems has a lot to do with 

the inherent complexity of the underlying control system, particularly if the system is 

distributed. This work proposed a unification of concepts from the digital ecosystems 

and dynamic reconfiguration chapter; with the control paradigm based on the TCED 

architecture. When the TECD architecture and ecosystems concepts were unified, 

system reconfiguration for some applications suitable for TCED control was 

significantly simplified. Compared to the complexity introduced by networks of 

communicating event-driven modules, TCED allowed the migration of time schedules 

to be seamless while maintaining their functionality and timing behaviour across 

devices. In order to improve the applicability for this TCED Reconfiguration 

architecture, some system identification guidelines and a control transformation 

methodology were proposed. The benefit of this was that even though TCED 

reconfiguration may not be applicable to the entire system, some sub-systems may 

benefit from control scheme modification. Finally, a demonstration model was 

developed using the same sorter running application to observe the impact on resource 

utilization during module migration. Since no current development environment could 

view the changes to the application, a custom visualization was developed to observe 

the migration of FBs from one device to another. 

1.3. Thesis Organization 

This thesis was organized around the goal of achieving adaptability and flexibility in a 

distributed automation application lifecycle. Each chapter describes a means to achieve these 

goals through a number of approaches on the design, deployment and performance aspects of 

the system development and operation procedures. A visual overview of the motivations, 

themes and relationships for works in this thesis is depicted in Figure 2. 
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Chapter 2 reviews related literature that was relevant for this thesis. Firstly, the current 

approaches for distributed systems development were reviewed together with the 

methodologies for testing and simulation. This covered the design and testing stages of 

systems development. Integration of intelligence into distributed systems was then reviewed, 

leading on to utilizing such intelligence for dynamic reconfiguration of general purpose 

computing and industrial control systems. Finally, the concept of process migration and self-

reconfiguration was introduced and current approaches reviewed and outlined; detailing the 

applications and domains that process migration is prevalent in and how these differ from 

industrial control. 

Adaptability and flexibility in the distributed 
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Figure 2 - Motivations, contributions, themes and relationships in a flow-chart diagram for this thesis 
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Chapter 3 starts with the introduction of intelligence and its potential applications in 

distributed control systems. The aim of this work was to improve the design stage of the 

distributed application lifecycle by improving re-use and adaptability, focusing on 

commoditizing the mechatronic component. If the mechatronic component could be thought 

of as a commodity, it could be connected and disconnected dynamically without significant 

effort by a developer, greatly improving design agility and additions of new technologies. 

The Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) from related works was discussed and used 

for a basis to implement distributed intelligence. It was noted that although the term IMC 

refers to intelligent, the definition of intelligence and the integration of intelligence are not 

well-defined. An architecture detailing the unification of intelligent control, simulation and 

visualization for modular control systems was then formalized and its implementation 

detailed using the IEC 61499 Function Block supporting architecture. The Baggage Handling 

System (BHS) was used as a running example for this work as it embodied themes such as 

high levels of component modularity, distribution, high-performance and large scale. The 

usage of BHS enabled the automatic visualization generation using the Computer Aided 

Design (CAD) format, as many existing BHS utilized CAD as an initial mechanical design 

specification. The usage of IEC 61499 for interoperability between multiple platforms was 

then detailed as a proof of concept, highlighting the requirement for interoperability 

particularly when highly distributed systems composed of a myriad of device vendors are 

integrated. 

Chapter 4 proposes the Digital Ecosystems (DE) concept and how it differs from existing 

static and dynamic reconfiguration. This work aimed at improving the operation and 

maintenance stages of the application lifecycle by commoditizing the PLC and its software. If 

PLCs or other computing devices were a commodity in the distributed control system, they 

could be connected and disconnected depending on detection of hardware faults adapt to the 

changing environment. Similarly with software, this is often tightly coupled to hardware. If 

software was commoditized, a developer could assume that software components could 

execute on a range of hardware as well as change its mapping depending on system load. 

This was the goal of the DE concept, to achieve dynamic software migration in industrial 

automation systems utilizing the IEC 61499 FB standard. A BHS tracking application was 

introduced with its function in both the hardware and software domain detailed. A 

reconfiguration architecture to achieve DE was then detailed, using the BHS tracking 

application as the implementation example. 
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Chapter 5 further reinforced the means to achieve operations adaptability by first introducing 

the Time-Complemented Event-Driven (TCED) architecture which was part of a joint work. 

The TCED architecture aimed to provide both the performance benefits of time driven 

systems with the express-ability of event-driven systems. The TCED architecture was 

detailed and a formal model of its performance is conceived for a number of hardware 

configurations. A simulation framework based on Model-View-Controller (MVC) is used 

with an additional layer: the Emulation Layer, simulating performance characteristics of the 

control system. Theoretical performance and simulated performance are contrasted and then 

discussed. The usefulness of TCED for reconfiguration and digital ecosystems was then 

proposed, with a modified TCED architecture introduced specifically for reconfiguration 

purposes. A method for feasibility analysis was then discussed detailing the requirements for 

an application to be suitable for TCED reconfiguration, as well as some potential 

transformation rules for existing centralized systems to support distributed TCED 

reconfiguration. The TCED sorting system application used for the performance tests was 

then used to demonstrate FB migration similar to the digital ecosystems work. This thesis is 

finally concluded in Chapter 6 with some closing perspectives and potential research 

directions for future work. 
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Chapter 2. Related Works 

In Chapter 1, the lifecycle of an application was introduced in terms of ISO/IEC 15288, 

focusing on the design, operation and maintenance aspects of this lifecycle. These three 

stages are particularly applicable to distributed automation system, and shortfalls in the 

lifecycle were identified. It was then proposed that IEC 61499 and IMC could add value to 

aspects to each stage of the lifecycle, ultimately reducing additional effort and unexpected 

costs compared to the initial requirements. The method in which value is added is 

adaptability and flexibility – the more adaptable a system is to changes at each stage of its 

lifecycle, the more resilient it is to requiring additional effort. It has been discussed that 

adaptability can take different forms depending on where in the system lifecycle it is 

required. Each subsequent chapter covers a separate part of the application lifecycle, and 

focuses on how IEC 61499 and IMC can improve the lifecycle for highly distributed 

automation systems. The distributed automation system is a recurring theme throughout the 

rest of this thesis as the author believes distribution is beneficial for the next generation of 

automation systems and even a large portion of existing systems. However, distribution of 

control is not immediately attainable due to the lack of focus on distributed automation 

system design methodologies on the entire lifecycle. 

Design stage adaptability can differ from operation stage adaptability, but both have the goal 

of reducing additional developer effort and cost. Due to usage of IEC 61499 for the 

development as well as adherence to the IMC paradigm; a survey of different model-driven 

distributed systems approaches is discussed and contrasted to the IMC platform. Model 

driven architectures focus on the design stage of the application lifecycle and aim to reduce 

initial developer effort and subsequent effort particularly if another application has 

similarities. Following this, operation stage adaptability is investigated by observing methods 

for reducing developer effort during system operation. Dynamic reconfiguration, process 

migration and digital ecosystems are all technological fields with overlapping goals and 

visions; to investigate behaviors of digital entities with respect to their distributed natures. 

Reconfiguration in general attempts to solve the problem of operation time adaptability, and 

being able to change the system seamlessly to changes refers to dynamic reconfiguration. A 

survey of these relevant technologies will be provided along with a discussion on their 

synergies. 
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2.1. Distributed Control Systems Development 

Mass customization and globalization are some of the major driving forces in the increasing 

complexity of control systems. The dynamic market often results in large-scale demand 

fluctuations, random dispatching of orders, short delivery lead times and short product life 

cycles [42]. The systems to meet such requirements are not only increasing in their functional 

complexity but are also becoming physically dispersed over larger and larger areas assisted 

by the prevalence of cheap computational power, wireless technologies and the internet.  Due 

to the problem of complexity, large scale systems are an ideal candidate for decentralized 

control [43]. Distributed hardware and software architectures have the potential to bring 

about many benefits to industrial automation. Compared to centralized hardware 

configurations, distributed systems have the advantage of having inherent redundancy to 

failure.  

Traditionally, automation systems have been developed as centralized applications and this 

theme has continued to permeate into modern applications. Before the advent of PLCs, 

central controllers with mechanical relays and cam timers were used to implement control 

logic with wiring directly connected to mechanical components [44]. PLCs significantly 

improved the development and modification speed, as modifying sets of relays was difficult 

to manage for large scale applications. The convenience of a central source of data and 

algorithms has resulted in modern industrial automation systems still somewhat resembling 

the high-level structure of systems predating them by decades. The introduction of high 

performance fieldbuses and remote I/O has further mitigated the need for true control 

distribution, instead allowing centralized systems be dispersed physically while maintaining 

the same control application. With a high bandwidth fieldbus and remote I/O, a single wire 

can be run hundreds of meters from the central PLC to the source of components, 

significantly reducing wiring requirements. These factors have meant that centralized control 

continues to have great appeal, and on top of this many modern applications are perfectly fine 

with centralized control. 

The IEC 61131-3 standard [7] has been widely adopted as the mainstream solution for 

automation system development and was first published in 1993. Prior to the introduction of 

IEC 61131-3, competing vendors such as Siemens, Beckhoff and Rockwell already provided 

very similar development languages and platforms [38]. However, IEC 61131-3 sought to 

unify these under a single standard and has mostly succeeded given the dominance of the 
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standard in modern automation systems development. Applications developed using IEC 

61131-3 are typically executed on PLCs using scan-based execution semantics. Scan-based 

execution semantics are ideal when paired with a unified source of data such is the case with 

centralized applications. Although it is possible to distribute the logic over a number of 

controllers, none of the proposed solutions for distribution have been widely adopted. In 

contrast to this, the IEC 61499 standard [25] has been introduced from its inception as 

focused on distributed automations systems development and was built to succeed the 

centralized programming architecture of the IEC 61131-3 standard. IEC 61499 was 

conceived to provide an adequate implementation platform, with the ability not only to fully 

specify system details such as hardware mappings but to also be itself an executable 

language. Commercial IEC 61499 compliant integrated development environments (IDE) 

such as ISaGRAF [40] and NxtStudio [41] have been used in some investigative works [9]. 

On the academic side, tools such as 4DIAC, FBDK and BlokIDE have been used extensively 

and are relatively mature albeit lacking commercial status. The IEC 61499 standard leaves 

open some details and these can be interpreted in a number of ways and consequently, effects 

such as differing execution semantics per-platform [30] have arisen. 

Separating functionality into multiple units is only one facet of the development process 

however simply utilizing a distributed software platform such as IEC 61499 is insufficient. 

Aspects such as requirements analysis, simulation, deployment and maintenance must also be 

considered for a successful application over its lifetime. Model-Driven Design (MDD) 

paradigms utilize domain specific models in an attempt to provide a high level abstraction of 

the system [45]. This allows the developer to effectively decoupling the implementation 

details from the design specification. These models usually have their own formalized sets of 

syntax and semantics and are used to then develop the corresponding software application 

either from manual development or model transformation. Due to the development of the 

application from these formal models, the software development lifecycle is often positively 

affected with fewer errors in the final code, simpler to maintain code and adaptability to 

changes. 

The Holonic Manufacturing System paradigm (HMS) [46] introduces the concept of a holon, 

which was originally from the field of biology. Each holon communicates with others in 

order to achieve common goals and has strong ties to agent functionality without mentioning 

agents specifically. The usage and role of holons varies greatly resulting in architectures 

based on HMS including Product-Resource-Order-Staff (PROSA) [47] and MetaMorph [48]. 
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This variety in architectures means that HMS applications can include a variety of abstract 

concepts not related to physical components. Furthermore, holons can be hierarchically 

related, with lower-level holons potentially representing functions which are closer to 

mechanical behaviors and plant functionalities compared to higher-level functions. The 

potential for hierarchy is a key feature of the HMS architecture and not available in some 

other distributed frameworks. Another emerging concept is the Plant Automation based on 

Distributed Systems (PABADIS) [49] approach for distributed systems development. It aims 

to allow flexibility and reconfiguration using mobile software agents and at the same time 

providing an interface to upper level Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). The PABADIS 

architecture consists of three types of agents: the Product Agent, the Residential Agent and 

the Plant Management Agent. Product Agents are abstract representations of a particular 

product and not only includes product details but also scheduling, resource allocation and 

data management required to produce the product. The Residential Agent handles plant 

functions at various levels of abstraction and finally, the Plant Management Agent aggregates 

global functions into a known interface. Another novel feature is that due to the usage of 

mobile-agent frameworks, the Product Agent is expected to traverse the control system as it 

is produced. These mobile agents cannot be composed hierarchically and all share the same 

level in terms of execution and communication. 

When comparing these two approaches: HMS and PABADIS, each is suited for a specific set 

of systems and each has its own strengths and weaknesses. The HMS architecture, while 

allowing a developer to be especially descriptive loses potential for optimizations [49]. 

Compared to this, PABADIS is a more strict non-hierarchical approach allowing for better 

optimization but less descriptive potential for composition of behaviors and functions. 

However, a weakness of both HMS and PABADIS is their reliance on MAS platforms for 

key features of their functionality. Although agent based frameworks provide fundamental 

features of both platforms, their usage implies some level of non-standardized software or 

hardware. Due to the often high-level of legacy dependencies in industrial automation, any 

adoption of non-standard technologies hinders their adoption. HMS has been demonstrated 

working in coalition with standardized implementation layers such as IEC 61499 [50] and 

results in a hybrid-system providing increased functionality over typical pure IEC 61499 

applications while sacrificing standardization and compatibility. Both HMS and PABADIS 

strive for flexibility and envisioned system changes, but as vendors are providing software 
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built into off-the-shelf hardware, compatibility is becoming mandatory if support of this 

newer hardware is desired. 

This brings us to the concept of an Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) which was first 

proposed in [51] and thereafter a proposal for its implementation in IEC 61499 was made in 

[52]. The IMC concept describes a notion of intelligent physical components (machines or 

parts thereof) that come pre-packaged with software modules such as control programs, plant 

simulation modules and human-machine interface (HMI) software. The modular nature of 

IMC suits the MDD paradigm well as much of the time, the software application is developed 

using models as per the composition of the plant hardware. IMC encapsulates functionality 

into re-usable, portable units that can be distributed along with the hardware. These units can 

then be assembled into functional systems. The IEC 61499 was shown to be a suitable 

supporting architecture for implementing the IMC paradigm; not only is it focused on 

distribution, but tools such as NxtStudio provide mechanisms such as the Composite 

Automation Type (CAT) that combine control logic, HMI and potentially simulation. 

Although IEC 61499 synergizes model-driven design patterns, it can also integrate with other 

architectures including IEC 61131 and Service Oriented Architectures (SoA) [53]. In a SoA, 

the application is made up of distinct services, providing their functionality to other services 

via a specified protocol [54]. This service is typically independent of vendor, product or 

technology and has great appeal when cross-platform software compatibility is required. For 

an IEC 61499 representation of SoA, FBs represent services, FB compositions as service 

compositions and connections describe relationships, although more domain specific models 

may be required as input. 

A formal specification of the system model also allows for automated generation of some or 

all of the final implementation. Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools are 

already prevalent in the software engineering domain [55]. The formal model is provided as 

the initial input to a CASE tool. Then, lower-level models with more concrete 

implementation details and eventually the final executable code are generated. For an 

application such as a Material Handling System (MHS), the inputs often include information 

such as the physical layout of the plant, from where simulation models and control logics are 

developed. In terms of centralized solutions, the work in [56] proposed the industrial control 

systems markup language (icsML) to generate IEC 61131-3 based applications. The icsML 

data format would contain a textual representation of the system model from which the final 

code would be generated. Thramboulidis et al. [57] introduced a CASE tool specifically for 
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distributed control applications utilizing the IEC 61499 standard. In their tool, control 

systems can be designed at system level, where high-level design requirements are specified 

as, for example, UML diagrams. These UML diagrams are then used only for control code 

generation. 

The adoption of many distributed application development frameworks is still low. Even 

though the IEC 61499 standard is into its fifth revision, industry adoption is hindered by both 

technical and social factors including limited scalable reference implementations and minimal 

focus of research on the complete software lifecycle [38]. Compared to much shorter 

hardware turnover times in the general purpose computing domain, the investment in 

hardware and software in the industrial domain mandates long term support. Usage of a 

distributed application development framework such as IEC 61499 improves life-cycle 

management compared to manually handling distribution on a more traditional software 

framework. Similar distribution of design with modular FBs can be implemented in IEC 

61131 applications. However, compared to IEC 61499 the integration effort may become a 

concern as support for distribution is far more limited. 

2.2. Adaptability and Flexibility in Industrial Automation 

For decades, automation has been used to provide speed, reliability and low-cost in the face 

of increasing pressures of global large-scale markets. At the same time, computing power has 

become almost a commodity with a typical modern PLC often including state of the art CPUs 

and memory. Embedded devices are becoming so common-place that eventually all dumb 

hardware components may have some computing power embedded into them for relatively 

low additional cost. While industrial automation is currently still dominated by centralized 

computing paradigms, as costs become lower the benefits of distributed computing become 

increasingly appealing. Motivations such as versatility, low-cost and fault tolerance drive the 

development of the next generation of automation [58]. These large scale systems become 

increasingly prone to constraints arising from increased flexibility requirements; resource 

control and logistics; inherent decentralized control and coordination between systems [59]. 

Traditional approaches consisting of typically static and rigid control are often specialized for 

particular production plans and become ineffective after a short period of time. Even 

delegating logic to multiple controllers in the form of control distribution is inadequate for 

the planning and control of production systems requiring increased flexibility while at the 

same time predictability is significantly lower [60]. Many of these adaptability and flexibility 
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requirements cannot be purely catered for with a static design, and some form of operation 

time adaptability is becoming more and more necessary. 

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [61] bring concepts inspired from the domain of artificial 

intelligence and apply them to automation and control systems. MAS deploy a multitude of 

intelligent agents over a distributed system; each agent has only a local view and collaborates 

with other agents to achieve high level goals. Some promises of MAS include re-

configurability [62], self-adaptation [63], self-organization [64] and fault-tolerance [65]. 

Although agents are often used to represent physical entities, production oriented agent works 

extend this concept by representing logical entities such as orders, as agents. Using an agent 

to handle the functionality of a physical plant component is natural given the similarities to 

object-oriented software principles; software agents are sometimes referred to as the real-

world manifestation of distributed functionality [66]. A similar concept to an agent is the 

holon concept, which originates from the a reference to a basic unit of organization in 

biological and social systems [67]; its applicability to manufacturing was noted by Suda [68] 

in 1990 forming the original HMS project. Compared to an agent, a holon often refers to a 

combination of a software agent in combination with a physical entity [69] and Holonic 

Manufacturing Systems (HMS) compose multitudes of holons for both physical and software 

system design. Componentization of manufacturing systems has made the close-coupling of 

hardware and software components attractive, as seen by CPS, HMS and IMC; all of which 

attempt to formalize an architecture where some combination of software is tied to a 

component such as a machine. Luder et al. [49] concluded that distributed agent based 

approaches such as MAS are often better suited to applications with small lot sizes, while 

relatively static architectures such as HMS are better suited to applications with large lot 

sizes.  

For a mature platform, there should be methodologies, reference architectures and standards; 

all of which are prevalent in HMS and MAS. However, the uptake of intelligent platforms, 

development paradigms and these tools was not as fast as advocates have expected [70]. It 

has been speculated that this may be due to complexity of real-world applications, lack of 

killer applications or inadequacy in theory and research. In the research domain, ad-hoc MAS 

implementations are common due to the variation of each application. Works such as [71] 

explore handling agent co-ordination explicitly, frameworks aim to standardize these efforts. 

Many frameworks have been developed to ease MAS development. Current MAS 

frameworks such as JADE [72] and JACK [62] act as middleware. They facilitate MAS 
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development through the provision of services such as self-organization, discovery, co-

ordination, instantiation of agents, fault management and standardized communication. The 

Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) protocol [73] is often used to standardize 

communication between agent frameworks. 

Applying MAS to industrial automation, it is useful to compose agents according to the 

physical structure of the plant. A single agent could be delegated to the control of a single 

mechatronic component, co-operating with other agent entities to produce products. Similarly 

with other hierarchical and modular control applications, agents could essentially represent 

any fundamental processing unit [69]. Additionally, agents do not necessarily have to 

correspond to a physical entity. Completely abstract agents representing products, orders, 

maintenance requirements or safety functions are also common [74]. Job shop scheduling is a 

well-known manufacturing problem that agents have been found to excel at compared to 

centralized methods. The problem is to find an optimal schedule of jobs based on a range of 

available machinery, each which can provide various processing operations. The search for a 

global optimum is NP-complete due to the highly combinatorial nature of modular 

manufacturing systems. However, scheduling is an important problem in the industrial 

automation domain and has been widely investigated [75]. Centralized approaches become 

even worse as complexity is introduced, such as the introduction or breakdown of machinery. 

Rather than aggregate all system information at a central location, agents collaborate in order 

to determine the best schedule [76]. Using heuristic based approaches and limiting agent 

views to neighbors only, MAS scheduling solutions can often converge on a relatively good 

solution with significantly reduced computation time. 

Due to the computational requirements of MAS and the limited resources of most embedded 

computing platforms, execution of MAS is usually done on relatively powerful hardware. 

Hegny et al. [77] explored the execution of agents on PC hardware, leaving low level control 

operations to PLCs running an IEC 61499 application; all attached to a mechatronic 

component. However, with the flexibility of agent platforms come with a gap in 

hardware/software support, further lessening the appeal of widescale adoption. A 

communications protocol was implemented via IEC 61499 Service Interface Function Blocks 

(SIFB) and the agent platform in order to exchange information. Black et al. [78] simulated 

agent-like behavior using FBDK and IEC 61499 Function Blocks. Rather than use 

standardized frameworks, it was found that sufficient intelligent behavior could be developed 

only using IEC 61499. The low cost of computational power has resulted in a trend of 
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mechatronic components bundled with some lightweight computational units [79]. An 

example of these are the “intelligent” motor drives which include a separate microcontroller 

in addition to the one implementing motion control, such as the Eaton Distributed Electronic 

Drive line of products [80]. As more devices come shipped with computing power, it makes 

sense to exploit it for control purposes and alleviate some load from centralized control. 

2.3. Reconfiguration, Process Migration and Digital Ecosystems 

Given a need for system dynamism during its operation, this brings with it additional 

difficulties but also potentially limitless system configurations. Dynamic reconfiguration 

refers to the modification of a system during runtime. Kramer and Magee [81] proposed early 

on the requirements for system reconfiguration for large distributed systems and that it may 

not be possible or ideal to stop an entire system, redevelop and redeploy. In the era of mass 

production the manufacturing system was specialized towards specific products [82], 

effectively reducing the cost per part and producing them at high volumes. As products 

shifted to customized production schedules, system flexibility became an important area of 

focus. Flexible manufacturing has been used to refer to systems that are capable of adapting 

to some level of uncertainty [19]. The Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) was coined to 

represent a system that could handle pre-programmed contingencies with albeit limited 

upgradeability or customization. The machines in a FMS are typically able to handle changes 

to production with minimal effort required from the system developer and commonly consist 

of fully computer controlled components such as CNCs. Rather than be specialized for 

specific components, FMS can be seen as specialized for a limited number of different 

components. However, to respond to disruptions such as faults or unexpected production 

requirements the FMS must be redeveloped and subsequently redeployed. 

Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) are seen as the natural evolution of FMS and 

it has been suggested that the measure of re-configurability is a continuum, with mass 

production systems, FMS and RMS placed at varying levels of extremity [83]. One of the 

reasons for low adoption of FMS was due to their high cost of implementation. Machines 

such as CNCs would be pre-programmed to be as generic as possible, in order to handle a 

variety of applications and hence incurring unnecessary costs. In order to better utilize capital 

investment, it would be ideal to not only have a system to handle current requirements but 

also ease of upgradeability with new technologies and functions [19]. Koren et al. [20] 

stipulated that for a system to be reconfigurable, it must possess certain key characteristics: 
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• Modularity of components, both software and hardware. 

• Integrability. Components should have interfaces which can be readily integrated, 

both at the hardware and software level. 

• Customization. Machines used throughout that plant should be customizable only for 

the needs of current manufacturing requirements, reducing cost. 

• Convertability. There should be minimal conversion time to modify the system from 

one product type to another. 

• Diagnosibility. In order to reduce errors during production, modular methodologies 

for diagnosing part faults should be implemented at the component level. 

Overall, RMS aims to combine the high throughput of dedicated, mass production lines with 

the flexibility of FMS; at the same time being able to handle unexpected changes efficiently. 

Although IEC 61131-3 is the industry standard for PLCs development, its focus on 

centralized application development does not leave much room for reconfiguration 

extensions. However, it has been shown that IEC 61131-3 reconfiguration can still be done 

depending on the implementation and tools [84]. While the IEC 61499 standard itself has no 

specific requirements for dynamic reconfiguration, a compliance profile [85] has been 

introduced which details a set of management commands. These commands were intended 

for deployment purposes and to standardize a methodology of communication between the 

IDE used for development and the runtime executing on the device. The reconfiguration 

process is sometimes handled using agents, with the work in [86] utilizing a Reconfiguration 

Agent and Coordination Agent to ensure safe distributed reconfigurations. Using agents at the 

high-level control layer to reconfigure the low-level control has also been investigated [87]. 

However, while IEC 61499 has proven to be an ideal candidate for reconfiguration and 

adaptability, it is not a panacea for dynamic systems development. It can provide a 

standardized implementation layer on which to build reconfigurable applications but shows 

great promise when combined with other technologies and architectures – particularly if the 

unity maintains support for off-the-shelf hardware and software solutions. 

Even with modern distributed programming techniques, the deployed system configuration is 

often static with set functionality allocated to each computing node even when the operation 

of the system may be highly dynamic. With a dynamic system, adding in plant complexity by 

the way of mechanical components can require additional computing power to handle their 

operation. Furthermore, as many off-the-shelf mechatronic components are being bundled 
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with embedded computing power, finding a way to utilize these effectively can further save 

the need for additional PLCs. Dynamic resource discovery [88] and selection [89] techniques 

can be used to determine what resources are available at any given time. In highly sporadic 

networked systems such as the internet, nodes can fail at any time. Mobile Agent frameworks 

attempt to abstract the process of migration and allow the developer to focus on high level 

core functionality. The work in [90] explores mobile agents for internet based service 

recovery. Witness agents are used to determine if any servers executing functionality have 

failed and attempt to restore the service using check-pointing. For a distributed application 

with processes running on networked controllers, if a process migration scheme such as 

checkpoint-restart were to be used then it must be orchestrated so that the global application 

state remains consistent [91]. One benefit of migrating a process between one node and 

another is to more efficiently utilize available resources or processing power [92]. When a 

node of a distributed system is lightly loaded, it could announce its status to neighboring 

nodes and initiate the process of migration. Another reason why processes could migrate is to 

move closer to relevant information, in order to exploit resources locally rather than 

remotely. This could both improve performance as well as reduce the strain on the 

communications medium. A multi-master approach for handling contingencies was proposed 

by Strasser [93] where instead of a central server handling reconfiguration, multiple master 

servers would handle the reconfiguration of a number of slaves. This required a network 

structure where every device had the ability to send messages to every other device, with 

Ethernet or CAN being suggested as possible solutions due to their multicast capabilities. 

Additionally, the concept of state and data transfer was also introduced briefly where for 

every internal data and state, two outputs would be explicitly defined on the FB interface and 

used to convey current values.  

2.4. Testing and Performance in Distributed Automation Systems 

Before deployment to the plant, the control system must be tested for functional correctness, 

operational performance and adequate reliability. Operational performance has a direct effect 

on the bottom line, as being able to process a few more items per minute with the same 

hardware results in an effectively free upgrade. With scan-cycle driven systems such as PLC 

based centralized automation systems, a more powerful PLC can be introduced in order to 

improve performance. It seems as if powerful multi-core CPU PLCs may be the answer to 

further stretching the performance of industrial applications, and this is clear with modern 
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Siemens and Beckhoff PLCs having powerful quad-core x86 CPUs. This then leads to the 

question of distributed performance and if the same application could have a faster cycle time 

if distributed across a number of PLCs [94]. Although performance may be improved by 

separating logic, the problem is often multi-fold. Firstly, the logic of an application may not 

be immediately divisible but secondly the timing characteristics of modern day computing 

devices has not greatly improved for decades [95]. With PLC based systems, reducing their 

algorithm complexity and data-volumes are the key for reducing the scan-cycle, and 

improving overall performance [96]. The IEC 61499 event-driven model can build upon the 

IEC 61131-3 scan-driven execution semantics by reducing the need for cycling through 

unnecessary logic blocks. While IEC 61131-3 by design iterates through its entire control 

application during each scan, the IEC 61499 event-driven case only invokes specific FBs if 

input events have been triggered. This can lead to a reduction in power consumption and 

improved system economy [97].  

Testing is another key factor during the pre-deployment phase of an industrial automation 

system, just prior to operation time. Industrial PLC based control systems are often tested 

against a variety of predefined scripts which trigger I/O and examine the control response 

[98]. Safety critical systems often employ safety-related functions directly into the PLC 

application [96], whereas previously they would be completely separate in hardware and 

software. For more complex systems, integrating an entire plant simulation may be more 

beneficial than the limitations of script based testing [14]. Simulation has proven to be an 

effective testing methodology for evaluating the behavior of a control system before 

deployment to the physical plant. Architectures such as IMC have shown that integrating a 

simulation can have a benefit before and after deployment, as an additional benefit of 

utilizing simulations is that they can be leveraged even after the control system has been 

deployed as a form of predictive control [99]. An accurate simulation model of the plant can 

be executed alongside the control in real-time, modeling stochastic effects of various 

components in order to predict failures before they occur. If a simulation model was already 

used in the pre-deployment stage for testing then a significant portion of the framework for 

predictive control would already be in place. 

Although simulation may provide significant benefits, the complexity of simulation models 

often hinders their use in industry. Particularly for large scale applications, development of a 

simulation model is unpractical. Problems such as reducing simulation complexity as well as 

automatically generating some of the models  have been identified as major hurdles for 
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adoption [100]. Deligiannis et al. [101] stipulates that formal approaches for the development 

of simulation models are required in order to control their complexity. CASE tools have are 

already had a few generations to evolve and have been shown to be useful for automatic 

generation of control code. In terms of generating simulation models, Yang et al. [18] 

proposed a methodology to convert existing MATLAB Simulink models to the IEC 61499 

platform. Not only are MATLAB models significantly more abundant, but having the control 

and simulation both in one platform allows techniques such as formal verification [102, 103] 

to be applied to the final application, further increasing tools available for testing. 

An accurate visualization of a plant can provide much more succinct information compared 

to typical panel based HMI. For complex projects, a 3D environment can even increase the 

integration between the design and construction stages of a project. CAD was used in [104] to 

visualize the development stages of a tunnel construction process and also heavily assisted in 

the simulation. The particularly useful aspect of CAD is that it is often developed regardless 

of whether it is used in the software development process. Thus the benefits in merging 

information from the CAD domain to control and simulation development are clear. Kamat et 

al. [105] identified that using 3D visualization allows the developer some insight into 

subtleties in the simulation that may not be immediately obvious during testing. During 

simulation of some traffic flows, non-quantifiable aspects such as undesirable bunching of 

vehicles could be easily recognized from the visualization but not from simulation data. 

Augmented reality uses accurate 3D visualization to tweak a plant design before 

commissioning, saving on initial deployment costs [106]. However, initial designs are often 

left unmaintained during the life cycle of the plant even though it could be a valuable source 

of information during operation. 

2.5. Summary 

There are many challenges to the widespread adoption of distributed automation applications 

and a major focus of this work is addressing some phases of the automation application 

lifecycle. Although IEC 61499 provides a standardized implementation layer for distributed 

systems development, the standard cannot fully expect to achieve improvements in lifecycle 

management for every type of distributed application. Every specific scenario will have its 

own optimal design patterns, widespread platforms and vendor support. However, in this 

work the target application is highly distributed Cyber-Physical plant systems. The 

interpretation of Cyber-Physical in this work is one of componentization, where the building 
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block of the system is a mechatronic component with some embedded computing power. This 

trend has been discussed and is based upon the growing tendency for vendors to bundle some 

form of software with their hardware – often with an included micro-controller attached to 

the device. This leads to a very close mapping between the Cyber parts (PLCs, micro-

controllers and their software) to their Physical parts (mechanical components). When 

focusing on these types of systems, the unity between mechanical and computing resources 

can be leveraged with an architecture such as IMC. 

If it is assumed that this trend of building mechanical and computing resource together 

continues, this will permeate into every facet of the application lifecycle. The design of an 

application can be assumed to be granular and componentized, with the granularity based on 

units of mechatronic components. During the operation and potentially maintenance phases 

of the lifecycle, additional components may be introduced but will continue to take the form 

of mechatronic components. Using a design strategy unifying both IEC 61499 and IMC may 

provide immediate value across multiple phases of the application lifecycle. Finally, when 

performance is concerned, there comes the problem of how to best utilize these additional 

computing resources and how the software application can be optimized for this. 

Furthermore, inherent distribution brings along with it challenges of time synchronization 

across nodes which is mostly ignored on a centralized application. An overall summary of the 

challenges in the state of the art for the class of systems described here is shown in Table 1 

below. 
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Table 1 - Summary of state of the art problems in the application lifecycle of distributed automation applications 

Challenge Solution Approach 

Design Phase – When catering for highly 

distributed applications, current solutions 

often utilize proprietary technologies to get 

around problems of design time adaptability. 

Chapter 3 - Unifying IEC 61499 as well as 

IMC, design strategies focusing around 

standardization while achieving flexibility 

were investigated to improve industry appeal. 

Operation and Maintenance Phase – During 

the operation of highly distributed systems, 

the introduction of new technologies and 

faults can disturb plant functions, introducing 

system downtime. 

Chapter 4 – Taking advantage of dynamic 

reconfiguration, potentially downtimeless 

system execution as well as the introduction 

of new technologies was investigated.  

Operation Phase – The performance of a 

distributed application often comes into 

question when compared to widely accepted 

centralized performance metrics. 

Chapter 5 – Performance modeling of a 

distributed application was investigated 

focusing on the same context as IEC 61499. 
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Chapter 3. Development of Large Scale Distributed Automation 

Systems 

Modern automation systems become increasingly complex and the automation industry is 

trending from a focus on mass production to mass customization. Traditional methods for 

automation systems development were derived from early automation mechanisms, where 

physical relays would be hard-wired to achieve desired functionality. Ladder Diagrams (LD) 

originated from these relay logic diagrams to maintain familiarity with developers 

accustomed to relay circuits but were required to use modern software development tools. 

The IEC 61131-3 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) exemplifies this trend by including 

development languages including ladder logic as well as instruction list, structured text, 

sequential flow charts and function block diagrams. Although PLCs are the industry standard 

for automation hardware, the development is of a low level of abstraction. Complex systems 

show the limitations of traditional centralized development paradigms. Problems that were 

previously solved with a monolithic control application are found to be less scalable with 

modular and flexible hardware. For example, design failures that have been reported for 

several large airport projects [36], show the limits of the incremental PLC technology 

improvement and ask for a qualitative change. The results of the Denver Airport failure 

analysis determined specifically that ‘System Complexity was likely the predominant cause of 

the baggage system's failure’. 

Distributed hardware and software architectures have the potential to bring about many 

benefits to industrial automation. Compared to centralized hardware configurations, 

distributed systems have the advantage of having inherent redundancy to complete failure. 

Object-oriented (OO) design, model-driven design and artificial intelligence are widely 

adopted in the general purpose computing domain. These technologies often have a trickle-

down effect in the industrial automation domain. The third revision of the IEC 61131 

standard, IEC 61131-3 [7] refers to function blocks as OO and other works have proposed 

even more complex OO concepts [11]. IEC 61131-5 now proposes standardized 

communications mechanisms in order to encourage the development of distributed PLC 

systems. The IEC 61499 standard [17] provides a reference architecture for the next 

generation of distributed automation systems and is thought of as the logical evolution of IEC 

61131 PLC development. IEC 61499 was conceived to provide an adequate implementation 
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platform, bridging the gap between new generation of distributed automation systems (such 

as RMS and MAS) and the current industry standards. The function block concept is further 

revised in IEC 61499, fully encapsulating functionality by restricting the usage of global 

variables and facilitating control flow through event-driven semantics. There are existing 

commercial IEC 61499 compliant integrated development environments (IDE) such as 

ISaGRAF [40] and NxtStudio [41] and they have been used in some investigative works [9]. 

There are also tools developed in research and academic communities, such as 4DIAC, 

FBDK and BlokIDE. The IEC 61499 standard leaves many details open to interpretation 

resulting in varying execution semantics per-platform [107] and sometimes affecting 

development. As a distributed development platform it excels, as the message passing 

communications mediums suit the event-driven mechanisms. Furthermore, platforms such as 

NxtStudio and ISaGRAF allow applications to be developed from a high-level and then 

mapped to a distributed hardware configuration later; automatically inserting the functionality 

to handle any network communications between PLCs and other computing devices. 

3.1. Defining Intelligence 

In order for us to continue referring to systems as intelligent, a definition of the term should 

be initially established. The term intelligent has been used to refer to concepts from classical 

artificial intelligence (AI) such as self-organization, self-adaptation and collaboration 

although often the measure of such behaviors remains vague. Other usages of the term 

include marketing jargon such as an intelligent motor drive [108], where compared to a 

typical motor drive only has the added benefit of some computational power; usually for 

function abstraction or safety mechanisms. When a system exhibits behaviors that are 

typically left for human operators then these are also referred to as intelligent. The degree of 

a concept such as self-organization is difficult to quantify in any given metric; do we refer to 

the system as intelligent if zero human configuration is required during deployment or is it 

alright if a small amount of human intervention is required? The human mind in all its infinite 

wisdom, allows operators to react to unpredictable situations, plan future actions and learn 

from these experiences [21]. 

We propose that a system can be thought of as intelligent if given an unpredictable event, the 

response would be similar to that which a human operator would reasonably be expected to 

produce. Although the range of possible scenarios a system can encounter are infinite, we can 

limit these to only scenarios occurring during operations such as faults; excluding extreme 
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cases for instance natural disasters or the introduction of new technologies. We define a 

single scenario i as the vector Α� =	< ��, ��, �	, … , �� > where ��  refers to the state of 

each sensor. The human behavior in response to these inputs can be defined as a function 

: � → � where � =< ��, ��, �	, … , �� > denotes a vector describing the output signal states 

for a system. If the system behaves in the same way that a human operator would in these 

circumstances for every scenario, then we refer to it as intelligent. However, intelligence 

could be the response to only one such behavior without human intervention, or the other 

extreme where it responds to all events. Although the definition here is far from ideal, it 

separates the term intelligence from behaviors and rather focuses on responses. Thus we refer 

to the work here as intelligent, due to mimicry of the implementation of behaviors in software 

that would typically be done using a human operator. 

3.2. Static and Dynamic Reconfiguration 

This thesis addresses the handling of system changes using the notion of system 

reconfiguration. The term reconfiguration often refers to changes in: 

• General software or hardware 

• Fault tolerance 

• Changes to production schedules, product mixes and  

• Introduction of new parts, standards and architectures 

Although the term dynamic reconfiguration sometimes refers to the general change in system 

configuration during runtime [81] regardless of hardware or software changes, this thesis 

focuses on software reconfiguration and hence the terms of static and dynamic refer only to 

software. The notion of static and dynamic reconfiguration is referred to throughout this 

thesis relating to software only. Static reconfiguration indicates software flexibility, often 

from a contingency standpoint. The software application reconfigures its production 

schedule, routing scheme or speed to satisfy new requirements or changes in the 

environment. These would be based a number of predefined plans, with the software 

remaining relatively static in nature. 

3.3. Componentization and the Intelligent Mechatronic Component 

Model-Driven Design (MDD) uses formalized models of the system for structuring and 

development of software and encourages software re-use as well as providing pathways to 

automated software generation. In MDD, a Platform Independent Model (PIM) is combined 
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with some specific implementation details in order to develop the software for a specific 

domain. Models can be described in languages such as UML, SysML, AutomationML or any 

proprietary standard which has an appropriately detailed meta-model. Code can then be either 

developed using the model as a guideline or directly generated from the model itself through 

techniques such as model transformation [56]. Models of the application range in their 

descriptive intent, with some focusing on describing the physical plant components and some 

focusing on abstract concepts such as orders and managers. 

Model-driven development has led to the development of some specialized architectures and 

design-patterns focusing on industrial automation systems. The Holonic Manufacturing 

System paradigm (HMS) [46] introduce the holon concept where distributed holons 

collaborate to achieve common goals. The HMS architecture is flexible, and non-physical 

concepts such as orders and managers can be considered as holons. This has led to the 

development of targeted implementations such as Product-Resource-Order-Staff (PROSA) 

[47] and MetaMorph [48]. Plant Automation based on Distributed Systems (PABADIS) [49]  

is another approach for the development of distributed applications focusing on mobile 

software agents and integration with ERP. Agents handle details such as scheduling, resource 

allocation and plant component functions. Each of these implementations focuses on solving 

a specific set of problems and applications however both HMS and rely on proprietary MAS 

platforms to achieve much of their functionality. In contrast to this, the Intelligent 

Mechatronic Component (IMC) [51] approaches distributed systems development from a 

purely componentized vision. While other approaches represent some abstract notions such as 

planning or orders as logical software units, IMC attempts to have resultant software match 

the physical composition of the plant as closely as possible. Focusing on componentization is 

one potential direction of Cyber Physical System development, as these software (Cyber) 

components closely relate to their mechanical (Physical) counterpart. As discussed 

previously, there is a trend in automation and particularly distributed automation where more 

and more vendors are providing some software functionalities built into off-the-shelf 

mechatronic components [34]. Vendors which have been traditionally been hardware focused 

have since transitioned to business models which are at least somewhat software oriented 

[38]. IMC was first proposed in [51] and thereafter a proposal for its implementation in IEC 

61499 was made in [52]. The IMC concept describes a notion of intelligent components 

(machines or parts thereof) that come pre-packaged with software modules such as control 

programs, plant simulation modules and potentially human-machine interface (HMI) software 
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components and applications. Sensor IMC units and motor IMC units form higher-level 

conveyor IMC units and so on.  

This research uses some IMC approaches due to its suitability for highly modular 

manufacturing systems which have many similarities to cyber physical system concepts. The 

modular nature of IEC 61499 was shown to support the IMC development platform well [52]. 

IMC is used in this chapter in an attempt to commoditize the mechatronic component, 

providing a design pattern to integrate control, simulation and visualization of components. 

Although the IMC term refers to an Intelligent Mechatronic Component, the term intelligent 

does not specifically refer to artificial intelligence or other intelligent behaviors. However, 

embedding intelligence into industrial control is often desired for increases in reliability, 

reducing maintenance efforts and better adaptability to change. Approaches such as multi-

agent systems (MAS) are suitable for distributed control systems and early implementations 

[109] showed promising improvements over non-intelligent designs. This thesis focuses on 

highly modular, distributed automation applications and the work proposed in this chapter 

attempts to utilize IEC 61499, IMC and embedded intelligence to improve the design stage of 

the distributed application lifecycle.  

3.4. IMC Application to Baggage Handling Systems 

The IMC architecture is structured internally following the Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

design pattern [110]. The building blocks consist of controllers, simulation models and 

visualization applications. IMC applications are highly portable and can be deployed to a 

variety of hardware topologies. One extreme could be a single central controller with the 

other extreme being micro-PLCs embedded into every component. Baggage handling 

systems (BHS) will be used as an example application for this work and previous 

investigations have yielded promising results in the domain of distributed BHS. Figure 3 

depicts an example BHS with an enlargement depicting the distinct separation between 

modular conveyors. 
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Figure 3 - CAD diagram of a baggage handling system composed of a multitude of distinct conveyor sections 

We describe the plant as composed of a set of mechatronic components (conveyor sections, 

x-ray machines, diverters, tag readers, etc.), denoted by M of which are decomposed further 

into granular components such as sensors and actuators. Each component γ	ϵ	M has some 

corresponding software sub-components S(γ) = {sim, hmi, view, ctl}  following the 

assumptions of the IMC architecture [51]: 

1. %(sim): A simulation of the dynamics of the component and can be either developed 

or assumed to be provided by the equipment vendor. For relatively lightweight 

simulations, direct deployment of both simulation and control to micro-PLC hardware 

may be possible. However, if performance is an issue then PC based simulation with 

I/O cards could be used. [14] proposes a framework for a systematic approach for the 

composition of simulation and control in a distributed system of intelligent 

mechatronic objects. PC based simulations can be based on an endless choice of 

platforms including MATLAB Simulink, Modelica or MapleSim. Inherent limitations 

of PLC based simulation development mean that complex mathematical calculations 

may be less accurate if developed using PLC languages. 

2. γ(hmi) : The Human Machine Interface (HMI) provides interfacing to the 

component and is analogous to the HMI of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
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(SCADA) systems. It can be composed a simple view panel with sensor readings to a 

complex hierarchical control panel with granular controls and real-time readings. The 

HMI is connected in closed-loop with γ(ctl) and facilitates user interaction with the 

control application. When deploying to the final plant, the HMI is kept exactly the 

same with no reconfiguration due to its data readings and interaction with the control 

component of the IMC rather than the simulation. 

3. γ(view): A visualization of the dynamics of the plant during simulation and thus 

would be provided by the developer of the simulation whether that is a local 

developer or vendor. During closed-loop simulation a live view of component 

dynamics can be observed. During deployment, this live view is no longer present due 

to its reliance on plant level data such as exact positions of bags. Contrast this to the 

readings that the HMI can receive from the controller which is only a slice of this 

information at any given time through binary signals such as sensors. Although these 

sensor readings from the controller could then be extrapolated to a relatively accurate 

visualization of plant dynamics. Additionally, due to the lack of simulation in many 

SCADA based systems this live view is usually not present. 

4. %(&'(): The control application for the component. Since this architecture follows 

IMC, each control and simulation module are localized and developed using 

distributed algorithms in mind. The control can vary in degrees of complexity. The 

component vendor can provide a simple controller implementing basic operations or 

services, invoked by a higher level controller, or, in some cases, a more sophisticated 

software agent capable of self-organization with other such components. The 

controller code can eventually be executed on the embedded micro-PLC or on other 

PLC having information access to the component.  

The decomposition of the controller S(γ) into a vendor provided low-level control and a 

custom developed high-level control certainly adds value to the whole component. In this 

work, it is investigated how the controller can implement agent functionality that collaborates 

with other components to achieve certain goals. Holonic Manufacturing Systems research 

often describes the decomposition of control into low-level and high-level [46]. Similarly in 

this work, the controller γ(ctl)	is further decomposed: 

1. %(ctl − LLC): Low-level control (LLC) that governs reading of sensors and triggering 

of actuators. The LLC should abstract out details of I/O and other low-level behavior 
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such as initialization routines, fault detection and PID functions. HLC should invoke 

LLC as basic component services such as run, stop, cascade or divert rather than 

invoke functions at the actuator level and read data from the sensor level. LLC should 

also be self-contained and only communicate with the component it is assigned to 

with no inter-component communication. 

2. γ(ctl − HLC): The high-level control (HLC) accesses the abstract interface provided 

by the LLC and provides agent-like behaviour and thus the HLC will be referred to as 

the agent for a particular component. The agent should communicate with other 

agents to fulfil intended goals. 

LLC is usually executed on PLC hardware. HLC and correspondingly agent implementations 

can vary although standards such as FIPA [73] exist to encourage interoperable 

communication. HLC is usually executed on a local PC with an interface to the controller 

hardware. This work instead deploys agent functionality directly onto controller hardware 

alongside LLC modules aiming at more integral and cost-effective solution. Furthermore, 

agent behaviors may be better specified in distinct sub-modules. These behaviors could be 

routing, fault management and isolation, tracking and order handling. 

While the plant contains a group of components, there are also many relationships between 

these components. Details such as physical topology, electrical wiring, material flow, 

dependencies and redundancies are typically captured using some form of design document. 

This methodology will mainly focus on the physical relationships between components. For 

simplicity the plant topology and configuration will be described as an attributed directed 

graph G = {M, E, A, F1, F2}, where the set of components  M encompasses the nodes of the 

graph and E ⊆ M ×M  denote the edges of the graph, where these edges describe the 

topological relationships between components, A	 is a set of attributes, F1: M → A	 is an 

assignment of attributes to nodes and F2: E → A is assignment of attributes to the edges. The 

edges of the graph could represent such relations as upstream, downstream, merging into, 

diverting from and other details. Each arc δ	ϵ	E can be described by two elements	δ =
{pred, succ}: 

1. pred(δ): The tail of the arc, referred to here as the predecessor. This could be an 

upstream conveyor, or an upstream processing station or any component that precedes 

the connection. 
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2. succ(δ): The head of the arc, referred to here as the successor. This could be a 

downstream conveyor, or a component that the current component belongs to, such as 

a sensor belonging to a conveyor. 

3.5. Standardized Agent Composition and Connection 

Specific inter-component and intra-component communication is defined by the tuple 

C = 9R, Q<. R ⊆ S(γ) × S(γ) specifies intra-component communication between software 

sub-components with the composition of  S(γ) = {sim, hmi, view, ctl}  within a single 

component γ . Q ⊆ S(pred(δ)) × S(succ(δ))  specifies inter-component communication 

between sub-components between the predecessor and successor components defined by each 

arc δ. Intra-component communication for every component γ	ϵ	M is shown in Figure 4 

and follows the IMC pattern. The set of relations defining communication is expressed by the 

set R: 

1. R(γ(sim),γ(ctl)) and R(γ(ctl),γ(sim)): Bidirectional communication between 

the simulation and control. 

2. R(γ(sim),γ(view)): Unidirectional communication between simulation and view 

representing state data from the simulation passed to the view for rendering. 

3. R(γ(ctl),γ(hmi)) and R(γ(hmi),γ(ctl)): Bidirectional communication between 

control and HMI representing control panel interfacing with the controller application.  

 

Figure 4 - Intra-Component communication specification 

Inter-component communication between individual software sub-components is defined by 

each topological arc δ	ϵ	E and can be described by the set Q: 
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1. Q(pred(δ)(ctl), succ(δ)(ctl)) and Q(succ(δ)(ctl), pred(δ)(ctl)): Controller to 

controller communication between two components, usually accompanied by 

communication in the opposite direction resulting in bidirectional communication 

between controllers. 

2. Q(pred(δ)(sim), succ(δ)(sim))  and Q(succ(δ)(sim), pred(δ)(sim)) : 

Simulation model communication used to pass model based data between 

components. 

Inter-component communication between two adjacent components c= and c=>� is shown in 

Figure 5. An arc connects these two components with a downstream relationship, with a 

corresponding upstream relationship in the other direction that is not shown here. The 

controller element of each component is then further subdivided into LLC and agent (HLC) 

sub-modules. 

 

Figure 5 - Inter-component communication specification between two adjacent components with a 

downstream/upstream relation. 

Model driven development has benefits such as correctness of construction, reachability and 

the ability to apply testing methodologies such as formal verification. Distributed algorithms 

are ideal for intelligent behavior implementation including fault detection, discovery and 

routing. To achieve equivalent functionality compared to centralized implementations, the 

agent module should implement a variety of distributed algorithms rather than rely on 

centralized data. In terms of a conveyor agent, the most important function would be to 
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correctly handle transportation duties. The highest level function is routing work-pieces to 

their destination although other implicit duties may include Quality of Service (QoS) 

functions including load distribution and re-routing around faults. 

Figure 6 depicts a conveyor module c=  with adjacent conveyors attributed with upstream, 

downstream and merging relations. The single conveyor is then decomposed into sub-

modules with the control c(ctl) decomposed further into LLC and HLC (agent). Routing is 

integrated into the HLC as a separate module, receiving data from the downstream HLC 

while passing data to upstream HLCs. Routing can be handled using any of a number of 

distributed routing algorithms such as Bellman-Ford [111]. Routing tables would be stored as 

local data in the routing sub-module and distance vectors can be passed to and from adjacent 

HLCs. Distributed mutual exclusion algorithms (e.g. Ricart-Agrawala [112]) are useful for 

avoiding bag collisions at conveyor intersections. These mutual exclusion algorithms could 

be implemented in the same HLC module along with routing by separating the request and 

release behaviors into two communicating sub-modules with local data as shown in Figure 6. 

Merging priorities can then be negotiated with adjacent conveyors according to Ricart-

Agrawala to determine the current merging status and the subsequent output signals to 

diverters and motors. Tracking is also handled as a localized function, accurately determining 

the location of bags on the conveyor by only using sensor timing data from the LLC. 

Depending on the requirements, this information could simply be passed to the visualization 

for maintenance purposes or used in divert and merge timing decisions at the LLC. 
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Figure 6 - High-Level architecture of a conveyor component and its internal functions and interconnections 

Additional peripheral components also affect the composition of agent sub-modules. 

Components could be diverters, encoders or x-rays with distinct functions. Only peripheral 

LLCs are shown in Figure 6, with two diverters attached to their corresponding LLCs. 

Diverter I/O usually consists of only a divert trigger actuation signal, although more complex 

modules may have positional feedback. LLC then should abstract these functions into 

services, hiding details such as timing, speed control and safety control from HLC. For a 

diverter all low-level functions could include a simple divert service where once invoked, a 

success or status message could then be passed to HLC. For HLC services such as routing 

these can be encapsulated into distinct modules by distributed algorithms such as Bellman-

Ford. In Figure 6 the flow of information from the routing module comes from downstream 

modules then flows to any upstream modules. Routing tables of the current controller would 

be updated periodically. Based on sensors, the routing controller would then pass any 

decisions to the low-level divert modules which would divert bags to their destination. For a 

more complex control scheme, a tracking module could also be included to track the exact 

position of each bag as it traverses the length of the conveyor. For such a configuration, the 

routing module could abstract out its functions into a service which the tracking module 

would invoke. Communication between controller modules is completely defined by the 
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inter-component arcs described earlier. This is particularly useful for distributed algorithms in 

material or baggage handling systems as the data dependencies can often be majorly defined 

as upstream and downstream relations. 

3.6. IEC 61499 Applicability to Industrial Automation Challenges 

The IEC 61499 architecture suits this design methodology for a number of reasons compared 

to IEC 61131-3. The FB concept of IEC 61499 encourages encapsulation of functions into 

standalone processes or composite assemblies thereof, whereas with IEC 61131 where 

mechanisms such as global variables can often result in data dependencies which are not 

immediately obvious at design time. This allows IEC 61499 applications to be easily 

distributable; when mapping FBs to a number of devices, the only communication required is 

from the visible FB connections across device boundaries. However, newer revisions of the 

IEC 61131 standard does provide some standardization for distributed communication. Using 

modern IDEs, developing distributed automation applications is becoming increasingly 

seamless. Rather than handling low-level communication functions, the event driven nature 

of IEC 61499 suits the message passing paradigm that is implied by a network of distributed 

agents. Tools such as NxtStudio and ISaGRAF allow automated communications insertion 

when a distributed application is detected. 

3.6.1. IEC 61499 Preliminaries 

Each IEC 61499 application is typically composed of a number of interconnected FBs which 

are connected via events and data. FBs can be of the basic, composite or service-interface 

types where each have the same interface structure but may vary internally. Composite FBs 

contain a number of basic (and other composite) FBs exposed on a single FB interface. 

Internally, a basic FB’s content can vary depending on the platform but usually it consists of 

an Execution Control Chart (ECC) with an example conveyor control ECC shown in Figure 

7.  
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Figure 7 - Conveyor Control ECC 

IEC 61499 defines some rules for ECC execution semantics. However, even though IEC 

61499 is nearing its fifth edition, some execution semantics remain ambiguous and open to 

interpretation [107].Some ECC notation will be introduced, simplified from the model in 

[113]. An ECC can be defined as a tuple 

ECC = (S, R, E, C, A, D, F2, F@, FA, FB) 
where 

S = {s�, s�, … , sC} is a set of vertices representing EC-states; 

R ⊆ S × S is a set of arcs representing EC-transitions; 

E = {e�, e�, … , eD} is a set of event inputs; 

C = {c�, c�, … , cE} is a set of guard conditions; 

A = {a�, a�, … , aG} is a set of EC-actions; 

D ⊆ A × C is a relation, defining dependency of transition conditions on the 

results of EC-actions; 

F2:	R2 → E A function assigning event inputs to event-arcs R2 

F@:	R2 ∪ R@ → C function assigning guard conditions to event-arcs R2  and guard-arcs 

RI 

FA:	S → A function assigning EC-actions to states 

FB:	R → {1,2, … } function assigning priorities for each arc 
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A set of interconnected FBs within a composite FB is shown in Figure 8 below, where in this 

specific scenario the FBs represent individual mechatronic components of a packaging and 

box filling machine.  

 

Figure 8 - Composite FB internal connections for a box filling machine 

Data and event connections can be seen as the main means of communication. Each FB 

interface comprises of the head and body shown in Figure 9. The head of the FB contains the 

event inputs and outputs, while the body contains data. Particular events and data can be 

associated, resulting in the associated data being updated when the target event is triggered. 

 
Figure 9 - Interface for a box filling machine control FB 
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3.6.2. IEC 61499 Applicability to Distributed Industrial Automation Systems 

The implementation of both high-level and low-level functions using IEC 61499 is more 

attractive in reducing the number of proprietary platforms in a hardware configuration. As 

more language features are added, more complex functionality can be developed directly into 

FBs rather than executed on a networked PC. In future distributed systems, there will be a 

great diversity in the types of distributed intelligent applications and the unification of both 

HLC and LLC into a single reference architecture such as IEC 61499 may assist in 

standardization efforts [114]. Another major benefit is that IEC 61499 applications are 

directly executable while at the same time providing a capable high-level system modeling 

language. In the general purpose software domain, the creation of a modeling language that is 

also executable has been a long-term goal [115]. Additional platform independent models 

such as UML can be incorporated into the design process, from which IEC 61499 [16] or IEC 

61131 [116] applications can be generated. Contrast this to works proposing executable UML 

[115] which has significantly less industry support, and IEC 61499 in conjunction with other 

modeling languages becomes attractive. Finally, an additional benefit in using IEC 61499 is 

the potential to use formal verification techniques for testing in addition to the typical 

simulation and emulation before system deployment to the plant [102, 103]. Formal 

verification can often detect obscure erratic behaviors which would not normally emerge 

during simulation. This can increase dependability and may reduce testing effort. However as 

with simulation the usefulness of formal verification depends on the complexity of the test 

cases. 

Although there are a variety of modern industrial strength IEC 61499 platforms, ISaGRAF by 

ICS Triplex was mainly used for the development of this architecture. Compared to another 

commercial platform, NxtStudio by NxtControl, ISaGRAF had a better combination of 

features for this work. One such feature is support of user defined data types (UDTs) that is 

particularly useful for intelligent, data-intensive distributed applications. ISaGRAF fully 

supports UDT definitions directly in the IDE and seamlessly integrates these into the runtime. 

ISaGRAF also has the automated communication insertion feature if an application is 

distributed over a network and their implementation has been shown to scale well [117]. In 

addition to network scale, the process of wiring large distributed applications with I/O is 

highly streamlined. For a large scale distributed application I/O would typically not be 

manually connected from the IDE which is the case for most other platforms. Instead, 

ISaGRAF allows the importing of definition files, which can configure and parameterize 
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every node in the system, including I/Os and their mappings. For data intensive applications 

such as distributed material handling this is ideal. Furthermore, ISaGRAF applications are 

backwards compatible with older IEC 61131-3 hardware. This is due to the execution 

semantics remaining cyclic; however adoption of IEC 61499 is partly hindered by reluctance 

for investment in new hardware. The ability to execute state of the art IEC 61499 distributed 

applications on existing hardware can be appealing, easing migration concerns. Within a 

device, events are recorded as integer values and differences between these between scan 

cycles indicates the presence of an event, triggering FBs. Between devices, events are 

implemented as UDP messages rather than maintaining their cyclic nature. Although intra-

device events are implemented in a cyclic approach, this remains a valid interpretation of the 

IEC 61499 standard. A comparison between ISaGRAF and FBDK implementations of IEC 

61499 revealed some semantic and syntactic differences but did not conclude that either 

implementation was superior [118]. The constant CPU load under the ISaGRAF cyclic 

paradigm can even yield relatively predictable performance characteristics compared to more 

sporadic event-driven implementations. 

3.7. Distributed functions using ISaGRAF IEC 61499 mechanisms 

Internally, the controller FB is further separated into LLC and agent based control. Since this 

is a conveyor controller, the transport of baggage is paramount for most of its functions. 

Figure 10 depicts the ISaGRAF implementation of a single conveyor module, which includes 

both closed-loop simulation and control. The control sub-modules have been flattened out in 

order to better depict available functions. The manager FB handles most of the routing 

functionality. Other sub-modules handle insertion of bags into the simulation and the 

generation of a heartbeat event in the Alive FB in order to communicate status. 
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Figure 10 - Internal configuration of a conveyor module including closed loop control and simulation, with control 

separated into its corresponding sub-modules 

Various sub-modules can be connected depending on the required functionality. Figure 11 

shows the variation in FB interface depending on the number of merge or divert points on the 

conveyor, referred to sometimes as entry and exit interfaces. Distinct FBs are required for this 

functionality due to the rigid nature of the FB interface and the lack of inheritance concepts 

from object-oriented programming. 
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Figure 11 - Varying conveyor FBs with connections depending on required functionality such as merge, divert or 

straight 

The routing sub-module in Figure 6 was implemented using a modified Distributed Bellman-

Ford (DBF) algorithm. Although link-state based algorithms can also be used such as Dijkstra 

[111], DBF maintains only neighboring routing information for determining the shortest path. 

In a typical DBF implementation all nodes are of interest. However for a BHS application, a 

limited number of nodes in the system are of interest. Typically these will mainly consist of 

bag-sinks which are end destinations where baggage is picked up by manual handlers before 

transfer to the aircraft. However, other intermediate destinations including x-rays, tag readers 

and manual security checks can also append their destination information to the routing 

tables. Using DBF results in a shorter convergence time particularly for smaller applications 

compared to Dijkstra’s algorithm and this is ideal for such a use-case with number of bag-

sinks compared to every conveyor module in the system. 

Using DBF we can significantly reduce network communication and rather than every node 

in the system multicasting information about itself, only points of interest within the BHS 

need to pass their information to upstream conveyors. Each routing sub-module stores a local 

routing table with distance metrics pertaining to the distance to each bag-sink destination. 

Routing tables consist of a 2-dimensional array C with dimensions m x n. Array size is 

selected based on a predicted number of destinations (n) and maximum number of exit 

interfaces per conveyor (m). 
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• i is the index of the destination and these are indexed from 0,1,2,3...,n-1 ; 

• j is the divert exit interface. These are indexed from 0,1,2,3...,m-1; 

• C[i, j] is the distance metric to destination(i) when diverting to exit-interface(j). 

Using ISaGRAF UDTs it is particularly streamlined in implementing such a data structure. 

Nested arrays and custom types are particularly useful compared to other IEC 61499 

platforms which often only support one-dimensional arrays of primitives. Figure 12 a) depicts 

a scenario where a downstream conveyor is preparing to pass routing information to the 

upstream conveyor for the first time during initialization. The downstream conveyor routing 

module iterates through its routing table and finds the fastest routing path denoted by the 

cheapest metric for each destination index. This information is stored in a one-dimensional 

vector. Figure 12 b) depicts the upstream conveyor receiving the routing vector and 

appending it to its table, adding its own distance data to each metric. 

a)  

b)  

Figure 12 - Vectored routing information being passed from a conveyor to its upstream conveyor 
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The routing manager FB has a specific internal structure, consisting of a main wait state as 

depicted by the state S3 in Figure 13. This structure is a common structure when designing 

IEC 61499 applications as it allows a relatively predictable execution flow and is common 

within example applications in both ISaGRAF and NxtControl. Interoperability between 

platforms has been explored and verified in [119], where various IEC 61499 platforms were 

deployed to a range of hardware configurations with a single unified application. Although 

execution semantics within a device can differ, communication between devices is message 

based and behaves as expected. 

 

Figure 13 - Conveyor Controller FB with the structure of the manager SFC. Highlighted is the main wait state, S3. 

ISaGRAF implements the IEC 61499 event driven architecture within its existing framework 

of IEC 61131 mechanisms, with events being checked for explicitly using code mechanisms. 

A LocalEventInput object is created for every ISaGRAF event in each FB, with notation 

LocalEventInput_REQ (REQ) to check for the REQ event in state S3. Since input events are 

represented as Double Integers (DINTs) the LocalEventInput object compares the current 

event count with the last event count. Then a Boolean output of the object 
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LocalEventInput_REQ.Trigger can be used as the transition condition for each transition to 

trigger. 

Fault tolerance and management were another key function which was developed into the 

core of the routing sub-module as well as low-level control. Fault handling was based on a 

model which could mitigate two types of faults: 

1. Mechanical faults were detected by the local low-level controllers. Depending on 

status of components such as the conveyor belt, diverters and sensors this information 

would be passed along to the routing sub-module. Faults would be indicated with a 

special condition appended to the routing vector propagated to the system. Upstream 

components would then update their routing tables accordingly. 

2. Electrical faults were detected by adjacent controllers. Compared to mechanical 

faults, electrical faults are assumed to cause complete failure of the controller or PLC 

which is executing the control application. Each controller notifies its upstream 

adjacent controller of its status using a heartbeat signal. Any detected faults are then 

handled similarly to mechanical faults, with the routing path deemed non-viable and 

this fault information propagated to upstream nodes. 

Figure 14 depicts a scenario where the conveyor c115 has failed and it has been detected by 

its upstream conveyor c114. Fault data is then propagated upstream to reroute baggage during 

system operation using alternative path (c020, c209). 
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Figure 14 - A large configuration of conveyors with accompanying visualization routing baggage around a fault 

indicated at conveyor c115 

3.8. Performance testing and analysis 

Using ISaGRAF to develop IEC 61499 applications means that high-level design can be done 

before the development of the hardware configuration. The large BHS system with a number 

of conveyor FBs shown in Figure 14 previously was mapped to a network of controllers 

detailed in Appendix B.1. This industrial testbed consisted of a number of computing  nodes, 

each running the ISaGRAF IEC 61499 runtime for a better overview of industrial application 

overhead. Each deployed FB contained both HLC agent functionality as well as LLC and a 

number of deployment mapping configurations were explored. One extreme could be to map 

the entire application to a single powerful PLC with a significant amount of local and remote 

I/O. This configuration is convenient as the centralized hardware setup is already popular for 

existing industrial automation applications and the benefits of logical modularity and event-

driven execution are immediately apparent. Another extreme is to have micro-controllers 

embedded into every mechatronic component in the system with only local I/O. Each 

controller would communicate through a network and only have a local view of its data and 

this configuration matches the component-based functionality distribution scheme that many 

IEC 61499 architectures tend towards such as IMC or HMS. In this case, a conveyor FB 

would be deployed to its corresponding controller linked to only the I/O of the attached 

conveyor. The more controllers there are the greater the redundancy. However this can 
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sometimes increase development time as it forces the usage of distributed algorithms. An in-

between configuration was chosen for this work which deployed approximately two conveyor 

FBs per micro-controller, however modifying mappings using the ISaGRAF tool can be done 

anytime.  depicts a network of embedded controllers for which the configuration was 

deployed to. 

Currently in the ISaGRAF platform, there are a number of methods to gauge system 

performance. However, due to the event-driven nature of IEC 61499 and the reliance on 

message passing between controllers it is difficult to provide many guarantees of 

performance. IEC 61499 runtimes implementing some form of real-time scheduling or time-

triggered networking may allow for more predictable behaviors but currently this work is 

limited to the features provided by the ISaGRAF platform. To determine performance, we 

measure a number of metrics. Firstly there are network metrics such as bandwidth utilization 

and message delays. Many studies have indicated that Ethernet saturates at approximately 

37% utilization [120] and special system conditions must be adhered to for the maximum 

throughput to be attainable. Another measure of system performance is the utilization of 

controller resources such as memory and CPU and in the case of PLCs, the scan cycle time. 

Depending on the IEC 61499 platform used the available metrics can vary and in the case of 

ISaGRAF we focus mainly on network utilization and scan-cycle times. 

Figure 15 shows a BHS with 53 conveyor FBs distributed over 27 NetBurner controllers and 

this system used for network utilization measurements. A much smaller system consisting of 

only three conveyor FBs was also done as a reference case. For the smaller system, each 

conveyor’s FB was run inside a single control node with all the nodes connected to a central 

switch. For both scenarios, data was recorded when the conveyor system was idle and also 

when it had a significant amount of bags steadily being input into the system. A managed 

switch was used for measuring network utilization using Simple Network Management 

Protocol (SNMP). Delay times were measured using the device system time within the 

ISaGRAF runtime.  This time was measured in milliseconds and metrics such as current 

cycle time, total number of cycles and total run time were of interest. A sample of three 

controllers in the system showed that utilization was less than 0.1% and was far from 

saturating the bandwidth of 100Mbit/s Ethernet.  
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Figure 15 - Example BHS system with 53 conveyors shown from the viewpoint of the visualization. This particular 

setup was used due to its large number of redundancy for routing. 

The resulting network utilization graphs are shown in Figure 16, depicting utilization for both 

the three conveyor system and the 53 conveyor system. For both configurations the network 

utilization is extremely low and Ethernet has supported the application without errant 

behaviors. These results are as expected and allow multiple conveyors to be run on a single 

ISaGRAF configuration. Scaling up has not been an issue and the network at least should be 

able to support applications with a much higher number of FBs and controllers. The 

maximum dimension of BHS system tested in our design framework so far includes around 

100 conveyors with controls distributed across 48 control nodes. 

a)  
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b)  

Figure 16 - Network utilization for a) the 3 conveyor configuration deployed to 3 controllers and b) the 53 conveyor 

configuration deployed to 27 controllers. Network utilization graphs show a sample of three conveyors in the system 

over a period of ten minutes. 

Another metric of network performance is the network delay time for transmission of a 

packet from one source to another. This is particularly useful measured directly on the 

application level as it gives an insight to the overhead added by factors such as the runtime, 

implementation style of communication sockets and system load. Some tests for event delays 

were done in the same 53 conveyor FB system shown previously.  There are two conveyor 

FBs running inside both the Config1 and Config2 controllers. An event-transmitter FB was 

developed and paired with an event-receiver FB in the other controller.  The transmitter FB 

periodically transmitted a single event and recorded the data.  The receiver FB in the adjacent 

controller receives this event and immediately sends a confirmation event.  Upon receipt of 

the confirmation, the transmitter FB takes another timestamp and takes the difference with 

the initial timestamp. Data was then written to a file and extracted from the controller for 

analysis and a plot of the data is shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 - Event transmission delays for two controllers each running two conveyor FBs 
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The range of the delay is varies from 25ms to almost 100ms for both devices with means of 

about 50ms for both. During these tests the ISaGRAF runtime was set to run code as fast as 

possible and resulting in variable cycle times as opposed to fixed cycle times with overflow 

indicators.  Using ISaGRAF device level status information, readings such as total cycles 

completed and number of cycles completed could be used to determine an average cycle 

time.  Average cycle times for both 3 device and 27 device configurations were in the 5ms 

range as shown in Table 2.  If we assume network propagation time is negligible then if an 

event was transmitted in the current cycle, and the confirmation event received in the next 

cycle then the delay time should be about two cycles. Scan-cycle time could potentially vary 

given the transmission of a message in a given cycle although this could not be determined 

due to the limited status information. 

Table 2 - Individual Controller PLC cycle times when running both 3 controller configurations and 27 controller 

configurations sampled across 3 controllers 

 Controller 1 Controller 2 Controller 3 

3 Controllers 5.36ms 5.71ms 5.54ms 

27 Controllers 5.51ms 5.64ms 5.72ms 

3.9. Automated Visualization 

The design process of industrial control systems consists of specification, design, deployment 

and testing. Although the earlier stages of design focus on correctly modeling the system and 

modularizing control software it is often disjoint with the later stages of testing and 

maintenance. The entire lifecycle of an automation system must be considered for any design 

as these systems are often deployed for decades at a time. In the software engineering 

domain, design paradigms such as test driven development (TDD) [121] are common practice  

where unit tests are designed alongside logic and constantly utilized along with integration 

testing. These tests can be automated and constantly tested while code is updated and 

maintained. In the industrial domain, there is often a physical plant which requires interaction 

with the control application. 

Using special purpose simulation and visualization tools can assist experts who are specialists 

in a given domain of the design process to do accurate testing and analysis even if they 

typically are not familiar with simulation [122]. Furthermore, simulating the dynamics of the 

plant before cutting any steel can save time and money before plant commissioning. 

Simulation in the Loop (SiL) design paradigms such as Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

encourage modularity; with design of both simulation and visualization to be executed in 
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closed-loop with control code. Integration of the simulation can either be directly in the 

runtime environment [123], or in a separate specialized simulation framework such as 

MATLAB [14]. Using an external simulation framework could potentially provide a large 

amount of pre-existing simulation models. In [7] the transformation from MATLAB 

Simulink models to IEC 61499 FBs is done, with any logic from the Simulink models 

transformed directly to IEC 61499 standard languages. This gives access to a huge array of 

existing models including mechatronic components, electrical and fluid simulations. Using 

specification models such as UML or IMCML to generate the control code can further be 

extended to the generation of simulation and visualization. Once the design is finalized and 

the plant has been built, changes to the plant will result in changes to the control application 

[19]. Designing the control in parallel with plant commissioning definitely reduces time to 

market.  

Visualization and (HMI) components can also benefit the design stage as they usually require 

a significant amount of manual work. HMI components refer to the control panels for the 

application whereas visualization refers to the dynamic live view of the operating plant either 

in 2D or 3D. In NxtStudio [124] developing an HMI requires the manual creation of HMI 

sub-components which are later assembled into a system level HMI once the control 

application is developed. In addition to this, if the system layout changes during system’s 

lifecycle, the visualization must be redeveloped along with the control. 

In the general purpose computing domain, Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) 

tools facilitate the rapid development of many complex software applications. Modularity of 

modern distributed automation systems make them ideal for using such techniques. Material 

Handling Systems (MHS) in particular are composed of a multitude of conveyors replicated 

extensively throughout the plant. Since control code is typically the bulk of the design 

process, it makes sense to focus on reducing the design effort and increasing reliability using 

automated generation. 

3.9.1. Integration of visualization into the design process 

Compared to a simple control panel HMI or 2D visualization there are a number of benefits 

in deploying a 3D visualization. When paired with simulation models, 3D visualizations can 

more effectively communicate the current status of the simulation and assist with the 

verification and validation of simulation results [122]. When only using simulation, output 

results can be difficult to analyze particularly for practitioners who are not experts in the field 
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of simulation. Results can be highly cryptic and difficult to understand if they are in pure 

numerical terms and graphical representations can often immediately convey the nature of 

faults. The usage of 3D visualization has seen most adoption in the construction industry 

[105, 122], where motion paths of construction machines and cranes can be checked for 

physical interference problems when situated in complex terrain.  These types of jobs are 

straightforward for a human observer but can be difficult for pure script based checks. For 

complex multi-level conveyor systems an accurate portrayal of the plant can be used to 

determine specific erratic behavior such as incorrect routing. For a BHS, bags could be 

examined as they propagate down the system and erroneous bags could be highlighted on-

screen for fault determination. For mechatronic components, observing subtle details such as 

motion paths can improve the credibility of successful simulation results. 

3.9.2. Automated generation of mechatronic component visualizations 

A visualization could be either created for each application, or generated based on the same 

meta-model details extracted to generate the control and simulation. Each component is 

parameterized and then rendered onscreen in a convincing manner with the correct topology. 

For automated generation of software, modeling languages such as UML and SysML 

describe the software architecture adequately. However, they are more suitable as software 

models rather than describing details of the physical system. If using CAD as one of the input 

models, much of the graphical information is already provided. The effort in generation of a 

3D visualization from CAD compared to a simple HMI control panel is minimal. It is 

acknowledged that modeling conveyor dynamics using IEC 61499 is non-ideal and this could 

possibly be augmented with realistic physics simulations. Currently, the work is focusing on 

relatively static objects such as conveyors, diverters and scanners. For more dynamic objects, 

animations in the form of AutomationML based COLLADA could be investigated. The Unity 

3D engine was used in this work for rendering purposes due to its open nature, wide support 

of input formats and easy interoperability with the CAD format. 

CAD is a physical system model and can be used as a complement to other modeling 

languages to be used as a source of software models. It fully describes geometric properties 

of each component within the system and may be more suitable for generation purposes if 

visualization is required. A typical CAD diagram for a BHS was shown in Figure 3 

previously and can be observed to be composed of a multitude of segmented components. A 

clearer depiction of a top down view of a CAD drawing is shown in Figure 18. On a typical 
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CAD drawing, components are usually not logically grouped and instead consist simply of a 

plethora of lines as the requirement is only for visual inspection for manufacturing and 

assembly. Depending on whether or not there are programmatically readable logical 

groupings, a CAD parser may need to infer individual component boundaries based on some 

rules provided by the system designer. If there are groupings, these can immediately be 

extracted and objects within the meta-model can be parameterized based on the readings. 

Modern mechanical CAD design tools such as Autodesk Inventor provide integrated CAD 

drawing development as well as features for mechanical stress testing and visualization and 

are more of a complete package compared to pure CAD design tools. 

 

Figure 18 - Top down view of a BHS system CAD with labels removed 

CAD repositories can be leveraged to significantly reduce design time if plant components 

are relatively standardized and available. Drawings can consist of only vector information 

such as lines, but for complex systems developers often embed additional specific 

information including materials and tolerances. Figure 19 below depicts a power-curve 

component which is a motorized conveyor for moving work pieces around corners. Although 

CAD can sometimes contain information about material and other physical characteristics, 

texture information is usually lacking for visualization purposes. For the visualization side, 

the CAD parser must generate wireframe objects for each component in the system. For this 

work, the DWG format was used due to its prevalence and compatibility. Using 3D studio 

Max services, texture information can then be embedded onto the wireframe as per 

information from the meta-model such as material. However, this is a manual process at the 

moment and until these 3D models and textures are provided at the vendor level then some 
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manual work must be done in creating a library of textures for common materials in the 

system. 

 

 

Figure 19 - Power Curve component from a BHS system consisting of a motorized conveyor component for 

transporting bags around a curve 

 

Once a complete set of textured 3D components has been generated, a renderer is required for 

animating the visualization. Rendering platforms can have a multitude of features other than 

simple 3D rendering. The Unity 3D engine supports a wide variety of input formats but 

extensions to the platform add features such as physics support for simulating physical 

interactions. These could be collisions, friction or fluid simulations and can be used to extend 

the simulation engine further. 
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The IMCML meta-model generated previously contained a comprehensive, parameterized list 

of every mechatronic component in the system. Information for a conveyor component is as 

follows: 

• Conveyor length 

• Relative positioning compared to upstream 

• Conveyor type (straight, power-curve) 

• Angular change along the length of the conveyor 

• Absolute position of the baggage entry point 

• Absolute position of baggage exit point 

• Relative angles of upstream and downstream components 

• Merge locations 

• Divert locations 

• Sensor locations 

• Presence of any scanners 

Using this information, the Cartesian points for every entry point for each component can be 

determined. Figure 20 depicts a power curve conveyor module, with entry and exit points and 

the relative positioning of baggage on the conveyor during runtime. For more complex 

components such as robotic arms, these would have similar entry and exit points in addition 

to animation descriptions. 

 

Figure 20 - Entry point of a conveyor object used to determine positioning and direction of bag units 

Animations using COLLADA are typically described through a standardized XML format 

and are parsed using the 3D rendering engine of choice and applied to 3D models [125]. This 
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is particularly useful as the data structure is compatible with AutomationML and 

consequently, IMCML; any animation data can be aggregated in the same IMCML meta-

model if required. Animations refer to the 3D model in the form of a Skeleton with a number 

of bones, joints and a single Root Bone with a single root joint. A list of animation elements 

within the XML then specify details of the animation such as target joints, interpolation, 

transformation and the time. Although in this work COLLADA animations were not required 

to achieve the level of 3D visualization required for material and baggage handling systems, 

the implementation is potentially seamless if a number of animation descriptors were 

included by the vendor. 

For positioning the components within the visualization, an algorithm would traverse the list 

of components to find the first conveyor. The upstream and downstream relations were used 

heavily, as these would be attributes of every component. Any component whether it was an 

x-ray or conveyor had upstream and downstream attributes referencing another component in 

the system. These attributes correspondingly had entry and exit points as shown in Figure 20 

previously. The first conveyor in the meta-model was assigned the zero coordinate in the 3D 

space, along with a zero rotation. This conveyor would be scaled, textured and lighted in the 

environment according to the description in the meta-model. The drawing algorithm would 

then use the downstream and upstream components of the current conveyor and pre-load the 

upstream and downstream component 3D assets similar to a linked list. These would then be 

connected to the first conveyor based on their relative angle and position of entry and exit 

points on the component. An example topology for part of a conveyor system is shown in 

Figure 21, with entry and exit points represented as points. Based on this layout, the conveyor 

T101’s entry point would be set as the zero point with zero rotation. Upstream and 

downstream conveyors would then be loaded and connected through relative angles which in 

this case are zero for T409 and T101. T101 would then be set as the current conveyor, 

loading T101A and T102 as the downstream conveyors and preparing them for scaling and 

connection. T102 would have its entry point connected to the exit point of T101, with a 

relative connection angle of zero. T101A would have its entry point connected to the center 

merge exit point of T101, with a relative connection angle of 45 degrees. Following this the 

process would be repeated until all components in the system were rendered and connected. 
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Figure 21 - Part of a conveyor system with connected components. Entry and exit points are highlighted with points. 

3.9.3. Communication and data management 

Utilizing each fully rendered 3D component as well as the meta-data for each conveyor from 

the IMCML, a 3D visualization identical to the CAD could immediately be rendered within 

Unity. A specific set of logical elements were generated per conveyor as shown in Figure 22. 

Due to the usage of a distributed multi-closed loop simulation model, each 3D conveyor 

model can be associated with its corresponding simulation model. When only control is to be 

deployed onto hardware, the simulation can be further used to simulate continuous position. 

If sensor readings were the only input to the visualization, bags could potentially move 

erratically. Information such as current bag positions, conveyor status and belt speeds can be 

passed from the simulation model FB to the 3D rendering of its conveyor.  

There are the model and control FBs in IEC 61499; the model is further extended with a 

simple UDP communications block for passing data to the visualization. Using a standardized 

PUBLISH block communicating on a unique port, data can easily be passed through to the 

visualization. With Unity, each 3D component is associated with a specific modular set of 

logic which can be used for data input and animation, although this is only one way 

communication. TCP sockets could be utilized if two-way communication were required 

from the visualization, such as fine grained control of each conveyor in the form of a control 

panel. 
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Figure 22 - Breakdown of a single BHS conveyor with corresponding logical elements to handle data passage to the 

3D visualization 

In terms of HMI, a significant amount of manual control is often required for automation 

systems and this is still the case even with a visualization. Controlling elements such as 

starting or stopping the plant, resetting from emergency stops or manual forcing of 

components is usually done from a SCADA, HMI or even a physical control panel. Using 

NxtStudio CAT FBs, HMI control panel elements can be designed alongside their 

corresponding control FBs to maintain modularity. Once these control FBs are instantiated in 

the system configuration, the HMI canvas as shown in Figure 23 is populated with elements 

depending on the control. This control panel can be used during simulation and once 

simulation is removed, it is still useful for final deployment of control to the physical plant. 

 

Figure 23 - HMI control panel for a typical BHS system 

3.9.4. Unification of simulation and visualization 

Using IMCML or other meta-models can increase the speed of closed-loop simulation 

development. Integrating CAD aspects can allow for a streamlined form of visualization 

generation within the design process with little added effort. Although this work has focused 

on IEC 61499 based simulation, other works have used external simulation environments to 

embed some more complex dynamics into the simulation process. However, another option is 

available particularly when integrating a 3D engine into the design process as many modern 

3D engines including Unity include additional physics capabilities. 3D engines usually 

provide a capability for physical bodies to interact with other bodies. Although this work 
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does not take advantage of the physics capabilities of the Unity engine, every bag and work-

piece is already modeled using a RigidBody object type but without any collision mechanisms 

enabled. The purpose of visualization is a detailed rendition of the plant status but by 

enabling physical parameters such as friction on the conveyor belts, some feedback data 

could be passed back to the simulation. Going further, the entire IEC 61499 simulation 

framework could be offloaded into a combined Unity 3D visualization and simulation. 

Integrating physics from visualization would be a logical next step in the automated industrial 

systems generation process. However, a major disadvantage of this is that free body 

simulation using physics engines can often result in some non-deterministic behavior, as 

some processes are stochastic. If a simulation error were encountered, it can be difficult to 

track the exact source of the fault compared to a more predictable development environment 

such as IEC 61499 or MATLAB. 

3.9.5. Experiments integrating automated visualization 

A previously developed CAD parser application which was a part of a joint work is shown in 

Figure 24 and was used to read the CAD then extract any geometric information about 

component configurations, topologies and any meta-data tags that were present in the CAD. 

An IMCML model of the plant was then generated. Modularized control, simulation and 

HMI FBs were aggregated into a library of IEC 61499 FBs for usage with generation. Using 

the IMCML meta-model, an IEC 61499 system configuration would be generated, populated 

with FBs depending on the components in the system and parameterized using meta-data 

from the IMCML.  
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Figure 24 - CAD Parser application for extracting geometric information from a CAD and outputting an IMCML 

meta-model. 

FBs were then connected using a number of rules including relative placement to adjacent 

components as well as global rules such as error data from every control FB is passed to a 

global status management FB. A fully functional simulation and visualization was generated 

for the CAD system from Figure 18 previously and the visualization is shown in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 - Fully rendered BHS loop based on a CAD input. Components include a multitude of conveyors and 

sensors, with bags being drawn and animated based on plant data. 
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Initial tests consisted of adding bags manually to the conveyor from the HMI control panel 

and observing for any functional incorrectness. However, with communication from the 

visualization back to the simulation, features such as controlling bag size or marking bags as 

lost were implemented for some more extended testing of the control application. However, 

even more automated testing such as predefined baggage input scripts were not in the scope 

of this work although would be ideal for testing scalability on larger BHS test cases. 

Execution of the BHS FB system was firstly done in the NxtFORTE runtime environment. 

Both the model and control in closed loop were deployed resulting in a Software-in-the-loop 

(SiL) model. Additionally, deployment of the control system was also tested deployed to a 

Beckhoff CX1010 PLC and the model executing on a local PC for Hardware-in-the-loop 

(HiL) simulation. Although this plant configuration was not complex compared to a typically 

deployed commercial layout, this level of complexity was already enough to adversely affect 

system performance. Erratic behavior in both control and plant was observed during simple 

testing when only a few bags were present on the system. Significant delays between 

manually adding a bag and the bag appearing in the simulation were observed initially and 

even when bags were successfully added to the system they would sometimes have jittery 

performance issues where bags would seem to stop moving smoothly then suddenly appear 

downstream. Upon observing the NxtForte console logs, a noticeable amount of event queue 

overflows were detected and this can be attributed to the simulation models having a 

significantly high frequency to drive their model dynamics. 

When tested on a large scale system, simulation of the plant in closed-loop with control 

adversely affected performance, even when deployed to software PLCs running on powerful 

PCs. These performance issues often affected tracking accuracy, since controllers would read 

discrete sensor data in an attempt to create real positions of bags during runtime. Tracking is 

computationally intensive compared to other functions such as dynamic routing which only 

need periodic updates to routing tables; tracking performance would deteriorate with the 

number of bags in the system. Observing the visualization, bags would frequently pause and 

jump when travelling on conveyors. Compilation was also tested by compiling the IEC 61499 

system using Synk [126] which alleviated most performance issues. No communications 

bottlenecks were encountered and the usage of a UDP port per conveyor was adequate. 

However, for scaling purposes it may be more appropriate to use more efficient means of 

communication such as packing data through a single socket or using high-performance 

databases. 
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3.10. Migration feasibility from existing control architectures to IEC 61499 

Although the promises of IEC 61499 can be attractive, particularly when deployed onto a 

system developed from scratch, many existing implementations rely heavily on legacy design 

and existing mature frameworks in that field or corporation. The suitability for a particular 

application may depend on whether it benefits from automated control distribution or the 

expressiveness of event-driven control design. Although existing design patterns exist for 

mature standards such as IEC 61131-3, there are significantly less for the IEC 61499 

standard. The work in [127] was undertaken in order to explore a potential migration path 

from existing PLC based control originally based on a number of state machine design 

documents. The Gentle Box Filler by CompacSort Limited in Figure 26 is a fruit packing 

machine made of a number of mechatronic components, with the goal of reducing damage 

during the packaging process of fruit. Typically in a commercial grade fruit sorting factory, 

harvested fruit are analyzed by a number of sensors as they traverse the input conveyor feed. 

After analysis, each fruit will be graded by size, quality and other metrics and then passed 

down the line for sorting. Diverters push fruit into their respective sorting lanes and these 

drop down into boxes to be shipped off to their destination. It is this drop off process where a 

significant amount of damage occurs and this is where the Gentle Box Filler slowly lowers 

fruit into packages rather than allowing them to drop. 
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Figure 26 - Gentle Box Filler hardware configuration showing the input conveyor, lowering platform and the output 

conveyor with a box. 

The control system for the Gentle Box Filler at CompacSort was originally based on a 

number of state machines described by the LUA programming language, with many control 

elements based on timers. This translated to a variety of PLC based languages depending on 

the deployment target, but the integrated simulation and visualization tools provided by 

existing IEC 61499 tools were attractive; bundled with the expressiveness of the IEC 61499 

standard and the ease of distribution. The existing state machines naturally mapped to the 

ECC design elements from IEC 61499 except for the timing elements. An example is shown 

in Figure 27 below, depicting the state machine for a sensor used for detecting the presence 

of fruit. If a fruit blocks the sensor for a certain amount of time, the state machine will 

transition to a Got Fruit state, indicating that the area is blocked. 
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Figure 27 - Original state machine for a sensor element on the conveyor for detecting fruit 

However, upon migration of this functionality to IEC 61499 the notion of time is lost at this 

level. There are typically no system level APIs that allow ECC algorithms to access an 

accurate measure of time for decision making. Instead, our work proposed the following 

design pattern in Figure 28 using the standard E_DELAY FB of IEC 61499 to generate a 

notion of time. This FB is provided by all IEC 61499 development environments and allows 

an timer to be started by an external event. The ECC is modified so that instead of reading the 

timer in the algorithm, an external event START_FRUIT_TIMER is generated to start the 

timer FB. This allows the application to retain the notion of time, while abstracting the timer 

object into the same artefacts used by the rest of the application.  
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Figure 28 - ECC and Composite FB topology and interfaces for the sensor control application developed in IEC 

61499 in NxtStudio. 

The rest of the control application was successfully migrated to IEC 61499 in [127] and 

deployed to a set of distributed controllers for testing.  However, a particular design entity 

that could not easily make the transition to IEC 61499 was the notion of a hierarchical fault 

state. The diagram in Figure 29 shows a hierarchical fault state being reachable from all states 

in the control. This functionality was not immediately present in the ECC design language, 

however it was noted that by flattening out the hierarchical state machine, a flat state machine 

with the same functionality could be derived. This is essentially an issue of convenience, 

maintainability and expressiveness, with automatically generated control a potential solution 

to this design artefact. Overall, control application migration from this existing platform 

proved to generate identical behavior to the existing control system when deployed to a 

closed-loop simulation of the plant. A closed loop I/O simulation was done using two 
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Beckhoff CX1010 PLCs with one running the plant simulation and the other running the 

control. 

 

Figure 29 - State machine for an accumulator shown with its fault state shown outside the bounding box. 

3.11. Interoperability between IEC 61499 platforms 

The design of a complex plant configuration usually involves mechatronic components, PLCs 

and software platforms from a variety of vendors. In order to commoditize a mechatronic 

component and for easy integration with an existing plant system, a high level of 

interoperability should exist between IEC 61499 platforms used here. A major 

interoperability provision of IEC 61499 is the standardization of the ASN.1 data presentation 

layer implemented in a PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE and CLIENT-SERVER modules. The IEC 

61499 compliance profile [85] defines an implementation pattern for these in IP based 

protocols. Although communication is possible between platforms, development of IEC 

61499 applications continues to be disjointed in the fact that each platform uses various data 

formats. NxtStudio and FBDK use relatively similar XML data formats with ISaGRAF using 

a proprietary format to support backwards compatibility.  

Additionally, development of each application is not identical on each platform as 

demonstrated in a joint work [119], where the author’s contribution consisted of application 

development on the ISaGRAF platform. In this work, an existing application modeling a 

multi-cylinder pick and place system was used to demonstrate interoperability. This consisted 

of executing closed-loop simulation and control with control separated into modules 

mirroring the physical composition of mechatronic components. Figure 30 depicts this 

configuration developed in the NxtStudio platform, with control FBs separated into three 

devices with PUBLISH and SUBSCRIBE FBs inserted for communications purposes. Each 
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of the SlaveCylinder FBs with their communications FBs were then migrated to both FBDK 

and the ISaGRAF platform. 

 

Figure 30 - Control application separated into three modules mirroring the physical configuration of mechatronic 

components in the system 

The ISaGRAF platform involves syntactic variations which stem from its backwards 

computability with IEC 61131-3 applications. Rather than be limited to Execution Control 

Charts (ECC) and Structured Text as the only method of FB development, ISaGRAF allows 

the developer to code in all standard IEC 61131-3 languages. These include Instruction List 

(IL), Ladder Diagram (LD), Structured Text (ST), Sequential Function Charts (SFC) as well 

as Function Block Diagrams (FBD). Although the SlaveCylinder FB  in Figure 31 looks 

similar to its implementation in NxtStudio, additional helper FBs were required for 

conversion between strings and Booleans in ISaGRAF for moving data to and from 

PUBLISH-SUBSCRIBE FBs. This is usually the case in ISaGRAF applications and was also 

observed when developing the BHS applications in this work. 
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Figure 31 - Transfer of device 3 SlaveClyinder FB to the ISaGRAF IEC 61499 platform 

Internally, SFC is used to control execution flow of an FB with an example depicted in 

Figure 32. The usage of events must be explicitly stated for in the code also, a contrast from 

their usage in ECC based platforms. However, this provides the benefit of complex control 

structures without the need for a similarly complex ECC as the complexity can be within the 

code instead of the state machine. 

 

Figure 32 - The internal structure of the SlaveCylinder FB depicting the Structured Text code for the state S3. 

Although these differences mean that there is additional effort required when migrating 

applications, if a vendor decides to implement an ISaGRAF solution the migration process is 
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particularly seamless if they are already invested in ISaGRAF IEC 61131-3 hardware and 

software. The benefits of event-driven design and distributed applications can be slowly 

phased in, rather than a sudden migration of the entire control application. When adding other 

IEC 61499 platforms the standardization of PUBLISH and SUBSCRIBE FBs ensure 

interoperability. 

3.12. Conclusions and future work 

The design strategy and architecture proposed here emphasizes the encapsulation of 

functionality into componentized units mirroring the physical structure of the plant. This 

software structure closely follows the philosophy of IMC and was found to be suitable for 

highly modular distributed systems. The author believes that a level of commoditization was 

achieved, particularly if some of this functionality is packaged by the component vendor. 

This componentized design strategy further envisions intelligent mechatronic components as 

an off-the-shelf commodity, where vendor provided functionality is often enough to rapidly 

integrate it into an existing plant. IEC 61499 FBs were found to suit this architecture with 

features such as hierarchical composition and encapsulation of functionality. Seamless 

simulation and visualization was achieved using simulation FBs executed directly on the 

controller and 3D renders extracted from the design CAD. This process was combined in a 

joint work in an attempt to rapidly generate a significant portion of the automation 

application, including functions such as control, simulation and visualization from a variety 

of input models. Experiments on the distributed control of BHS confirmed self-organization 

and intelligent routing and control routines could be executed on highly distributed 

computing hardware with minimal overhead. 

In addition to automated control and simulation generation, the automation of visualization 

development was investigated. The componentized CAD drawing was already a key input for 

the control and simulation development stage and it made sense to incorporate this into the 

visualization. IMCML was used as the description language for visualization generation, 

augmenting any control and simulation specific metrics with visualization parameters in 

order to link simulation with visualization during runtime. The 3D engine Unity was used as 

a basis for visualization development, allowing mechatronic components to be described in 

the COLLADA format which synergizes well with the CAEX format which IMCML is based 

upon, with both of these formats falling under the umbrella of AutomationML. Each 

mechatronic component was converted to a 3D asset, for usage in generation. In order to 
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demonstrate seamless generation, the control and plant for the BHS testrig were modified and 

the changes immediately reflected on the visualization side. 

Interoperability of various IEC 61499 standards was investigated using platforms including 

FBDK, NxtStudio and ISaGRAF. This is essential for commoditization purposes, as 

components may come bundled with software developed on a number of implementation 

platforms. Interoperability is key to improving both the design and operation stages of the 

application lifecycle. If interoperability is implied from initial design, this greatly simplifies 

and reduces the supporting code that would typically be required for compatibility across 

vendors or platforms. Standardized communications mechanisms ensured seamless operation 

of a single large application. Although it was identified that control applications may not 

necessarily be able to be ported between all platforms easily, there is no problem handling 

inter-platform communication during runtime. This was successfully demonstrated on a small 

application distributed to a number of physical hardware controllers.  

Overall, the design stage of the distributed automation application lifecycle was improved 

using this design strategy especially for highly modular applications. The proposed design 

strategy and architecture resulted in a reduction of reconfiguration effort when the plant was 

reconfigured. This design effort was envisioned to be further reduced depending on the built-

in functionality provided by off-the-shelf mechatronic components. The encapsulation, 

portability and extensibility features of IEC 61499 were found to synergize well with the 

modularity implied by IMC and componentization in general. Using IEC 61499 as an 

implementation layer, the model, view and controller were all deployable to any device 

supporting IEC 61499. Assuming an already componentized plant, the improvements to the 

design stage of the application lifecycle were clear: reduction in developer effort. However, 

assuming such a componentized plant there can be further improvements made to the 

operation and maintenance stages of the application lifecycle. Some level of adaptability can 

be integrated at design time, but changes during the life of the system mandate software 

adaptability during execution. Dynamic software and dynamic hardware are crucial to handle 

faults and new technologies as they arise. 
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Chapter 4. Dynamic Load Balancing for Distributed Automation 

Systems 

The increasing complexity and granularity of modern automation systems makes it difficult 

to utilize the full potential of what is provided by the hardware. When automation systems 

were targeted at mass-manufacturing, the plant and computing platform would remain 

relatively fixed; this allowed for software solutions to be tailor made with minimal ongoing 

maintenance during system operation. With the advent of mass-customization and flexible 

requirements, modern industrial automation systems aim to address the flexibility problem by 

componentizing functionality leading to modular, more reconfigurable systems which were 

better suited to adaptation. Hardware as well as software have become more modular and 

emerging trends depict a shift from centralized PLCs to lightweight distributed controllers. 

Devices such as the Eaton Distributed Electronic Drive [80] even bundle some computation 

power along with the typical motor drive. For more dynamic distributed systems such as the 

internet, functionality is often structured around service oriented architectures (SoA) where 

discoverability and constant dynamism is fundamental to the flexibility of the platform. 

FMS and RMS improve the response of a system to change with FMS often using 

contingency based approaches and RMS offering a modular methodology of introducing new 

functions. However both FMS and RMS can still be considered as static mapped paradigms, 

where the application will typically not change once deployed. As the system begins to scale 

in both complexity and dispersion, it can be attractive to implement common functions as 

dynamic services while keeping some static logic [128]; the application then begins to attain 

benefits from both centralized and distributed development approaches. However, hybrid 

solutions usually have a high degree of proprietary elements and industry adoption is 

hindered by non-standardized implementations; there is little incentive to adopt these 

architectures if significant new investment is required. Large scale automation systems such 

as smart grids and sensor networks would be unfeasible for traditional PLCs due to their high 

levels of dispersion and frequent localized failures.  

As we move towards visions such as the Internet of Things (IoT) [129], products as well as 

the machines used to create them are embedded with a level of intelligence. Hardware is 

becoming a commodity, with embedded controllers being integrated into ever increasing 

numbers of everyday items. RFID tags are already common-place among many complex 
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logistics systems for product tracking and has been explored as a viable enabling technology 

for IoT [22]. With the availability of so much computing hardware, the question becomes 

‘how can it be used effectively?’. Development paradigms where hardware failure is implicit 

are required, as the sheer number of distributed nodes almost guarantees regular failures. 

Additionally, high levels of granular distribution both physically and logically introduce new 

problems such as synchronization of data and reducing application footprint. Previously the 

design stage of the application lifecycle was investigated and adaptability mechanisms were 

proven to be an improvement in terms of developer effort. With these dynamic systems, the 

operation and maintenance stages of the application lifecycle are now focused on. 

4.1. The Digital Ecosystems Approach 

In biology, an ecosystem is defined as a community of organisms and their physical 

environment [130]. Constant change occurs in biological, physical and chemical factors but 

the overall system remains in a form of steady state. Each organism is self-organized and 

high-level behaviors are often observed arising from swarm-intelligence and no central 

source of knowledge. A Digital Ecosystem (DE) takes biological concepts and applies them 

to the field of computing. The computing platform is analogous to the environment and the 

software elements to the organisms. More specifically it is defined as an open, loosely 

coupled, domain-clustered, demand-driven, self-organizing and agent-based environment, in 

which each species is proactive and responsible for its own benefit and profit [131]. Terms 

such as agents [132], entities and individuals [133] have been used to describe the software 

elements that reside in such environments however the term species [131] has been used 

more specifically in the DE domain. While highly distributed system paradigms such as IoT 

define the characteristics of a platform, DE can be seen as an approach for developing its 

software. Some underlying technology assists with the implementation of a DE vision [131]. 

These include features such as provision of web services, ontology based knowledge sharing, 

self-organizing agent behaviors and distributed swarm based recommendation systems. 

4.1.1. Intelligence 

The species that inhabit a digital ecosystem are expected to exhibit a level of intelligence. 

Handling change has typically been left up to a human operator or developer to judge the 

significance of the change and the response to such change. However, in this work we 

continue to follow the simple definition of intelligence defined earlier: a system can be 
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thought of as intelligent if given an irregular event, the response would be identical to that 

which a human operator would reasonably be expected to produce. Chapter 3 dealt with the 

definition of intelligence and its application to distributed control systems. Multi-Agent 

Systems (MAS) take cues from artificial intelligence and apply a level of intelligent 

collaboration into the control system. A multitude of agents each with their own local views 

are deployed over a network. Additionally, agents are not necessarily static in their 

configuration; mobile agents have been investigated for applications such as fault tolerance 

[90] and FMS [134] using specialized agent frameworks in order to handle mobility. 

The work in [135] envisioned a digital ecosystem as an amalgamation of loosely coupled 

services described using semantic web technologies and constantly evolving based on service 

migration. Migration was used in order to optimize for local constraints and this was tailored 

for a distributed peer-to-peer platform. The intelligence in digital ecosystems differs from 

other distributed computing architectures. It is unlike a multi-agent architecture in which 

agents always have well-defined roles. It is unlike a service-oriented architecture in which a 

centralized service broker finds and packages useful services. Rather, the agent concept in a 

Digital Ecosystem is much more loosely defined and agents can form and dissolve leadership 

structures to meet requirements in a dynamically changing environment [136]. 

4.1.2. Design 

Intelligence is only one of the facets for improving the robustness of a distributed system. As 

we begin to see extremely distributed systems the methods we use to develop these must also 

evolve. Concepts such as FMS and RMS were made to handle the increasing changes to their 

perceived environments, such as faulty plant machinery or new products. As computing 

hardware becomes a commodity, it can be added or removed from industrial systems at a 

whim. Not only the plant can change but the very computing hardware that the software 

executes on can change rapidly. A shift from powerful centralized computers to small, micro-

computers means that the available power and resources per node is significantly reduced. 

We must have development paradigms which can handle these rapidly changing computing 

platforms. Amorphous computing [137] describes a concept where vast numbers of unreliable 

micro-computers are utilized to perform traditional computing tasks. These devices could 

have sensors, actuators and a network of unknown topology. Although significant computing 

power is available, effectively utilizing such power using traditional development techniques 

would be futile; nodes could appear and disappear at random and physical positions of nodes 
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could change dramatically during operation. In order to abstract out the hardware platform, 

Amorphous computing design takes inspiration from cellular cooperation in biological 

systems.  Not only is the hardware extremely modular and sometimes referred to as ultra-

scale [138], but the software that takes advantage of such hardware is similarly modular. 

4.2. Motivations and Contributions 

The potential benefits provided by hardware distribution for many industrial applications are 

immediately apparent once these applications grow to an appropriate physical size and 

dispersion. Material flows and plant load not only affect physical load but can also affect the 

load on the underlying computing architecture. Efficient utilization of resources becomes a 

problem as more and more computing power is available to the developer. Techniques such 

as system reconfiguration and amorphous computing assist in utilization efficiency. However 

developers are still required to clearly define software reconfiguration roles and carefully 

analyze the hardware during design time. Static analysis of the system prior to deployment 

may be sufficient in some cases. They may even be a necessity when there are precise 

performance constraints that must be adhered to. This places all the burden and effort of 

runtime optimization during the design of the system. 

While static optimization may be ideal for more static systems, for many others it may be 

infeasible due to constant dynamism. In these cases a dynamic approach to resource 

allocation may shift some of the burden of optimization from design time to runtime, 

especially if the emergence of new computing power may appear intermittently. In many 

existing automation systems, system dispersion is often handled by keeping a single hardware 

controller and distributing the I/O over large distances connected via fieldbuses. A more 

modern notion of distributed system refers to distinctly distributed computing nodes which 

are on a common network with I/O modules and an example is shown in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33 - Network of distributed controllers and I/O modules 
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As these distributed systems scale, it becomes more difficult to effectively allocate 

computing resources accordingly. During operation, it may be beneficial to change the 

deployment configuration to allocate more computing power to an important function or re-

allocate due to faults. Most current DE research is aimed at the open web, where service 

architectures are abundant and underlying technologies support many of the DE 

requirements. Although these implementations are feature rich and attractive on platforms 

such as the web, they become less attractive in industrial applications due to their inherent 

integration costs. Plug-and-play devices and dynamic fault handling are heavily desired in 

industrial automation applications, but often the cost of introducing proprietary frameworks 

and technologies into existing PLC hardware setups is prohibitive. This is compounded by 

the lifespan of a large scale automation application, which can be up to decades. Vendor 

support for PLCs, IEC 61131-3 and IEC 61499 is expected, with new extensions to the 

standards often compatible with existing setups. This severely reduces the appeal of 

introducing any proprietary hardware or software as the support can range from minimal to 

non-existent. Thus in order to allow for system dynamism, the operation time of the 

automation application must be considered and expected to be lengthy. 

This work focuses on multiple aspects in an attempt to bring forward the vision of a digital 

ecosystem in the industrial sector. Large scale industrial applications are an ideal candidate to 

target for new development paradigms. While general purpose computing may be a more 

straightforward platform to implement experimental software applications, industrial 

applications are often significantly more equipped with sensors and actuators. Applications 

such as smart-grid disperse these sensors and actuators over huge distances and continue to 

use incumbent technologies to maintain standards compatibility and upgradeability. In 

contrast, general purpose computing applications often have the flexibility to use a much 

wider range of technologies. This work focuses on industrial applications and the respective 

software standards, hardware standards and development technologies that are commonplace 

in the field. Using IEC 61499 as an implementation layer for digital ecosystems over 

proprietary technologies based on MAS or SOA improves adoption appeal. Support is 

increasingly rapidly from existing vendors of IEC 61131-3 hardware, with some such as 

ISaGRAF even providing backwards compatibility with PLCs which support both standards. 

This is compared to MAS platforms almost exclusively relying on execution on general 

purpose PCs, or custom runtimes on embedded devices to support their wide ranging feature 

sets. 
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The trends towards distributed control for modular dispersed systems result in computing 

power that is increasingly distributed but relatively weak in power. Although powerful 

centralized PLCs exist in the industrial domain and in some applications may be a solution 

for performance issues, this work does not address the issue of successfully running 

applications on constrained hardware as that is another domain. For this approach, we take 

inspiration from general purpose computing including CPU process migration and web 

service load balancing. These foundations have addressed utilization issues in their respective 

domains although no complete solution currently exists in the industrial domain. While the 

development of distributed intelligence was detailed in Chapter 3, the specifics of enabling 

DE behaviors on IEC 61499 platforms are the contributions of this chapter.  

Dynamic reconfiguration is a major contributor for enabling DE behavior. Rather than having 

an external server [93] or high-level agents [87] modify the system, the decisions for 

reconfiguration occur on the device level. However apart from decentralization of logic we 

also aim to use reconfiguration capabilities for propagation of software. The reconfiguration 

process is not targeted towards faults and contingencies and instead focuses on optimizing 

resource utilization as in CPU process migration. Figure 34 depicts a network of controllers, 

each executing an indeterminate number of processes referred to as agents. A particular node 

may exceed a usage threshold such as CPU or memory and an agent could deem itself better 

suited to a neighboring node which has more available resources. Instead of this decision 

being made at the high level, the agent itself decides whether and where to propagate to.  
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Figure 34 - Abstract depiction of a network of computational nodes, each inhabited by distinct agents with the ability 

to propagate 

The main contribution of this chapter is the application of IEC 61499 to achieve dynamism 

and fault tolerance during the operation stage of a distributed automation application. This 

has been done by the introduction of digital ecosystem concepts in industrial automation and 

IEC 61499 software constructs. The particular focus will be on efficiently utilizing 

computing resources by commoditizing the PLC. In the domain of web services, servers can 

be added and removed to scale for demand [139]. Web services are usually accessed through 

some canonical name which is usually the address for a logical server essentially acting as a 

router. This router redirects the incoming request to one of many physical servers providing 

the actual service. In the backend, these servers can be added or removed depending on 

requirements and on the client-side the user only ever sees the canonical address for the 

service. In web services, the logic can be thought of as static with a dynamic hardware 

configuration. Contrast this to a load balancing problem in CPU process migration, where the 

hardware configuration remains static but the logic executing on each core may vary. 
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Processes are instantiated on a specified core on a multi-core architecture in order to 

minimize overall load. Depending on the process allocation, performance of individual 

processes can be greatly affected. In the industrial automation domain, distributed PLC 

configurations are only beginning to see widespread adoption. PLCs vary in computational 

power from embedded micro-controllers controlling a smart-motor all the way to x86 based 

quad-core PLCs. Balancing load on these can assist with improving performance and 

robustness, particularly if the platform is hardware constrained. 

The commoditization of the PLC and its software are crucial to achieve adaptability and 

flexibility during the operation stage of the application lifecycle. Digital ecosystems using 

IEC 61499 result in mechanisms to assist with effectively utilizing computational power in a 

dynamic system using techniques inspired from both process migration and web service load 

balancing works. When the PLC is commoditized, computational power should have the 

ability to be seamlessly added and removed; abstracting out the hardware layer from the 

software development. Many IEC 61499 platforms already abstract out the hardware platform 

to a degree by allowing the same application to be deployed to a range of hardware platforms, 

hiding the communication. However, the developer must first decide on a deployment 

configuration by selectively allocating FBs to specific PLC nodes. Compared to other works, 

the main contribution of this work is the focus on propagation rather than static 

reconfiguration where contingency plans are predefined. Rather than let a global manager 

oversee the reconfiguration process, or even a local manager; this work allows the processes 

themselves to determine suitability for propagation. Additionally, a concept of comfort will 

be introduced to determine whether an FB itself wants to propagate as the author believes this 

better suits the vision of DE. Due to the focus on distribution by the IEC 61499 standard, an 

example architecture based on IEC 61499 is then presented as a pathway to implementation. 

A formalization of the plant is first introduced in order to better describe the mechanisms 

implemented later. The architecture is then discussed and a running BHS example is used as 

an example application. Design patterns for incorporating these mechanisms into IEC 61499 

FBs are then introduced. Finally, a strategy for measuring any impact on system performance 

is proposed in the NxtStudio platform.  

4.3. Formal Definition of Plant and Computing Resources 

The type of plant discussed in this work will be a fully distributed set of controllers and I/O 

modules which are connected on a network. The network will be assumed to be such that 
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there is a complete reachability of every node from every other node. The plant is defined to 

be complete graph G = {M,N, E} where the set of components M encompasses the computing 

nodes or controllers in the system, N is the set of I/O modules in the system and E is a 

complete set of each edge. Each computing node γ	ϵ	M in the controller network has some 

computing resources that it can provide to executing processes. While these may not have 

exact equivalents when implemented in hardware, each component is defined to have some 

resources R(γ) =< R�, R�, R	, …RC > where RC  refers to the total capacity of a type of 

resource. A more specific example in the traditional computing domain could be R(γ) =
{cpu, ram, sto} where each resource is defined as follows: 

• γ(cpu): A representation of the available CPU power on the computing node. This 

could be determined by a number of metrics depending on the application, such as 

averages in CPU utilization or the scan cycle in a PLC. 

• γ(ram): The current dynamic memory available on the computing node. The most 

common metric could be the available RAM and for simplicity purposes there will be 

no differentiation between memory technologies. 

• γ(sto): Non-volatile storage such as flash memory used to store binaries, databases 

and other files required during system initialization or not required often. 

Agents may be of a transient nature and propagate from one environment to another. 

However, non-transient agents may also propagate due to the lack of resources in the current 

environment caused by changing system dynamics. Each agent may examine its current 

execution environment and the availability of other hardware in order to determine whether it 

is favorable to propagate. Thus for every agent, there is a concept of agent comfort in its 

current environment. An agent is defined to be within its comfort level if the current 

environment can provide resources within the agent’s requirements. For every agent, there is 

a requirements vector T =< r�, r�, r	, … , rC > where r�	to	rC refer to requirements in various 

areas. 

4.4. Load Balancing and Distribution 

In order to effectively utilize the available resources in a distributed system, a methodology 

for regulating the load at each computer node should be first defined. In a field such as CPU 

process migration, load distributing algorithms are typically classed as static or dynamic 
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[140]. Static algorithms use no environmental data during runtime, relying only on a priori 

knowledge of system configuration. Dynamic algorithms take a regular snapshot of system 

load during runtime, with load being defined based on indexes such as CPU utilization, 

memory usage or network traffic. A dynamic algorithm suits the notion of DE as it is difficult 

to statically determine system load before deployment, particularly for highly granular 

distributed systems. With any load distributing algorithm, a number of sub-components are 

first defined in order to characterize its behavior: 

1. Transfer Policy. The transfer policy determines the suitability of a particular node for 

participation in process migration. This policy could use a threshold to determine 

whether a given node is under or over loaded depending on whether the load is above 

or below the predefined threshold. 

2. Selection Policy. While transfer policy determines the nodes suitable for sending or 

receiving a process, the selection policy selects a particular process that is suitable for 

migration. In CPU process migration, a non-preemptive process migration would 

incur less overhead due to the task not having started. In contrast, a preemptive policy 

would migrate processes that were in the middle of execution. 

3. Location Policy. Once the selection of the process for migration has been done, the 

location policy then finds a suitable destination node for the migration. 

4. Information Policy. The information policy decides what information is used for 

determining the migrations, how often this information is collected and from what 

nodes. 

De Sousa et al. [141] introduced fault tolerance through replication of IEC 61499 

applications. The same application would be executing on multiple controllers, using atomic 

multicasting to send events and data to multiple copies of a replicated FB application. 

Although not explored in detail here, preemptively multicasting data and events before the 

instantiation of new FBs would assist in improving response times and minimize the event 

and data loss. 

Figure 35 shows the SYSMONITOR FB which is a standard FB from the NxtStudio platform. 

Once instantiated, system information on the local device can be accessed on a periodic basis 

by triggering the REQ event. Load information includes CPU load, memory usage and hard 

drive usage on a PC or persistent memory on a PLC. In this work, load information is not 
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used as a central point to manage reconfiguration but instead as an information source to 

allow the FBs themselves to determine their comfort levels. Implementation of the load 

distribution algorithm policies are encapsulated into the LoadRecorder FB. The 

LoadRecorder FB takes the raw data from the SYSMONITOR and calculates a load metric, 

which is a weighted average of the memory usage and CPU utilization per snapshot in time. 

This metric is then fed periodically to any interested FBs in the system for them to determine 

the system load as well as their own comfort. The current IEC 61499 standard does not 

provide any additional mechanisms to allow FBs to measure their own performance during 

runtime; if such information was available, FBs would be able to make more informed 

decisions on their status using information such as response time per FB or cycle time per 

FB. The LoadRecorder FB periodically multicasts the load information of the current device 

to other devices in the network. This ensures timely information about current load is 

available so that the best device is always known immediately for migration. This 

information is further updated again when any FB decides to migrate, in order to reduce the 

risk of race conditions. 

 

Figure 35 - Localized load information passed from the SYSMONITOR FB to the LoadRecorder FB to assist with 

comfort level measurement 
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4.5. Architecture 

The software modules for each mechatronic component were previously formalized as a 

layered architecture, separating control into low-level and high-level control. It is the high-

level control that will typically have the most impact on performance and correspondingly 

will have the greatest performance gains when configured optimally. The BHS running 

example from the earlier work in Chapter 3 is used as a foundation for the architecture here. 

An ideal candidate for dynamic migration is bag tracking functionality, mainly due to the fact 

that it is not always essential to have for system operation. Bag tracking can either be 

implemented as non-essential control, simply for visualization purposes; or it can be used 

directly in the control routines for more accurate merge and divert. The bag tracking 

application is used here as a test application and a single conveyor with the minimum 

components to enable bag tracking is shown in Figure 36. Tracking is a common function in 

BHS, where a centralized database would aggregate data about the position of every bag in 

the system. This data can be combined with sensor data in order to detect presence of lost 

bags, or simply be passed to visualization applications to view bags during system operation. 

Information from the control system in order to enable bag tracking consists of only binary 

information from sensors and encoders. Tracking a single bag involves correlating encoder 

measurements with expected bag appearance times at each sensor. These sensor readings are 

then interpolated to provide a linear traversal path between readings to estimate the exact 

position of bags. Sensor information can also be complemented with encoder readings which 

can give more accurate information about the displacement of a conveyor belt over time. 

System wide, this often involves tracking thousands of simultaneous bags over a multitude of 

conveyors with sensor and encoder information. Bag tracking is a data intensive process and 

is usually handled by a centralized manager with a global view of the system. 

 

Figure 36 - Bag moving along a conveyor belt with information regarding the conveyor's encoder status and sensor 

information 
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In this work, bag tracking functions have been distributed over each controller, with each 

local controller only handling the bags for the conveyor section it is responsible for. Thus bag 

tracking was deemed an ideal test-case for load balancing purposes due to its high processing 

and data transmission requirements. However, in this work bag tracking is treated as a non-

essential function and safe reconfiguration issues are not investigated. Rather than use bag 

tracking solely for decisions about diverting and merging, instead bag positional data is only 

used for visualization. Although the IEC 61499 platform provides a number of services to 

handle simple reconfiguration, communication and system status, additional mechanisms 

were implemented at the application level. Figure 37 depicts a high-level view of 

functionality developed at the FB level and its existence in two physical controller devices.  

 

Figure 37 - Architecture depicting a model and control of a baggage handling system in closed-loop. A breakdown of 

the control into multiple layers is also shown. 

The Transfer Manager of each device handles the reconfiguration functions. In addition to 

IEC 61499 CREATE and DELETE commands, the Transfer Manager provides the 

mechanisms for saving then re-initializing state and data information of a migrated FB. 

Limitations of NxtStudio IEC 61499 currently do not allow for the FBs themselves to initiate 

migration as the encoding of strings is not compatible with the encoding done by the IDE. 

The IEC 61499 XML management commands contains a large number of double quotes 

which is typical of XML for indicating attribute values. A more complete description of the 

reconfiguration mechanisms provided by IEC 61499 is discussed in Section 4.6 but 

essentially to initiate dynamic reconfiguration or migration XML commands must be sent to 

a FB existing in every device called the DEV_MGR (Device Manager). The Device Manager 

communicates via TCP sockets and the typical TCP communications medium is the 

CLIENT/SERVER FBs. Using a CLIENT FB, a connection can easily be to the Device 
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However, the main problem is that the Device Manager FB can only accept a single TCP 

connection at any time, thus if a block such as the Transfer Manager is required to maintain a 

constant connection then this blocks any connection from the IDE and the device or runtime 

must be restarted. 

The Transfer Manager communicates with similar blocks in the network to transfer any saved 

data. Communication is handled through UDP multicast addresses and messages are tagged 

with their intended recipient. The Load Recorder block deals with the measuring of load of 

the current device and other devices. It also communicates through UDP multicast in order to 

collect load information from all devices in the network. Load information of every device 

can be either broadcasted periodically or only when a specific device is overloaded 

depending on the information policy required. This information can be passed along to any 

available services in order for them to decide if they should migrate. If possible, the ideal 

methodology for implementation of the Load Recorder and Transfer Manager would be as 

transparent, localized services. 

In Figure 37, a tracking control block is the target for migration and is used in this work as it 

is non-essential for functionality and thus safety is not an immediate issue. This may not 

always be possible for complex processes or processes with heavy reliance on local I/O. Safe 

reconfiguration is a necessity for some applications and techniques have been proposed for 

distributed agent-based systems [142, 143] which can detect a requirement of reconfiguration 

and apply a protocol in which to maintain current state before reconfiguration. For a 

distributed application with processes running on networked controllers, a process migration 

scheme such as checkpoint-restart can be orchestrated so that the global application state 

remains consistent [91]. In order for the migrated control to continue to communicate with its 

previously connected counterparts, UDP sockets are created between the destination device 

and the original. 

4.6. Provisions for Achieving Migration 

The management commands provided by the IEC 61499 standard provide a good basis for 

reconfiguration. While their original intention was to standardize the communication 

mechanism between IDE and runtime, they have been successfully used in a number of 

works for reconfiguration purposes. Brennan et al. [144] embedded software agents into a 

distributed control system using a contingencies approach where agents would reconfigure 
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the system based on a set number of pre-programmed scenarios. Khalgui et al. [145] 

introduced a coordination agent to handle inter-device negotiations during system change; 

coordination matrices are used to describe relationships and to exchange information 

attempting to ensure safe reconfiguration. Sünder et al. [146] describes the usage of 

reconfiguration in order to achieve zero-downtime system evolution during the life cycle of 

an automation system. This extends not only through a system’s reaction to contingencies but 

also to the introduction of new equipment and modification of layout. All these works 

leverage the management commands of IEC 61499 in order to achieve some form of 

reconfiguration. However the provided mechanisms are limited as reconfiguration was not 

the original intention of the commands. Zoitl et al. [147] proposed some system requirements 

in order to achieve reconfiguration and although IEC 61499 management commands cannot 

satisfy all requirements, extensions can be made at the application level in order to 

accomplish the desired behaviors. A single DEV_MGR FB that is present in each IEC 61499 

resource listens for commands. These are encoded in XML and include commands such as 

CREATE, START and STOP which are used to create and modify FB instances or 

connections. During an IEC 61499 application deployment, a sequence of these commands is 

sent to the management interface to create and start the FB network. A full list of these 

commands can be found in the IEC 61499 Compliance Profile for Feasibility Demonstrations 

[85]. A major requirement for reconfiguration is the ability to capture and restore state 

information. Previous works have noted that IEC 61499 currently lacks this functionality 

[147, 148] although these functions could be defined at the application level. 

To successfully capture and restore state information, the current ECC state should be 

captured as well as the value of each internal data variable. The IEC 61499 management 

interface provides commands to query the topology of the current FB network but there are 

no commands to determine the current state of the ECC or internal variables. Until this 

functionality is provided by the runtime, a workaround could be to handle it in the application 

level. To save the state of an IEC 61499 FB we propose a formal development strategy. 

Firstly, the Agent FB should have the functionality to encode its internal data and state, and 

expose this on the FB output interface in a data type such as string. Similarly, the same string 

should exist on the FB input interface for restoration purposes. This encoded state 

information must be saved before propagation and a helper FB is required, deemed here as 

the TransferManager FB. A TransferManager FB exists per FB that may require migration 
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and assists with the propagation of agents since propagation functionality is not provided as a 

default device level service. 

Figure 38 below depicts a TransferManager FB in closed-loop with an Agent FB, which 

provides some basic diagnostic functions such as providing a single feedback output based on 

sensor readings. This is a similar architecture to the diagram depicted in Figure 37 although 

the logic is simplified significantly. A benefit of propagating diagnostics is the ability to 

evolve depending on new system requirements. When new equipment is added to the system, 

new testing routines could be injected and propagated into the controller network without 

disturbing operation. This agent connects to a sensor reading from one of the FBs executing 

in a particular device and performs some monitoring of the reading without feedback. If the 

reading is satisfactory, it informs the local device of the result with a timestamp then moves 

to the next device. Readings are then stored via internal data for subsequent usage. 

 

Figure 38 - A transfer manager FB in closed-loop with a simple diagnostics agent. The agent itself has a single data 

input and single data output, plus an additional input and output for encoded data. 

Internally, the ECC design for this agent follows Figure 39, where the main logic of the 

application is shown in the center and the reconfiguration logic is shown on the outside of the 

box. Once the agent decides to migrate, it sends a RECONF event to the external transfer 

manager along with information about its state and data encoded into a string. When the 

agent migrates, a REINIT event is called rather than the typical INIT event. Within the 

REINIT state, the previously encoded data is used to force the ECC state and internal 

variables to their desired values. 
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Figure 39 - Internal ECC design for state and data resumption 

4.7. Implementation in Baggage Handling Systems tracking test case 

Bag tracking as described previously was used as the test case for this work. A plant model 

for a BHS was developed using the NxtStudio IEC 61499 environment to simulate the 

dynamics of a conveyor loop with added bags. Some low level control to handle motor 

functions was tested in closed-loop with the simulation model. Tracking functions were then 

appended for visualization purposes. This work treats bag tracking as a non-essential 

function, and thus it was an ideal initial test case for migration. Figure 40 below depicts a 

conveyor model FB along with a tracking controller in closed loop. 

This tracking controller receives data from the local controller’s LoadRecorder FB in order to 

determine its own comfort as well as the status of its environment. The TransferManager FB 

that handles the tracking controller is significantly more complex compared to the simple 

migrating agent depicted in Figure 38 previously. For the migrating agent, it was not required 

to handle multiple instances of the same FB on the same device. Destination device 

TransferManager FBs would typically be free to receive, create and resume an agent and 

complete removal would be done on the origin device. However, for the tracking controller 
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the aim was to sometimes have tracking controllers executing on the same device at the same 

time while still being free to receive additional ones if required. The TransferManager FB 

below has some empty connections in order to handle the creation and management of a new 

tracking controller. 

 

Figure 40 - Bag tracking controller in closed loop with a single conveyor simulation 

When the tracking controller decides that it should migrate, a sequence of events occurs to 

migrate the FB from the current device to its destination device: 

1. The tracking controller, shown above as the TrackingStraight FB initiates the transfer 

by sending a RECONFO event to the transfer manager. This event is passed along 

with an encoded string EncodedDataOut, representing a comma separated 

aggregation of the internal data and an enumerated state value. 

2. The transfer manager then already has information about the best device that the FB 

should migrate to. It then multicasts the encoded data with the best device embedded 
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into the multicast information. The local transfer manager then sends a DELETE 

event to a local FB responsible for encoding of IEC 61499 management commands. 

The local tracking FB is then stopped and deleted first, then the 

PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE FBs that wrap around it are re-parameterized with the IP 

address of the destination device. Figure 41 depicts the origin device with the tracking 

controller removed, although it is only an example image as the live FB configuration 

in the IDE is not updated during runtime when FBs are instantiated or deleted. 

 

Figure 41 - Origin device with the tracking controller removed during runtime. 

3. Every transfer manager in the system receives this information, but only the 

destination device will act. The destination device transfer manager then begins to 

send a CREATE event to the IEC 61499 management command encoder. A new 

tracking controller in the destination device is then created along with corresponding 

PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE FBs. In this scenario, PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE FBs were pre-

inserted to pass information to the new tracking controller. Data passed from the 

simulation model will be routed to the IP address of the new controller, maintaining 

communication. However, currently this implementation does not support buffering 

of events and data during the transfer process since the applications used were non-

critical. 
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4. The new tracking controller is then sent the same encoded data string that was passed 

from the previous device. Rather than sending the usual INIT event to initialize the 

FB, a REINIT event triggers an algorithm which handles decoding of the data string 

and setting of the internal variables and state of the FB. Once the REINIT is 

completed the process is complete. 

There are two possible scenarios where the tracking controller may migrate to another node. 

Firstly, it may decide itself that it is no longer in an ideal environment for optimal execution 

and initiates a transfer using the RECONFO event signal to its TransferManager FB. Another 

method of migration not shown in the figure above is a forced transfer where the RECONF 

input event of the tracking controller is triggered from an external source. This may be used if 

a manual forced reconfiguration were required for a particular device from a higher level 

interface such as a SCADA or HMI. 

4.7.1. Extensions to IEC 61499 to assist with migration 

As discussed in earlier works [147, 149], the IEC 61499 management interface was not 

originally intended for dynamic reconfiguration. However with a few additional mechanisms, 

the existence of a TransferManager FB would not be required. These mechanisms include: 

• Setting the values of internal data during FB creation and initialization. Currently 

interface data can be set but not internal data. 

• Explicitly triggering events from a management command during runtime. Although 

this exists on many IDEs as proprietary implementations such as NxtStudio, a 

standardized method would result in a more unified approach across platforms. This 

also extends to the forcing of input data during runtime. 

• Forcing the FB either initialized or uninitialized to a certain state during runtime. 

State data is currently invisible to the user from the management interface. 

With these additional instructions, a full range of reconfiguration services could almost be 

provided from a basic IEC 61499 FB which could be deployable across platforms. The last 

function that would be required would be a compatible TCP communication FB which could 

encode these commands properly and send them to the local DEV_MGR of the device. 

Management commands are described in simple  XML format such as: 
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<Request ID="34" Action="STOP" ><FB Name= "agent" 
Destination="Main#DiagnosticsAgent" /></Request> 

 

These are then encoded differently depending on the platform and sent via TCP. However the 

current NxtStudio platform TCP FBs such as SERVER/CLIENT do not correctly encode some 

characters of these strings and thus cannot be utilized as the communication mechanism; 

instead a custom communication FB, either SIFB or HMI FB was required. 

Visibility of FBs in each device would provide the developer with a global view of every 

running device’s FBs. This was not currently implemented due to the limited implementation 

of the QUERY IEC 61499 management command in the NxtForte platform. If this command 

was fully implemented, then potentially an image of each running device’s internal FBs could 

be queried along with every connection. 

4.8. Performance Measurement 

The methods to currently assess the viability and performance improvements brought about 

by the digital ecosystems development approach are limited. We can easily view the 

perceived load of each device by observing the LoadManager and SYSMONITOR FBs status 

data. An example of load information during runtime is shown in Figure 42 below. Real CPU 

and memory load information is fed from the SYSMONITOR FB and then an arbitrary load 

value is calculated based on experience. In this case it was simply a linear summation of the 

current CPU load and memory usage. Other devices provide their own load information and 

the best device is identified by its IP address.  
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Figure 42 - Load status information from an executinig NxtForte Win32 runtime 

The impact of this on the actual performance of FBs is difficult. The main question would be, 

is there a significant impact on performance of the tracking FB in this application when the 

load of the device changes from low load to high load? The author believes that the CPU load 

of the device would have a material impact on the performance of critical applications for 

multiple reasons. Firstly, although IEC 61499 execution semantics can be thought of as 

event-driven, the runtimes that schedule events and trigger algorithms usually remain cyclic 

in nature similar to a PLC. This is especially evident in platforms such as ISaGRAF [118] 

where the IDE allows developers to use event-driven mechanisms but the underlying runtime 

remains cyclic and retains backwards compatibility with IEC 61131-3. In the IDE the 

developer can even specify parameters such as cycle overflow events. Since the backend 

implementations remain cyclic, performance of event-driven platforms may follow similar 

trends to cyclic platforms. In cyclic execution environments, there is often an option to set the 

cycle time to be fixed in order to free up some CPU utilization. Alternatively, the cycle time 

can be set to execute the application as fast as possible. In the latter case, it can be extremely 

beneficial to optimize tasks based on CPU load, as it can have a material impact on the cycle 

times. 
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4.9. The Plug-and-Play mechanism 

The mechanisms to enable process migration in IEC 61499 are the first step to true PLC 

commoditization and hardware agnosticism. Although this chapter discussed dynamically 

reconfigurable systems with self-reconfigurable software, the hardware configurations 

described were mainly static. Static hardware configurations are common in the industrial 

automation domain with a mentality of deploy and forget; investments in hardware can be 

great and industrial computing devices are orders of magnitude more expensive and less 

powerful than consumer grade devices. With highly distributed systems, this norm is 

changing particularly in applications which have great physical dispersion. Even though 

current industrial hardware platforms remain static, the methodologies for implementation of 

FB migration have the potential to adapt to an extremely dynamic landscape of hardware. 

Contrast this to the general purpose computing domain where dynamism is commonplace. 

Plug-and-Play (PnP) devices such as USB peripherals and network attached devices enable 

changes to the hardware during runtime even including features such as hot swapping. 

Common automation standards such as IEC 61131-3 and IEC 61499 while providing an 

excellent framework for rigid manufacturing lines do not provide features for future systems 

where flexibility and re-configurability are paramount. Utilizing this reconfigurable 

architecture, PnP devices could become a reality for distributed control systems. 

Developing a PnP framework in the industrial domain can further utilize the benefits of 

migration, but the framework in itself has its own benefits. This architecture was applied in a 

joint work case study for PnP devices in a smart-grid data-acquisition test case [150]. The 

author’s contribution to this work was the development of the dynamic reconfiguration of 

FBs as well as the dynamic HMI. In the smart-grid domain, modern development techniques 

are trending towards distributed control and intelligence. Micro-grids, smart-meters and home 

automation all result in a modern grid that is significantly more dynamic compared to its 

traditional counterpart. Smart devices are connected and disconnected from the grid which 

not only places strain on dynamic load balancing on the power system [151] but also on the 

computational elements. 

Typically in a data-acquisition application the source of data is fixed, particularly if the data 

source consists of low power embedded devices with some sensors. Figure 43 conceptually 

depicts a system in which a new component is physically plugged in during runtime. For such 
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an application, regardless of whether it is distributed or centralized; the control logic is 

typically re-mapped then re-deployed to mirror the new hardware configuration. 

 

Figure 43 - Plugging in a new data-acquisition component during system operation 

In order to handle dynamic connection and disconnection of devices, an application level PnP 

protocol was developed using IEC 61499. In a smart grid, the devices in question are often 

distributed renewable energy resources (DRER) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV). 

In order to manage these devices, the concept of distributed grid intelligence (DGI) represents 

the distributed logic managing localized devices enforcing policies on a global scale, 

collaborating with other DGIs to achieve goals. Figure 44 depicts the relationship between 

DGI and ER, which has been envisioned here, allowing ER devices to be connected 

dynamically. The UDP/IP and TCP/IP stack implementation of most IEC 61499 platforms is 

convenient for this purpose, as the ER device can broadcast a connection request to discover 

any local DGI nodes on the network regardless of network topology. The DGI can thus have 

a dedicated listener on a specific port to handle these incoming requests. The dynamic 

reconfiguration mechanisms described earlier in the chapter are then used mainly for 

communications channel creation. While a typical IEC 61499 application has a set number of 

communication channels defined at compile time, the work here dynamically creates any 

number of channels depending on connected devices and their corresponding types. 
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Figure 44 - DGI and ER device relationship 

The protocol developed here uses IEC 61499 events for message passing between devices 

and management commands for creation and deletion of channels. Figure 45 depicts the 

sequence of messages between modules when a new ER device is connected to the local 

network. In the physical hardware perspective this would be a device such as a solar panel 

with its own onboard controller connecting to the power system as well as the local network. 

 

Figure 45 - Sequence diagram for plug-and-play communications channel creation upon the connection of a new 

energy resource (ER) devices. 
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The first goal of this work was to propose a plug-and-play solution for the FREEDM system 

using IEC61499 function blocks. DGI modules gather data from dynamically connected 

devices and enforce policies, but there is usually a global control panel where data may be 

visualized and new policies entered, often implemented in traditional systems as a SCADA. 

The second goal was to propose a SCADA architecture which would allow the SCADA HMI 

to correctly reflect the behavior of the plug-and-play functionality as the ER devices are 

plugged or removed from distributed grid intelligence (DGI) nodes. Figure 46 shows a 

layered diagram depicting the SCADA HMI at the top level with ER nodes representing the 

devices with PnP functionality at the lower levels. DGI components help to facilitate 

handshaking with newly connected ER devices and directing their data to the top level HMI. 

 

Figure 46 - Architecture of distributed SCADA HMI for the PnP SCADA system. 

An example application was developed in IEC 61499 and ER devices were deployed to 

Beckhoff CX1010 PLCs and DGI devices along with the SCADA HMI were deployed to a 

local PC. Each DGI FB was developed as a NxtStudio CAT type which managed the HMI of 

its connected DGI node and collaborated with other CATs to form the SCADA HMI. The 

logical component of the DGI FB processed incoming data and updated the HMI accordingly. 

If a new ER device was attached to the DGI node, it was dynamically created on the HMI. 
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Figure 47 - Dynamically generated HMI for Plug-and-Play smart grid applications, with nodes appearing once Plug-

and-Play handshaking has occurred. 

4.10. Implications for PLC commoditization 

In this chapter we have proposed a migration mechanism along with some measurements of 

performance during migration. Following this, a PnP architecture was proposed to allow for 

seamless connection and disconnection of new computing resources during runtime. We 

believe the impact of these developments on PLC commoditization is clear. The architecture 

for migration focuses on the transfer of IEC 61499 FBs based on their own comfort levels, 

described here as following a digital ecosystems paradigm. This architecture and transfer 

mechanism was essential for the flexibility of the software application, allowing it to 

dynamically modify its hardware configuration and device allocation at runtime in an effort 

to improve performance. Dynamic software was the first mechanism required for 

commoditization of the PLC. Next the PnP architecture improved the flexibility of the 

hardware platform by providing the initial framework to allow for runtime modification of 

the hardware system. Although this was demonstrated in a smart-grid application due to the 

joint work’s research agenda, it paves the way for hardware agnosticism and fully abstracting 

out the hardware platform during runtime. Now not only the software is flexible, but some 

dynamism is also introduced at the hardware level. With dynamic software and PnP 

hardware, the PLC becomes a commodity in the fact that we can simply connect empty PLCs 

during runtime if more power is required. Connecting redundant resources is not a new 

concept and is prevalent in domains such as data storage, critical web services and distributed 

computing such as exascale systems [152]. However, in the industrial domain no 
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standardized current implementation of runtime connection of redundant devices has been 

adopted; this can have implications in both performance as well as fault tolerance. 

For performance purposes, connecting additional computing resources can reduce resource 

utilization, often leading to performance improvements in reaction times due to the legacy 

scan-cycle based runtimes that many PLCs are based on. Reducing the amount of processes 

executing on a single PLC can result in the shortening of scan-cycles and a similar 

improvement to reaction speeds and throughput and this will be further investigated in 

Chapter 5. In the fault tolerance domain, applications such as exascale systems represent 

distributed systems with extreme scale and thus fault tolerance is paramount. Application 

replication is common in this field to achieve fault tolerance but increases the number of 

computing resources. Using PnP along with runtime based dynamic connection of PLCs 

could enable similar fault tolerance methods to exascale systems. Although the cost of the 

system would increase by the number of PLCs, this would dramatically reduce the number of 

faults visible at the application layer. Additionally, analysis of hardware costs compared to 

performance benefits have already been investigated [152]. 

Using backup PLCs for performance and fault tolerance both involve the connection of PLCs 

during runtime which is more akin to dynamic hot swapping of computing power rather than 

process migration between CPU cores. It has been demonstrated that the functionality for 

both PnP and process migration is feasible in the industrial domain. The IEC 61499 standard 

is a significant step towards supporting these features and the commoditization of PLC 

hardware. IEC 61499 already allows the dynamic connection and disconnection of PLCs 

during runtime, as communication channels between FBs are usually implemented as 

persistent sockets over TCP. Devices such as PLCs will usually implement a full TCP/IP 

stack and hence dynamically connected devices get the advantage of being added to a local 

router or switch’s routing table for dynamic addressing. When a PLC is added, self-discovery 

mechanisms such as detailed in the PnP work can register the PLC in a globally available list 

of free PLCs for migration. Migration algorithms then simply treat the new PLC as another 

target for migration when determining optimal performance calculations. 

4.11. Conclusions 

This chapter presented the Digital Ecosystems concept applied to the domain of distributed 

industrial automation systems by allowing FBs to initiate transfer of their own instance. It 
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differs from existing methods which use centralized managers to achieve the same result. The 

motivation for this was to provide dynamic resource allocation mechanisms for highly 

distributed industrial automation systems. IEC 61499 was used as it allowed for seamless 

integration into the operation stage of the distributed application lifecycle. The existing IEC 

61499 standard contains a disconnect between hardware and software, resulting in extra 

developer effort when changes occur. When software is modified it must be remapped and 

redeployed to the same hardware configuration. Similarly when hardware changes or when a 

distributed device becomes faulty, software is remapped again in order to correspond to the 

new hardware configuration.  In a highly distributed system with a great number of 

computing resources, it is infeasible to think that software module allocation is optimal 

during the first deployment. Additionally, constant load changes during the lifetime of the 

system result in optimal software mappings that vary over time. To decouple software and 

hardware allows both to be treated as a commodity; each can be added, removed or remapped 

with significantly less effort from the developer. 

This work took inspiration from the domain of software process migration in the general 

purpose computing domain, where processes migrate to different cores on a CPU depending 

on system load. The IEC 61499 standard includes a management interface which was 

leveraged for reconfiguration purposes but some shortcomings were identified. These 

included minimal support for state saving and resumption, which is a requirement for process 

migration at the FB level. A design pattern consisting of a FB design methodology, ECC 

design structure and management command utilization was proposed on a BHS tracking 

application. This application demonstrated that for functionality that currently exists as a 

centralized entity, it can not only feature identical functionality when distributed but can also 

reap benefits of load balancing by dynamically allocating FBs depending on load. The 

tracking application was deemed ideal for testing purposes, as this had the largest 

computational impact of a BHS control system compared to components such as low-level 

control or routing. Although the ideal case of perfect self-migration of the BHS tracking 

application could not be realized due to the current limitations of IEC 61499, an assisted 

migration demonstrating load shifting for the BHS tracking FB was successfully carried out 

on both the PC and distributed PLCs. 

The plug-and-play FB design pattern was then proposed and was a joint work to establish a 

standard methodology to connect new hardware devices for immediate self-discovery in an 

existing IEC 61499 application. Although the digital ecosystems work proposed 
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commoditization of the PLC and its software, the connection process of new hardware 

devices remains vague. When new hardware is connected to an IEC 61499 network, it can 

immediately be recognized if it was initially part of the application mapping or if network 

details are known prior. Utilizing the plug-and-play pattern, a smart-grid application was 

demonstrated to have full dynamic connection functionality including discovery and 

connection establishment. This was tested on multiple networked PLCs each deployed with a 

simulated device. 

Overall, the work in this chapter focused on dynamic hardware and dynamic software with an 

emphasis on commoditizing the PLC and its software. The usage of IEC 61499 had a positive 

effect on the lifecycle of the targeted highly distributed, industrial automation applications. 

While the previous chapter discussed the improvement of the design stage of the application 

lifecycle, this chapter improved the operation and maintenance stages. The IEC 61499 

implementation layer allowed for similar dynamic mechanisms as proprietary platforms such 

as optimization of hardware usage, mitigation of faults and adaptability to new hardware. 

However, the major appeal of using IEC 61499 was found to be its suitability for industrial 

automation applications from an adoption standpoint. Many solutions provided additional 

features but lacked the vendor support in both hardware and software, making them 

unattractive for industrial automation applications with long investment cycles.  

Now that the distributed automation application lifecycle has been positively impacted by 

mechanisms using an IEC 61499 implementation layer, there is a question of how much 

impact adaptability has on a system. High performance applications are extremely sensitive 

to fluctuations in system configuration. On the other hand, if the introduction of low cost 

hardware would have a positive effect on system throughput, this could be an ideal solution if 

more performance were required in a short timeframe. Dynamic hardware and software 

introduce inherent unpredictability into a system, even though they provide an undeniable 

improvement in system adaptability. Investigating the performance impact of adaptability 

mechanisms will be the focus of the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5. Performance Modeling for Distributed Automation 

Systems 

Scan based industrial automation systems have been around for decades and are still the 

platform of choice by the majority of automation systems today. IEC 61131-3 has become the 

de-facto standard for development of these systems, giving a limited set of languages for 

programming. Although these languages are diverse in feature set, they are usually executed 

in a similar cyclic manner. The system inputs are scanned at the beginning of the cycle, logic 

is processed and then outputs are actuated at the end of the cycle. In order to improve 

performance characteristics of such a cyclic system, the scan cycle should be as short as 

possible. The PLC scan cycle has become the main mechanism in which many performance 

driven systems are optimized towards. Works discussing abstract modeling of the scan-cycle 

[153], optimization of PLC control schedules [154] and transformation from other high-level 

languages to the scan cycle nature of PLCs [155] all infer performance improvements from 

focusing system development around scan cycle optimization.  

Scan based systems have been adequate for centralized systems, as performance can typically 

scale with the raw power of the controller. Modern PLCs can contain state of the art quad-

core CPUs with gigabytes of RAM and optimized runtimes to push the scan cycle lower and 

lower. The transition to distributed systems has required a fundamental change in the 

approach to system design and optimization. Although execution semantics remain locally 

synchronous, communication over networks is typically asynchronous and message based, 

suiting event driven semantics. However, by eliminating a synchronous scan cycle at the 

system level the predictability and composability of temporal system behaviors is reduced 

[156]. This can be alleviated to a degree by using time-triggered communications 

mechanisms, where messages are scheduled regularly at known intervals. By using 

synchronized clocks and time-triggered messages, distributed controllers can collaborate to 

perform actions with precision normally expected of centralized systems. Clock 

synchronization is essential for this paradigm and this becomes difficult as the distributed 

controllers become more physically dispersed. Electrical substations separated by hundreds 

of kilometers use synchronized clocks in order to determine phase shift changes between 

different grids [157]. Using time synchronization is a compelling mechanism in order to 

optimize performance when it comes to distributed control systems. As with centralized 
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systems, where the scan-cycle can be reduced to improve performance and timing 

characteristics, with distributed control improving the precision of time synchronization may 

lead to the same effects. 

5.1. Scan based, event driven and time driven control paradigms 

For distributed systems development, different types of control can have lasting effects on the 

application lifecycle, whether it affects developer effort during design or during operation. 

Event driven control has significantly clearer express-ability, allowing developers to model 

real world concepts as logical software components. Additionally, event-driven systems 

typically have more predictability in terms of behavior if slightly lower precision is 

acceptable. Although real-time, high performance distributed systems have been developed 

[158], distribution oriented languages such as IEC 61499 do not natively support time driven 

operations. Instead, custom runtimes leverage real-time operating system mechanisms to 

achieve precision control on proprietary platforms. On a single device, event driven control 

can significantly reduce resource utilization. Rather than scan and execute every function 

block, events trigger the execution of particularly blocks. Between devices the asynchronous 

message passing system suits the event driven model well, particularly as many fieldbus 

technologies provide no guarantee of network performance. The main benefit during 

development using technologies such as IEC 61499 is that system development is not 

affected by system configuration. A function block that is connected to a function block on 

the same device uses the same mechanisms to connect to function blocks on other devices; 

with communication usually hidden by the compiler. 

Time driven control has the benefit of extreme precision when utilized for particular tasks. 

Scan based and event driven control are both subject to a certain amount of jitter. Scan cycle 

length can adversely affect response times, as can the runtime execution semantics of an 

event driven model. With high precision time synchronization and control applications which 

actuate based on time schedules, jitter can be significantly reduced [159]. Changes to 

schedules or logic can necessitate full redeployment of the system and hence reducing 

flexibility of the system to cope with changes [160]. Development methodologies for time 

driven control are limited, with major languages such as IEC 61131-3 and IEC 61499 

providing almost no native support for time driven semantics. The lack of temporal semantics 

and concurrency models in the computing domain require substantial changes to core 
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abstractions before time driven control becomes mainstream [95]. Even in the world of high 

performance embedded computing, low level languages such as C provide only basic 

mechanisms to infer the notion of time.  

Computing technologies have advanced to provide huge performance gains but almost no 

improvement in real-time performance and accuracy over the past few decades. Even for 

distributed systems using performance sensitive fieldbus technologies such as CAN are 

confined in terms of geographical dispersion. Programming time based operations on most 

SoCs requires the usage of non-standard C mechanisms, often with an interrupt service 

routine in the application logic. This interrupt is then controlled by toggling a number of 

configuration pins on the chip and the actual logic has no obviousness about its temporal 

behaviors. When deployed to a particular model of chip with a particular hardware timer, this 

configuration will be interpreted in the desired manner to drive time based interrupts. These 

types of abstractions are non-ideal and are tied to specific hardware. The notion of timely 

reactions is critical in order to realize greater performance, particularly when the computing 

platform is a limiting factor. There is a common misconception that real-time computing is 

equivalent to fast computing and simply by speeding up characteristics such as CPU clock 

speed, performance will improve [95]. However, often there are more complex optimizations 

or changes in control paradigm that are required in order to achieve slight improvements in 

reactional performance. 

Earlier chapters explored the design, operation and maintenance stages of the application 

lifecycle. The target applications were deemed highly dynamic, modular distributed systems 

with computing power mirroring device granularity. This resulted in a focus on 

componentized design approaches eventuating in the vision of IMC – vendor bundled off-the-

shelf computing devices integrated into mechatronic components. In order to take advantage 

of this componentized plant, the application lifecycle was improved using a combination of 

IMC and IEC 61499. Although clear benefits were provided in the form of adaptability and 

flexibility over using traditional centralized control, the feasibility of each approach could be 

further reinforced with some timing performance assurances. For applications such as digital 

ecosystems and PnP detailed in Chapter 4, not only is goal to have hardware agnosticism but 

also to maintain performance across hardware platforms. Using the IMC and IEC 61499 

approaches outlined, this chapter investigates the potential for some timing and performance 

related guarantees at both design time and runtime. 
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5.2. The unification of event driven and time driven control models 

To maintain performance characteristics, it would be ideal if industrial software applications 

had a level of invariance to hardware platforms and networking technologies and topologies. 

Maintaining performance consistency is one aspect, however improving real performance is 

another motivation for unification of event driven and time driven semantics. If we could 

maintain consistency without adversely affecting key performance metrics such as 

throughput, or even improving them, then this increases the attractiveness for industrial 

adoption.  The IEC 61499 and the IEEE 1588 standard were selected as the supporting 

architectures mainly due to their synergy. IEEE 1588 describes a Precision Time Protocol 

(PTP) which is used for high precision synchronization of clocks across networked devices. 

A master clock algorithm determines the best device for synchronization and can maintain 

clock accuracy in the sub-microsecond range between networked devices. The accuracy 

makes IEEE 1588 suitable for application to high-speed industrial control systems such as 

measurement and control [159]. At present the main obstacle to adoption of IEEE 1588 is the 

lack of support in hardware, as support needs to be included at the hardware level. Although 

some controllers have support, the entire network system including controllers, fieldbuses 

and switches need to have support before the standard can function. 

This work was co-authored and published initially in [161], with the authors contribution 

being the conception of comparison scenarios, formal model for theoretical performance and 

the development of a multi-layered simulation model to compare against the theoretical 

model. The running example used throughout this work is shown in Figure 48 which depicts 

a material handling system. The diagram also shows an example of a controller configuration, 

but this is varied throughout the model in order to determine a theoretical performance gain 

when plant hardware remains identical while control hardware changes. 
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Figure 48 - A generic sorting system with the sorting hardware, centralized controller and fieldbus configuration. 

This material handling system is common for sorting items such as baggage, parcels or food. 

There is a single conveyor module with work-pieces travelling at a certain speed. There is a 

scanner at the beginning of the system which determines the nature of the item to be sorted. 

Depending on the type of item, it should be routed to a specific output tray placed 

downstream on the conveyor. For simplification purposes, each sorter unit is decomposed 

into only a limited set of components: the diverter, the output tray, the labeler, detection 

sensor and the corresponding I/O unit that connects these components to the fieldbus 

network. Each I/O unit of each sorter module is then connected to a single main controller in 

Figure 48 which depicts a monolithic control application deployed to a centralized controller. 

The throughput of the system is effectively determined by how fast the conveyor can be run 

at, while still allowing the diverters to successfully sort the work-pieces to the correct output 

trays. Given a specific plant setup, the model aims to determine the limitations that the 

control hardware and fieldbus network place on the speed of the conveyor. If a certain 

configuration of control hardware, network hardware or software paradigms allow the 

conveyor to be run faster, then that configuration is deemed more suitable for high 

performance applications. For each item, we define its sortation delay as the minimum time 

between two consecutive sorting actions. Sortation delay may be affected by factors such as: 

• Algorithm execution time on the main controller 

• PLC scan cycle 

• I/O scan cycle 

• Network propagation time 

• Time for the diverter to push item and retract back to a ready state 
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In order to compare the performance differences between various controller configurations 

and the factors which affect them, we have conceptualized a number of hardware 

configurations which can be used to achieve the sortation criteria but using combinations of 

scan cycle, event driven and time driven software and hardware. The configurations 

compared in this work are as follows: 

5.2.1. Centralized Control 

This is the configuration depicted in Figure 48, with a single centralized controller overseeing 

the control of the entire plant; with both scan based and event driven control schemes 

compared. For a typical sortation, the series of events occurs as follows: 

1. A work-piece arrives at the scanner and its type is determined and stored in the main 

controller. The main controller keeps a record of every work-piece that has entered 

the system. 

2. The work-piece moves down the conveyor and triggers sensors for each sorter unit 

that it passes. Each sensor passes its status to the main controller, which determines 

which item has passed. 

3. If the work-piece is to be diverted at its current sorter unit, the main controller sends a 

divert signal back to the I/O to trigger diverter actuation. This action could be 

similarly combined with labeling or other add-on functions before diversion. 

5.2.2. Distributed Scanning Control 

Figure 49 depicts the distributed scanning control configuration. We use this configuration as 

an ideal case, where although the plant is almost identical there is the addition of a scanner 

unit per sorter as well as the modified controller setup. 

 

Figure 49 - Distributed Scanning Control Configuration. 
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Since every sorter unit has its own scanner, no centralized control exists to hinder the speed 

of diversion and the length of fieldbus and size of I/O that the local controller handles is 

minimal. The benefit of this configuration is to minimize the response time while sacrificing 

cost of deployment and complexity in development of distributed algorithms. However, the 

disadvantages of this approach due to no communications framework is the lack of 

collaborative algorithms for achieving goals such as complex packing schemes such as bin 

packing, which need a global overview of data in order to achieve optimal results. 

5.2.3. Time Complemented Distributed Event Driven 

Figure 50 depicts a distributed control configuration, similar to the configuration in the 

centralized case but with the addition of local controllers at each sorter unit in addition to the 

main central controller. This configuration could accommodate distributed software of both 

event driven and scan cycle based paradigms. Execution flow would be similar to that of the 

centralized configuration in Figure 48, but the main controller would only handle the 

delegation of sorting duties to downstream sorter controllers. Once the scanner has 

determined the type of work-piece, this type information would be then forwarded to the 

corresponding sorter controller. Any decisions on diverting would be made at the sorter unit 

for that particular item and network communication can be used to achieve goals such as 

complex sorting algorithms or changes in sorting schemes during runtime. 

 

Figure 50 - Distributed Control Configuration. 

The Time Complemented Event Driven (TCED) software paradigm is proposed in this work 

as a unification of event driven software with synchronized time to drive time critical events. 

Although time driven control in the form of IEEE 1588 applied to industrial automation was 
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discussed by Harris in [159], this work aims to provide a concrete example of architecture, 

theoretical performance gain and analysis which was previously lacking. The goals of the 

TCED architecture were to achieve the same performance as the distributed scanning control 

system with similar costs to the centralized configuration. 

For a pure event driven system, there is typically no notion of absolute time. Although time 

can exist in the form of delays and periodic triggers, these are usually not relied on for time 

critical tasks. In the IEC 61499 platform these time mechanisms exist in the form of 

E_DELAY and E_CYCLE FBs. Although these FBs can be used for periodically triggering an 

actuation there is no method to determine how accurate the action was or if at any time the 

trigger happened later. Works have investigated exploiting the real-time aspects of hardware 

and software platforms to achieve some time guarantees, but the implementations are usually 

very application specific. Zoitl [162] takes advantage of the real time aspects at the lower 

level control layers in order to perform system reconfiguration while maintaining timely 

behavior. Doukas [158] described utilizing real time Linux in order to achieve some 

performance guarantees in IEC 61499 but the methodology is a layered approach, abstracting 

IEC 61499 and combining it with custom runtimes and design methodologies to achieve the 

desired results.  

If we apply the notion of IEEE 1588 hybrid clocks to a distributed control configuration, it 

would be expected that there is a time source within each separate hardware controller which 

is accessible to the application layer. The application layer could be composed of any 

industrial automation platform with IEC 61499 being adhered to in this work. Using a highly 

synchronized local clock does not add any additional complexity to application development 

as there is already an existing clock mechanism available in most IEC 61499 standard FB 

libraries. However, unification of both IEEE 1588 and IEC 61499 proposes the question of 

how the time source can be accessible at the FB level and this was developed in the form of a 

Service Interface Function Block (SIFB) shown in Figure 51. As mentioned previously, IEEE 

1588 is currently not standard on most industrial PLCs and micro-controllers. Thus for this 

SIFB was deployed to a Soft PLC runtime running on a x86 Windows platform with an Intel 

PCI-e Network Interface card with the Intel 82574L Ethernet controller . 
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Figure 51 - Implementation of IEEE 1588 into a NxtForte based SIFB. 

The IEEE_1588 REG FB in Figure 51 keeps an internal clock which synchronizes with the 

master clock through SIFB routines. This clock can then be exposed to the IEC 61499 FB 

system by registering events using the ScheduleTime service that the FB provides. These 

scheduled times are stored in an internal table and an output event is emitted whenever one of 

these times occurs. The microsecond accuracy to which IEEE 1588 maintains, results in 

extremely accurate actions that can be synchronized across networked devices. Maintaining 

precise synchronization on the implementation side still requires a seamless transition on the 

development side in order to be adopted. Previous works have aimed to bring real-time 

performance to IEC 61499 applications in the form of custom hardware, special runtimes and 

strict development criteria; sometimes requiring additional software applications developed 

alongside the lower level IEC 61499 application. Using this approach, we keep the time 

synchronization at the lower level exposing only time driven functionality at the IEC 61499 

application layer. One of the major benefits of IEC 61499 platforms such as NxtStudio and 

ISaGRAF is to allow the developer to ignore the underlying hardware configuration and 

network topology. Applications can continue to be developed while ignoring hardware 

specific details, in this instance time related details. Where an application may normally use 

the internal clock, E_CYCLE or E_DELAY FBs without guarantees, these time sources can 

now be replaced by the 1588_REG FB while preserving the application logic and control 

flow. 

Only using IEEE 1588 as an application level time source means the software architecture 

can continue to be modular. Architectures such as IMC already focus on software and 

hardware granularity at the component level, not conflicting with any of the constraints of 

using IEEE 1588 in this implementation. Software stays hierarchically modular and new 

components can be added without much additional configuration needed to the main 
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application. The full implementation details for each of these FBs is not discussed here and 

some more detail can be found in [161] due to this being a joint work. 

5.3. Mathematical Model of Performance 

This work aims to demonstrate that there is significant performance variation depending on 

the architecture of the control system. This may be from either the software architecture or 

how the application is developed, or the hardware architecture such as using either 

centralized or distributed controllers. An efficient control architecture not only improves 

performance but may reduce development complexity and even deployment costs. For this 

section, each configuration from Section 5.2 is analyzed formally in order to determine some 

performance metrics given some input parameters. Throughput is the main performance 

metric of concern, representing the volume of items being processed by the system at a given 

time. The sorting machine is assumed to be in steady state, which we define as when the 

change in output throughput is zero. In order to compare performance across various 

configurations, some initial parameters are first described: 

• Tscan is the time the scanner requires to scan a single item; 

• W is the sortation delay being the minimum time between two successful sorting 

actions including all times for sub-components such as labelers and diverter pushers.  

• R is the steady-state throughput rate in items per second. 

It can be assumed that the system functions correctly when	O≤ 1Q and Q = R
STUV>SWXY    (1) 

where: 

• v is the velocity of the conveyor belt; 

• dobj is the length of one item; and, 

• dspa is the spacing between two items. 

Using equation (1) an upper bound of the conveyor speed can be derived as  

Z ≤ STUV>SWXY
�[\(],	 Ŵ_Y`)           (2) 

W can be represented as a sum of the following components reflecting the properties of 

hardware: 
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• Tact – the actuation time for the diverter pusher to move an object into the output tray; 

• Tcpu - the controller’s execution time per sortation action. This may or may not be able 

to be separated into a distinct time relating to a particular sorting action, as algorithm 

execution times may vary. However, we believe that it can be approximated by 

factors such as scan cycle times or timing analysis; 

• Tio – the scan cycle time for the I/O system; and, 

• Tnet - the worst case delay time for a message to travel between the controller and the 

furthest remote I/O device. For unreliable networks this may be difficult to determine 

as there are often no performance guarantees on technologies such as standard 

Ethernet. 

Assuming that scanning is sufficiently fast, i.e. abc[� < O, then Equation (2) simplifies to 

Z ≤ STUV>SWXY
] . 

These metrics will be used for formulating comparisons between different control 

architectures. 

5.3.1. Centralized Control with Remote I/O 

In the centralized architecture depicted in Figure 48 previously, both scan based and event 

driven software architectures can be considered. For centralized scan based software, the 

sortation delay Oc_be can be expressed as: 

Oc_be = a�f + achib + a�f + a[cj + 2a�kj 
          		= 2(a�f + a�kj) + achib + a[cj               (3) 

This is essentially a summation of the time delays incurred during a typical sortation. The 

item is detected downstream by the sensor and this sensor value is placed on the I/O. The 

CPU then spends some time determining its destination, which may be a single PLC scan 

cycle. This decision is then placed back on I/O to trigger the diverter if required; then the 

diverter will take time to actuate. The time for the network signal to propagate down the 

length of fieldbus cable is also added twice and is considered separate from I/O scan cycle 

here. For a large sorting system, one can reasonably assume that Tnet = O(n), where n is the 

number of sorters, as adding more sorters would also mean extending the fieldbus cable. 
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In an event-driven system, the corresponding sortation time will be: 

 Oc_kS = a�kj + achib + a�kj + a[cj 
          		= 2a�kj + achib + a[cj                                                 (4) 

This assumes that there is no I/O scan and perfect event-driven I/O modules are used. CPU 

time is still incurred although this may be of a different nature; where the scan cycle system 

may have a CPU time which is fully dependent on the PLC scan cycle, an event driven 

system may have execution times based on the runtime environment. The best-case steady-

state throughput rates that the centralized control configuration can achieve are	Qc_be = �
]__WU	

for the scan-based system and	Qc_kS = �
]__lm	for event-driven system. 

5.3.2. Distributed Scanning Control 

For the previously described ‘ideal’ case, every sorter unit has its own scanner and controller 

setup. This minimizes factors such as algorithm execution time, length of fieldbuses, number 

of I/O on the controller and any other network communication. Other than this, the sortation 

delay is determined by mostly the same factors of the centralized system but on a smaller 

scale. For a scan-based system, the delay can be expressed as: 

OS_be = a�f + achiS + a�f + a[cj 
          		= 2a�f + achiS + a[cj                                                  (5) 

Similarly, for the event driven case the delay is expressed as: 

OS_kS = achiS + a[cj                                                              (6) 

The main difference here between event driven and scan-based architectures is the absence of 

I/O scan if using truly event-driven I/O. 

5.3.3. Time-Complemented Event-Driven Distributed Control 

For a distributed hardware architecture with networked controllers, we ignore the scan-based 

and event-driven paradigms as these will be similar to the distributed scanning control in 

5.3.2 above. In both scenarios, each sorting unit has its own dedicated controller but the only 

difference is whether they are networked or not. Metrics should be similar, as the local 
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controller would handle only I/O and decision making for the local sorter unit. Thus the main 

point of interest is comparing to the TCED control, as this requires distributed hardware as 

well as networked hardware. For the TCED case the sortation delay can be expressed as: 

nopqr ≥ tpuvo + twpo                                                               (7) 

where the achij  in the worst case, is the sum of both the main controller execution time and 

sorter controller execution time if none of their execution times are interleaved. 

5.4. Performance Comparisons 

The throughputs of each of the configurations are compared in this section to determine the 

potential performance gains of using a particular configuration over another. There are five 

configurations to be compared, namely each hardware configuration with both scan-based 

and event-driven software as well as the TCED case. Each throughput rate is expressed as: 

1. Centralized Scan-Based (c_sb), where: 

Qc_be = �
]__WU = �

�(^xT>^̀ ly)> _̂Xz_ > Ŷ_y                                (8) 

2. Centralized Event-Driven (c_ed), where: 

Qc_kS = �
]__lm = �

�^̀ ly> _̂Xz_ > Ŷ_y                                         (9) 

Distributed Scan-Based (d_sb) , where: 

QS_be = �
�^xT> _̂Xzm > Ŷ_y                                                       (10) 

3. Distributed Event-Driven (d_ed) , where: 

QS_kS = �
_̂Xzm > Ŷ_y                                                              (11) 

4. Time-Complemented Event-Driven (tced) , where: 

QjckS = �
_̂Xzy > Ŷ_y                                                                         (12) 

For the centralized scenarios in (8) and (9), the main differentiator is the I/O scan time. If the 

other factors remain similar then the event-driven scenario should offer higher throughput 
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rates than the scan-based scenario. Similarly this applies to (11) and (12) and it can be 

concluded that given true event driven I/O then event-driven systems should have higher 

throughput than their scan-based counterparts. 

For (9) and (11) the centralized event-driven is compared to distributed event-driven with the 

main differentiator being a�kj  with also potentially varying achi . a�kj  can effectively be 

ignored until systems reach huge physical dispersions, as it represents the propagation time 

through the wire. Given that transmission time through wire of an electrical signal is about 

one third the speed of light, even if the cable is about 1km then this only increases delay by 

about 1µs; an order of magnitude compared to the millisecond times that are typical for PLC 

applications. 

In order to evaluate comparisons between throughput rates for centralized compared to 

distributed, achic  and achiS  must be analyzed by comparing their control algorithms. Control 

algorithm complexity can vary but we can make some assumptions to simplify the 

comparison process. The time of a single sortation triggers a sequence of events which we 

refer to as the critical path, which are effectively all algorithmic actions which occur in 

response to that sortation request. By examining all actions that occur within the critical path, 

dependencies based on system size and complexity for each configuration can be determined. 

For a sorting machine, the control algorithm can be simplified to the following: 

1. The scanner detects an item, scans its details and determines its destination. Any 

destination data is stored into a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue along with the subsequent 

items. 

2. When the first sorter’s sensor detects an item, the first entry of this FIFO queue is 

compared for matching. If the item is to be diverted at this sorter, then the corresponding 

actuation signals are outputted and the item is removed from the FIFO queue. If the item 

does not match, the queue entry is passed to another FIFO queue representing the space 

between the first and the second sorters. 

The critical path for this control scheme occurs during the second step, when an item has 

reached the sorter sensor. If there are k sorters in the system this results in k FIFO queues 

each representing items in the space between two consecutive sorters. For the centralized 

configuration, the breakdown of events in the critical path is as follows: 
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Table 3 - Critical Path Breakdown for Centralized Event-Driven Configuration 

Task Complexity and Time Required 

Sensor detects item and 

notifies the central 

controller. 

A single I/O scan is required for sensing and passing data down 

fieldbus. Requires a constant time. 

Central controller iterates 

through a lookup table to 

find out which sensors 

have detected the item. 

Table size will be of size k (the number of sorters in the 

system), thus this time is proportional to the number of sorters 

in the system. 

Sorter actuation signals 

are sent to I/O. 

A single I/O scan is required for passing data down fieldbus. 

Requires a constant time. 

Mechanical actuation. Actuation time is constant. 

 

For the distributed event-driven configuration, each sorter has its own scanner and controller 

handling only local tasks. When an item arrives at the scanner, the controller determines if it 

is to be sorted at this station; if so it is immediately sorted otherwise it is simply passed onto 

the next station along the conveyor belt. The critical path for this configuration occurs just 

after an item has finished scanning, with the breakdown as follows: 

Table 4 - Critical Path Breakdown for Distributed Event-Driven Configuration 

Task Complexity and Time Required 

The controller compares 

the scan result against its 

own data and sends a 

message to activate the 

sorter. I/O is localized on 

the controller itself. 

A single compare operation. Requires a constant time. 

Mechanical actuation Actuation time is constant. 

 

The centralized configuration has an algorithmic dependency on the size of the system. The 

more sorters there are, the greater the time to scan through the lists of items for each sorter. If 

the algorithm is implemented as a number of lookup tables per conveyor section, then this 

algorithm execution time will grow in proportion to the number of sorters and items. In 

contrast to this, the distributed system only has a local view of its own sorter and a single 

item which passes through to be sorted. achic  has an algorithmic efficiency of �({) whereas 

achiS remains constant even as the system scales. For larger systems we can assume that 

achiS < achic  and similarly Qc_kS < QS_kS. 
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For the TCED configuration, an item arrives at the scanner and is processed. This item is 

categorized by type and immediately the main controller should know which sorter unit will 

be sorting this item. If system speed is relatively constant, then an accurate timestamp can be 

calculated for when this item will arrive at its destination sorter. The type of item already 

determined the destination sorter and the timestamp is then pushed to the distributed 

controller which handles that sorter. The sorter controller can then push this timestamp into 

an array or queue to be dealt with at a later time. For each sorter controller, two processes 

occur simultaneously in order to handle both sorting and queuing functions: 

1. The first process constantly compares the first entry in the timestamp queue to the current 

time provided by the time-source. When these times match an output signal is generated 

and used to trigger an action such as the diverter; and, 

2. The second process listens for incoming messages to add timestamp entries into the 

queue. 

Only the first process affects the critical path, as the second process can effectively be run at 

a low priority within a separate process if possible. The breakdown of events in the critical 

path for the TCED configuration is as follows: 

Table 5 - Critical Path Breakdown for the Time Complemented Event Driven Configuration 

Task Complexity and Time Required 

The controller compares the 

current time against the first 

timestamp in its queue; if this 

matches then an output signal 

is generated. I/O is localized 

on the controller itself. 

Event driven thus message transmission time is negligible. 

Mechanical actuation Actuation time is constant. 

 

Compared to the distributed event-driven scenario, neither has an algorithmic dependency 

which scales with system size. We can assume that their algorithm execution times are 

similar due to their simplicity.  

5.4.1. Performance Limitations Introduced by Clock Skew 

When dealing with high-speed real-time systems, time synchronization is already a major 

issue. Performance increases can immediately be recognized when reducing PLC scan-cycles 
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and I/O scan times. However, the smaller these become the more important it is to maintain 

consistency and synchrony in order to deliver expected performance. Particularly for 

distributed systems which implement some distributed data processing, many algorithms 

assume algorithm execution synchrony. An agent system may implement this simply by only 

allowing a single distributed agent to be active at any one time to ensure data integrity for a 

synchronous algorithm [163]. This ensures that data for each algorithm’s iteration is meant 

for that particular iteration. Although implementing an asynchronous algorithm can achieve a 

similar task with a high degree of parallelism, the rate of convergence can be less predictable 

and the algorithm can be much more complex to implement. Maintaining a high degree of 

time synchronization almost allows a distributed system to execute as a centralized system,  

allowing a level of parallelism without the problem of data-sources not being synchronized. 

When scan-cycles are in the hundreds of milliseconds, variations in clock speed and phase 

shifts between distributed controllers has no significant adverse effect on performance. 

However, as scan-cycles reach the sub-millisecond range there is a necessity to maintain 

accurate synchronization times between devices. We define clock skew here as the phase-

shift between time sources for networked distributed controllers. It is important to note that 

this phase-shift is in relation to the clock which drives the control algorithms, rather than 

some internal CPU system clock. In a PLC this will usually be the scan-cycle and even for 

IEC 61499 event-driven platforms such as ISaGRAF, the execution semantics remain cyclic 

with an inherent scan-cycle model in the runtime. 

For the TCED control, the steady-state throughput is related to sortation delay by QjckS =
�

]y_lm. Clock skew (Tskew) can be introduced and is additive to the sortation delay OjckS: 

QjckS(b|k}) = �
]y_lm>	^W~l�                                                         (13) 

This can be compared to the steady-state throughput Rtced with perfectly synchronized clocks, 

and Rtced(skew), which is the steady-state throughput with the addition of some clock skew. The 

performance difference can be found as:  

∆Q = �1 − �y_lm
�y_lm(W~l�)� = �1 −

�
�y_lm�

�y_lm�	�W~l�
� = ^W~l�

]y_lm        (14) 
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This results in a simple linear relationship between clock skew and the sortation delay. Using 

IEEE 1588 PTP results in distributed clocks synchronized with an accuracy of less than 1 

microsecond. With modern PLC scan times and I/O scans range in the order of milliseconds 

which are already an order of magnitude greater than the synchronization accuracy. This 

should result in mostly insignificant effects of clock skew in the system. 

5.5. Simulation Development 

To evaluate the performance of the developed TCED architecture, a simulation was 

developed to be executed in closed-loop with the various control configurations. A modified 

MVC approach [164] was used in order to test the TCED configuration specifically. While 

MVC can include timing characteristics of the model, these usually only refer to the physical 

plant with notions such as belt speed or diverter arm movement time. When dealing with 

precision timing, the timing delays introduced by the control system and the network can 

affect the performance of the physical system. Factors introduced previously such as scan 

time, I/O and network delays can be integrated into a mathematical model of performance 

and hence included in the modeling of the system for simulation purposes. These timing 

effects need to be modeled separately and were added here as a separate layer between the 

model and controller layers, referred to as the emulation layer. Figure 52 depicts a simulation 

model and control application with an emulation layer in between. If connected without the 

assumption of control system timing effects, the simulation and control application behave as 

a typical closed-loop simulation without any artificially introduced timing delays. 
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Figure 52 - Multi-layered architecture for simulating TCED control with timing aspects 

Within the emulation layer, time delays were added to each desired characteristic. FBs were 

created to add time delays depending on their expected real-world behavior, and functionality 

was separated based on their physical component such as controller or I/O module. Figure 53 

below depicts an example of an emulation layer FB, specifically the ControllerModelCAT FB 

which represents the timing characteristics of a PLC with some internal I/O. Parameters of 

this FB are the I/O scan time, PLC scan time and any network delays between the I/O and 

PLC. Depending on these timings, a CNF event is used to trigger the corresponding 

IO_Scan_Model FB. All I/O connections usually made between model and control are 

instead routed through the IO_Scan_Model FB. This allows granular control of simulation 

parameters, particularly for comparing different control configurations. 
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Figure 53 - Parameterized Controller Emulation FB for adding time delays between model and control 

Each control configuration including centralized, distributed scanning and TCED were all 

developed and tested with their corresponding emulation layers and model layers. In terms of 

plant configuration, these matched the hardware from Section 5.2. Part of a centralized 

control configuration is shown in Figure 54. Although the plant model FBs are similar to the 

TCED configuration, the control is completely centralized; encapsulated into a single FB 

with the intention of deployment to a single hardware controller. This is mirrored in the 

simulation layer, with a single ControllerModelCAT FB representing the central controller, 

and a line of connected IO_Scan_Model FBs representing remote I/O modules. 
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Figure 54 - Centralized control configuration with hardware emulation layer in the center, simulation on top and 

control on the bottom 

These simulations were all executed on a local PC with the NxtForte Win32 runtime. For 

every configuration various parameters were fixed based on experiences with off the shelf 

PLCs such as Beckhoff and Siemens models. Simulation metrics for the centralized 

configuration were an algorithm execution time of 25ms, a network propagation time of 5ms, 

a sorter actuation time of 300ms, a conveyor load rate of 50% and item size of 0.3m. 

Similarly, the same metrics were used for the TCED configuration with the corresponding 

omissions. To determine the performance of a particular configuration, we assume that the 

maximum performance is achieved when the failure rate of the diverter becomes significant. 

An acceptable level of failure could be anything under 5% which we use here, but it could 

vary depending on the application. The conveyor speed is then increased until this threshold 
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failure rate and the point of failure identifies the maximum conveyor speed for the 

configuration, allowing the maximum throughput. The speed of the conveyor model was 

ramped up and the numbers of diversion failures were recorded. Some recorded failure rates 

are shown in Table 6 below. 

Table 6 - Diversion failure rates at various conveyor speeds 

Conveyor Speed Centralized TCED 

1.00 m/s 0% 0% 

1.25 m/s 11% 0% 

1.50 m/s 23% 3% 

While the centralized model failure rate quickly increases, the control application based on 

the TCED architecture remains significantly lower at all speeds tested. A lower failure for a 

particular control configuration compare to another at the same speed can be attributed to 

better reaction times of the control system. Factors such as faster I/O scan times and PLC 

scan times can account for this, as previously discussed in Section 5.3. A second test was 

done with two degrees of freedom, varying not only the conveyor speed but also the 

algorithm execution time for each configuration. Similarly, the conveyor speed would be 

ramped up until an unacceptable diversion failure and then the speed recorded. These results 

were compared to theoretical conveyor speeds provided by the analytical models. Results 

were as follows: 

 

Figure 55 - Analytical performance compared to simulated performance 
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For the analytical data, performance metrics were substituted into their corresponding 

throughput equations. As expected, the analytical models estimate performance which is 

greater than the simulated results provided. These discrepancies were assumed to be the result 

of uncontrollable factors such as runtime overhead. Simulation results indicated that the 

TCED configuration consistently outperformed the centralized configuration.  

5.6. Time Complemented Event Driven Reconfigurable Systems 

This section has thus far determined that using time driven paradigms to drive control 

systems can not only improve their performance, but also scale to distributed systems through 

mechanisms such as IEEE 1588 time synchronization. Previously we discussed that time 

driven semantics can assist with PLC commoditization and hardware agnosticism by 

providing similar performance characteristics over a range of hardware platforms. This 

feature can be exploited for reconfiguration purposes, particularly process migration purposes 

introduced in the digital ecosystems work. For most process migration applications, a 

significant amount of logic is transferred. Algorithms such as Checkpoint-Restart are used to 

implement state saving and resumption; implemented in IEC 61499 FBs as an ECC design 

pattern in Section 4.6. Although it was demonstrated that migration of logic and data was 

feasible using IEC 61499, complex interactions between FBs make it difficult to scale to 

larger applications. Even for existing IEC 61499 based reconfiguration works [87], these are 

often based on predetermined contingency scenarios where the interactions before and after 

the reconfiguration are known. 

We propose a reconfiguration architecture based on the unification of time driven and event 

driven. The same TCED work from [161] and introduced earlier in this section is used as a 

foundation for the reconfiguration mechanisms. The TCED sorter application from Figure 50 

is used as the running example. The digital ecosystems work in Chapter 4  discussed the non-

ideal conditions for many initial deployments of software. Some major motivations 

supporting process migration and system reconfiguration are inadequate performance and 

system faults. The initial deployment of software may not be ideal for the lifespan of the 

plant and especially with IEC 61131-3 and even IEC 61499, the deployed software is static. 

When choosing the initial mappings, the developer uses domain knowledge and intuition to 

configure these optimally. Simulations and observations can confirm correct system 

operation, but load will always vary during operation. When deployed to a large number of 
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distributed controllers, any of them can fail at any time. Distribution can reduce the 

probability of system failure. However, a method to mitigate faults must be implemented in 

order to reduce any impact when a controller actually does fail. 

Although reconfigurable systems are typically more resilient to change, the cyber physical 

nature of most industrial automation systems makes them difficult to apply to high precision 

applications. In a distributed system based on IEC 61499, the complexity of inter-FB and 

inter-device interactions arises from nuances in algorithm logic, ECC design and the 

connections between FBs. In a TCED system, the complexity arises from the sequence of 

scheduled events and actuations. Figure 56 shows a simplified scenario where migration 

could happen in a distributed system based on the TCED architecture, rather than traditional 

distributed logic. Much of the logic and actuation of FBs based on the TCED architecture 

consist of manipulation of time schedules. In the examples in this chapter, a sorter unit has a 

schedule to actuate the diverter component when work-pieces arrive to be sorted. Additional 

actions such as power management by stopping and starting components can similarly be 

added to the same schedules. Scheduled events then trigger some predefined actions localized 

to the mechatronic component. To handle a task involving multiple components, rather than 

message passing between controllers these complex interactions are now stored and 

interpreted as a series of scheduled events and actuations. Synchronization of distributed 

controllers for separate mechatronic components allows precision, with multiple components 

cooperating for a single task. 

 

Figure 56 - Simplified distributed system with networked controllers migrating a scheduled FB from controller 1 to 

controller 2 

Migration of logic and state in a cyber-physical system is an inherently difficult problem, 

where problems such as synchronization, downtime and platform support eliminate any 

options for reconfiguration. The architecture proposed here attempts to decouple any system 

inputs and processing from the corresponding outputs. At a high level this consists of the 

proposed concepts: master controllers and schedules. Reacting to system inputs is done by 
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master controllers, which receive input I/O and trigger any logic and processing required to 

consume these inputs. Once a master controller has processed a particular input, it is broken 

down to a number of scheduled actions to be performed by the schedules. Each schedule 

module oversees a set number of outputs for triggering. An example would be a sensor being 

triggered and read by a master controller module indicating the arrival of an item into the 

system. The master controller is then triggered by this sensor input and sends the conveyor a 

signal to transfer the item. This signal is sent a scheduled action, being pushed into the 

schedule module that handles the motor drive of that particular conveyor. When the time 

arrives, this action is consumed and the motor drive of the conveyor is turned on. 

5.6.1. Model of the plant and controller architecture 

In order to better express the interactions between master controllers, schedules and the 

underlying mechatronic components of the plant, we can express the system formally, which 

also assists with describing the TCED reconfiguration process. We first assume that for the 

TCED system, the distribution granularity of the control system matches the modular 

configuration of the plant; each controller handles a distinct separate set of I/Os and no I/O 

signals are managed by multiple controllers. Additionally for each mechatronic component 

we assume that there is some localized I/O which is exposed to the control system. Thus any 

PLC connected to the control network can access any I/O of any component. We believe that 

this is a reasonable assumption due to the rapidly declining affordability of modern PLCs and 

I/O modules and this assumption further increases system flexibility, as the computation is 

done on separate devices to the I/O. Furthermore, many modern mechatronic components 

come with some limited computational capacity off the shelf. This embedded micro-

controller may not always be used for computation and could instead be a proxy to act as a 

remote I/O for the device. 

We describe the control system as a set of k physical controllers denoted by � =
{&�, &�, … , &|}  each containing a number of schedules � = {��,��,… , ��} . Each schedule 

contains a list of actions in an ordered format such that for any controller &| , the output 

actions observed can be essentially described by ⋃ ������ . Within each schedule ��(&|) =
{��, ��, … , ��} where �� is the upcoming action for emission and is closest in time to the 

current time. When an action is emitted, it is removed from the schedule. The parameters for 

each action can be further decomposed into its emission time ' and any events � or data � 
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that are emitted with this action such that �� =	< ', �, � >. A simplified representation is 

shown in Figure 57, with only two controllers, each with a number of schedules. 

 

Figure 57 - Formal representation of two controllers, each with a number of schedule modules. Inside each schedule 

module is a number of labeled actions. 

Although many mechatronic components are not controlled by the same PLC or micro-

controller, they may still need to synchronize their actions to perform a task. Thus the 

assumption of time synchronization across devices in the network is critical to this 

reconfiguration scheme. IEEE 1588 ensures that each clock of every device is synchronized 

to nanosecond accuracy and this work will assume that each system clock for every device is 

synchronized. Considering the level of synchronization, we will treat the global system time 

as a single time 'b�bjk� and assume it is the same across networked devices. 

Assigning schedules to this controller are a number of master controllers 

� = {��,��, … ,�f} which can send a request to one of the controllers in order to push an 

action into the schedule. Since each schedule is ordered, the positions of each action may be 

shifted depending on the new action to be added. There will always be a form of traditional 

event-driven logic within these master controllers, and these are where the majority of 

sensors in the system will be connected. For the TCED concept introduced earlier in the 

chapter, the main controller would be the master controller for the running sorter example. 

This would detect incoming items, determine their nature and send requests to distributed 

controllers to append to their schedules. Decision logic and timing calculations are done 

within each master controller along with sensing, delegating actuation to distributed 
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controllers. Figure 58 depicts the system when master controllers are shown, along with 

inputs and outputs for each component. 

 

Figure 58 - Formal representation of two controllers with master controllers and schedules interacting 

Setting conditions for migration is done based on either fault detection or resource 

consumption. The larger the system, the more difficult it is to efficiently allocate resources. 

Sometimes resources may be used intermittently and sometimes computing power may be 

required for longer term processing. Similarly when a faulty PLC or computing node is 

detected, a seamless method of reconfiguration could result in less system downtime. This 

decision process for migration could come from an external source such as a centralized 

device manager, or from a local source at the device level. 

Determining if a schedule is suitable for migration can only be done by empirical means and 

experimentation. The typical migration time for a schedule can be represented by �, and is an 

estimated time for the maximum time required to migrate a schedule from one device to 

another. The feasibility for schedule migration can then be done by comparing the time for 

the next action in the schedule. If this value ��. ' > 'b�bjk� + 	� holds then the migration is 

deemed feasible for a particular schedule. If we consider all schedules present on a particular 

device for migration, then the predicate becomes min	({��. ' ∶ ��	��	 ⋃ ������ [1]}) <
'b�bjk� + 	�. 
Figure 59 depicts a configuration of three devices, each with their own schedules. Each 

schedule has some actions with a listed time to action. Master controllers which pushed 

actions to each schedule have been omitted for simplicity. I/O for each mechatronic device is 
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assumed to be globally addressable, and should not affect the ability for scheduled actions to 

actuate any I/O. The sequence of events during reconfiguration is as follows: 

1. An external source decides that the device must be reconfigured and all schedules 

moved to another device. This could be for performance or fault detection reasons. 

2. Each schedule on the device is examined and the action at the top of each schedule is 

compared with the current synchronized time. If this time is less than the migration 

time then this device is safe for migration. 

3. Each schedule is migrated to a target device. A target device may be selected by a 

number of load balancing policies such as a simple threshold policy checking CPU 

utilization. 

4. When a schedule re-initializes on a destination device, it is treated exactly the same as 

if it resided on the original device. The synchronized clock will continue to compare 

all top actions of each schedule with the current time to determine the need for 

actuation. 

 

Figure 59 - Configuration of 3 devices each with a single schedule. I/O is globally addressable and decoupled from 

devices. S1 is preparing to migrate. 

The reconfiguration process implementation can follow similar mechanisms to the work in 

[149]. During the migration process there is the potential for events from a master controller 

to a schedule to be lost. However, we believe this should be addressed at the application level 
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as different platforms may provide varying levels of functionality to support mechanisms 

such as event buffering. On a platform such as IEC 61499, event buffering is not an inherent 

mechanism which can be utilized easily. Implementing such functionality is thus left to the 

application level. 

5.6.2. Transformation from pure event-driven systems to TCED reconfigurable systems 

Although the TCED architecture promises increased performance with similar control 

hardware to pure-event driven systems, not all applications will be suited for this control 

scheme. In order to reduce the initial development time, there should be a method to identify 

any systems or sub-systems which may benefit from the implementation of TCED control 

and reconfiguration. Furthermore, these systems must not only benefit from TCED control 

but the characteristics must be able to support such an architecture. If we examine the running 

example from Figure 48, we can see that each downstream sorter station has a single sensor 

to determine the arrival of an item to that station. This is a common configuration for many 

manufacturing, processing and logistics systems and consists of product identification and 

then later product processing. In a manufacturing scenario, this could be an enterprise 

resource management delegating production plans to manufacturing equipment. Although 

machinery may be able to produce multiple variations of products, we focus on machines 

which have predictable temporal behavior. 

For the centralized scenario, the initial item identification and later downstream processing 

can potentially allow for input and output segregation, which is the desired outcome. If the 

system permits, we can model a simple decision process as a flow chart in Figure 60 below. 

We model this flow chart as centered around a central wait state �. When an item arrives to 

the system, the input event �� causes a state transition to state ��. Decision logic is executed 

here, essentially delegating item processing to a downstream station � corresponding to state 

��. This can be done by essentially pushing the item type into a lookup table tagged with its 

downstream station index �. As the item travels through the system, it is detected by sensors 

��, ��, … , �� which causes state execution of the corresponding state ��, ��, … , ��. If the item 

has arrived at its destination � as stated by the lookup table, the downstream station will 

process the item accordingly. For simplicity we will represent the output for each state �� to 

be the single action ��, representing a single output I/O actuation. 
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Figure 60 - Chart depicting the states required for input processing and output actuation. 

For a single item the sequence of events from detection to processing is �� → �� → ��. If 

there is a constant travel time between input detection ��  and the corresponding station 

sensor �� , and similarly between sensing ��  and output action �� , we define this to be 

predictable temporal behavior '�  for item type � . If every station in the system exhibits 

predictable temporal behavior, then this system can be modeled using TCED. For example 

an item of type 3, the time between initial item detection and final actuation at station 3 is 

'� + '	. Now that these times are known, we remove the downstream detection sensors from 

each station as shown in the conversion between centralized and TCED configurations in 

Figure 48 and Figure 50 previously. With the removal of downstream sensors, the only input 

I/O is at the system entry point and is processed by the main PLC. Downstream controllers 

are then added to each sorting station to introduce distribution. 

Separation of the original logic into a separate TCED master controller and schedule is 

possible if these requirements are satisfied. The flow chart in Figure 60 can already be 

separated into the item identification stage and the item processing stage. We need to identify 

for each station �, whether it exhibits predictable temporal behavior and define its action 

delay, which is the time between detection at sensor �� and actuation �� . Essentially, the 

action delay is �� = '� + '�  for each station. These times are assumed to be constant and 

stored as initialization parameters for use later. The initial identification state ��  can be 

isolated and its functionality modified into a master controller for time driven actions rather 

than pushing item types into a lookup table. The logical flow of �� can remain relatively 

similar between event driven and time driven logic. In the event-driven case, when an item is 

detected the item type is stored locally or remotely depending if it is a centralized or 

distributed system. When the item arrives at the downstream sorter station, it triggers the 
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sensor which invokes the diversion. For the TCED architecture, each downstream station has 

its own discrete controller; with each controller on the network synchronized to a global 

clock. The identification logic in �� can remain in the main controller. Downstream station 

controllers can now be modified to consist of schedules rather than using sensors. Referring 

to the schedule concept from earlier, each schedule simply stores a list of actions and times 

received from a master controller. When the local clock of the schedule reaches one of these 

times, the corresponding action is triggered. 

Separation of functionalities is shown in Figure 61, where the only communication between 

the master controller and schedule is the event that signals the next action time ��. Within the 

master controller, upon detection of item by sensor ��; instead of pushing an item entry into 

the local lookup table, a delayed action of time �� is sent to the corresponding schedule. This 

architecture essentially mirrors the TCED configuration and can scale with additional 

schedules representing the addition of sorter stations downstream on the conveyor. Addition 

of master controllers would be for any additional inputs to the system that were sufficiently 

independent from outputs. 

 

Figure 61 - Separation of centralized event-driven logic into separated master controller and schedule based on 

TCED. 
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This pattern can be applied to TCED reconfiguration, as the main requirement is separation 

of inputs and outputs. For complex logistics systems, the load of each distributed controller 

may vary depending on item load and production schedules. These dynamic factors make the 

implementation of TCED difficult for application across the entire plant. However, if there is 

a subsystem of the plant that has predictable temporal behavior, a localized TCED model can 

be applied to only that subsystem. In the plant above, this could be at the station level. If we 

retain the sensor at each station we maintain a predictable temporal path at �� → ��. 
5.6.3. Implementation of reconfiguration mechanisms using IEC 61499 and the TCED 

architecture 

For implementation of reconfiguration, IEC 61499 management commands and the 

reconfiguration architecture described in Chapter 4 were utilized. The Digital Ecosystems 

concept introduces the mechanism of migration, where FBs are migrated from one device to 

another while retaining their internal data and state. However, it was noted that a difficulty in 

applying migration to complex applications was the assurance of minimal impact to system 

operation. If there is a complex FB application overseeing the operation of the system, 

migrating any FB in the system can potentially have major consequences. The timely 

migration of FBs is critical for safe and correct reconfiguration, but the difficulty of this is 

that in typical IEC 61499 systems the temporal state of the system is often overlooked. 

Applications are designed around logical interactions, often with minimal notion of time. 

Timers can be used to control features such as the duration of mechatronic component 

operation but the system itself is usually unaware of the time domain. 

Figure 62 depicts the TCED main controller, which is a master controller. The main 

controller receives inputs and delegates actions to sorter schedules which may or may not 

reside on different PLCs or devices. The TCEDMainController FB only has the SENSED I/O 

input and the ITEM_TYPE input. An item arrives at the scanner and the REQ event will 

trigger with the corresponding I/O for SENSED and ITEM_TYPE. In its most basic form, 

each sorting station could be managing a single item type thus the main controller simply 

delegates a SortationTime and a SortationIndex specifiying the station number to be sent to 

the corresponding station. The TimeSource is the IEEE 1588 synchronized time source 

provided by an external FB; implementation details of this FB can depend on the application. 

In terms of I/O, the main controller only takes inputs and sends messages to downstream 
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sorter controllers which reside on separate devices. Complex sorting routines such as bin 

packing can be used with the same architecture, as the main factor affecting bin packing 

applications is a large enough sample of items for sorting. Schedules can be buffered in the 

main controller as long as the items have not reached the first sorting station. Instead of 

reactively sending schedules to each downstream sorting station, a sequence of them can be 

sent from a buffered list when a bin packing configuration has been decided on. 

 

Figure 62 - TCED main controller for a sorter application. 

The downstream sorter TCEDSorterController FBs each reside on their own device as 

previously depicted in Figure 50. A Configuration of two sorter devices is shown in Figure 63 

below, with each FB taking the same IEEE 1588 synchronized TimeSource input allowing the 

downstream station controllers to be synchronized with the main controller. Upon receipt of 

an input time, the sorter FB will push it into a schedule list and the TCEDSorterController 

FB essentially acts as a single schedule �� and has no input I/O which outputs are dependent 

on. For the running example, the queue is chronologically ordered if there are no 

rearrangement requests done from the main controller. In this case, the front of the queue will 

always be the time for the next sort event and can be used to determine the next time of 

actuation for each sorter. When the next sort time occurs, actuation is started by first emitting 

the output I/O Extend for a certain period of time, then the I/O Retract signal for the diverter. 

In terms of I/O, the sorter controller only accesses output I/O and receives messages from 

master controllers to set scheduled times. No logic resides within each sorter controller, only 

a schedule of events. 
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Figure 63 - Two TCED distributed controller FBs, each with their own internal schedule and output control 

Both the main controller and sorter controller can be reconfigured in this application, 

although the reconfiguration of sorter controllers will be focused on in this work. The 

intention of this work is not to create the mechanisms for reconfiguration but rather utilizing 

these mechanisms for the reconfiguration of a TCED based application. The segregation of 

input and output I/O means that further reconfiguration of master controllers has potential but 

the logic complexity may be greater resulting in more difficult reconfiguration. 

5.6.4. Communication between distributed devices 

A major requirement for any reconfigurable system is the persistence of communication 

channels before and after any system changes. This remains true for TCED based 

reconfiguration, as master controllers and schedule modules continue to use I/O even after 

migration. I/O should be decoupled from any computational nodes such as PLCs, with the 

ability to be referenced from any device. In the previously discussed model, the migration 

was detailed but I/O was simply assumed available as it should be a product of the 

implementation rather than the architecture. In the IEC 61499 standard, the publish/subscribe 

FB can be used for accessing I/O existing on another device such as remote I/O. Figure 64 

shows a repurposed TCEDSorterController FB in preparation for reconfiguration. The FB is 

completely standalone in terms of communication, with input actions arriving through a 

SUBSCRIBE FB and output actuations being emitted to a PUBLISH FB. This ensures 

decoupling of the schedule from the master controller and I/O while maintaining clock 

synchronization with the local IEEE 1588 clock. 
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Figure 64 - TCEDSorterController FB paired with its TransferManager based on the digital ecosystems chapter. 

Publish and subscribe FBs have been shown for communication purposes. 

The ECC of the TCEDSorterController FB is repurposed to allow for state resumption, 

mainly for saving and restoring any existing scheduled events existing in the schedule list. 

Figure 65 shows the ECC modified with the additional reconfiguration states RECONFIG 

and REINIT, with the dashed region indicating the original TCED scheduling logic. This 

ECC pattern follows the pattern from 4.6. However for this application the ECC can be 

significantly simplified as the state of the FB here is represented almost purely by the 

scheduled event times. Instead of migrating state data and local data, only data restoration is 

required. 
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Figure 65 - ECC for the TCEDSorterController FB with reconfiguration states appended. The dashed region shows 

the main sorting logic. 

The corresponding I/O FB is shown in Figure 66 below. The I/O is assumed to be running on 

a separate device from any computation, and is a reasonable assumption given the popularity 

of remote I/O modules on a number of fieldbus technologies. This particular I/O module 

receives the DIVERT and RETRACT signals from a single sorter schedule FB. Although the 

schedules and master controllers may be reconfigured during runtime, I/O modules or more 

specifically the I/O FBs should remain statically allocated and attached to the physical I/O 

that they manage. 

 

Figure 66 - Isolated I/O module depicting separation from main logic using SUBSCRIBE FB. 
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5.7. Experiments on hardware 

A test of the TCED configuration discussed in this chapter was deployed to some lab 

hardware to determine any limitations of the TCED architecture as well as the 

reconfiguration capabilities of the lab hardware. This hardware configuration is detailed in 

Appendix B.2. and consisted of a number of distributed controllers running IEC 61499 

connected to a sorter conveyor with sensors and diverters. Although these controllers did not 

support the IEEE1588 Precision Time Protocol, a simplified synchronized clock 

implementing the same Time Source FB interface as in [161] was used as a placeholder and 

the experiment assumed synchronized clocks throughout the demonstration. 

A part of the reconfiguration application is depicted in Figure 67 below. The FBs shown 

represent a repeatable configuration of FBs to handle a single Schedule module, receiving 

commands from an upstream master controller via a SUBSCRIBE_1 FB. The master 

controller passes sortation times to the TCEDSorterControllerLogic FB if any items are to be 

sorted at this particular sorting station. In order to support another sorting station, an identical 

configuration of FBs is created. When sortation occurs, the TCEDSorterControllerLogic FB 

communicates a DIVERT event to I/O, in this case it is proxied through a PUBLISH_0 FB in 

order to have I/O accessible from any device in the system when logic migrates. The 

TransferManager FB handles reconfiguration events such as saving the current state of the 

TCEDSorterControllerLogic FB and recreating it on another device. 
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Figure 67 - FBs for a single Sorter Schedule module and its corresponding reconfiguration and I/O FBs on a single 

device. 

To further extend the scale of the application, in addition to the sorter controller FBs being 

paired with simulated sorter stations, a number of soft-PLC targets were deployed adjacent to 

the physical ADAM controllers. This allowed a greater number of potential migration targets 

for FBs and a greater number of application configurations. However, using the typical 

NxtStudio IDE it was not possible to view the FB system topology during runtime. The IDE 

is specifically developed for application development and not suited to dynamic applications. 

Instead, a custom visualization was developed in the NxtStudio HMI to observe the migration 

process of FBs during runtime. The TransferManager FB of each sorter module would 

communicate its number of managed FBs to the visualization. This number was then 

aggregated per-device and then visualized during runtime as shown in Figure 68, which 
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depicts a FB allocation before a single migration has occurred. The TransferManager FB of 

Device 0 would prepare to migrate a single FB to another device due to being over a 

specified load threshold. 

 

Figure 68 - Visualization of a multi-device ADAM and Soft-PLC system with a number of Sorting station Schedule 

FBs in each device. CPU and memory load are also shown. 

CPU usage and memory usage were also shown for each device, as these were the main 

metrics available through the NxtStudio FB set in order to observe system load. Loads would 

then be passed to a LoadRecorder FB identical to that in Figure 42 in the Digital Ecosystems 

chapter. LoadRecorder FBs exist as a one-per-device allocation, sharing load information 

with each device in the system through means of PUBLISH/SUBSCRIBE FBs. However, the 

main factor for the LoadRecorder FB was to initiate a migration event to migrate a single 

TCEDSorterControllerLogic FB. Before migration, the memory and CPU usage for each 

device is shown with Device 0 significantly higher than Device 1. After migration occurs, the 

FB configuration can be observed in the visualization below in Figure 69. 
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Figure 69 - Visualization of the FB configuration after migration of a single FB from device 0 to device 1. 

The CPU and memory usage of the devices are changed slightly after the migration process 

and stabilized approximately at the readings shown above. The CPU utilization for device 0 

reduces from about 42% down to 36% after migration, while the utilization of device 1 

increases slightly due to the presence of a new FB. Although these utilizations have changed, 

the performance implications were not immediately obvious. However, the author believes 

that at larger CPU utilizations factors which are more difficult to measure such as cycle 

overflows and event buffer overflows are increased. In the scan-cycle PLC case, it is 

generally the case that faster scan-cycles result in faster performance in factors such as 

reaction times. Setting a scan-cycle time overflow indicates that whenever the scan cycle 

goes over the threshold overflow time, an event is triggered. This should be a similar case in 

the TCED scenario as discussed earlier in Section 5.3 discussing the performance of the 

TCED architecture. Cycle overflows measured in IEC 61499 indicate non-ideal cycle times 

occurring in the runtime, resulting in worse performance. However this may not be noticeable 

in slower applications, as scan-cycles are reduced the effect is more and more apparent. Thus 

this TCED reconfiguration architecture allows the developer to not only take advantage of the 

performance benefits of the TCED architecture but also the continuous improvement and 

optimization benefits of concepts such as digital ecosystems and process migration. 

Limitations of this experiment were first noted in the capabilities of the plant hardware. 

Although the TCED architecture was developed for high performance applications, the speed 

of the lab conveyor was not fast enough to demonstrate the capabilities compared to a 
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centralized control scheme. With a greater variety of high performance hardware, the 

conveyor speed could be gradually increased until divert failure was encountered. These 

speeds could then be recorded as with the closed-loop simulation. Additionally, the ADAM 

controllers did not support NxtStudio Composite Automation Type (CAT) FBs which limited 

the potential for their own reconfiguration manager interfaces. Instead, manual 

reconfiguration using a Software PLC application connected to each ADAM controller was 

used to demonstrate the feasibility of schedule FB migration. UDP multicast was also not 

supported on ADAM but was supported on the Beckhoff controller, limiting the capabilities 

for self- device discovery and load-balancing as in the Digital Ecosystems work. 

5.8. Conclusions 

In this chapter the assumption was made that componentized systems were an ideal target for 

distributed control and it was shown that IMC and IEC 61499 added value to the application 

lifecycle. However, in order to maintain performance and timing characteristics during 

runtime, some notion of time was critical especially for such dynamic plants. We presented 

here firstly a joint work involving the unification of time-driven control with event-driven 

control in what was referred to as the TCED architecture. The TCED architecture seamlessly 

integrated into IEC 61499 distributed applications by allowing time-driven actions with the 

same language mechanisms as IEC 61499. Rather than switching to a full real-time 

automation framework and hardware, utilizing TCED meant that benefits provided by IEC 

61499 during design and operation time were retained. This was further extended to dynamic 

distributed systems, where hardware could change during runtime. Although benefits of using 

IEC 61499 and reconfiguration were observed previously, there was not an obvious pathway 

on how to combine these benefits with time-driven and performance oriented applications. 

In order to determine the benefits of TCED, a model of performance was formulated for a 

variety of system configurations. These system configurations included centralized, 

distributed scanning control and fully distributed control based on TCED. Each system was 

analyzed based on some timing characteristics including algorithm execution time, I/O scan 

time and network delays. Although the TCED architecture provided the similar collaborative 

properties as the centralized architecture, it did so while maintaining the ideal performance of 

the distributed scanning control. Sorting routines such as bin packing require a large amount 

of information aggregation which the centralized configuration has. In contrast, the 
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distributed scanning control had only local information about positions of items but due to its 

limited scope it could achieve higher performance metrics. The TCED architecture maintains 

performance but can still handle information intensive sorting routines similar to the 

centralized scheme. Furthermore, using the TCED architecture allowed for elimination of 

some costs such as the obviation of sensors at the entry point to each sorting station. 

Some assumptions were made in order to utilize TCED over other control schemes. For the 

running example, the major assumption was that the conveyor speed remained constant and 

any speed variation was negligible. Variations in speed could affect the maximum speed at 

which the conveyor could run due to the time driven nature of actuations. Even factors such 

as I/O scan jitters were investigated and their impact on system throughput analyzed. 

Although I/O scan jitters were on a significantly smaller scale i.e. microseconds compared to 

potentially hundreds of milliseconds for physical actuations, it remains to be a challenge to 

TCED architecture implementation when deploying to a physical system. A simulation was 

then developed in order to compare theoretical performance gains compared to the analytical 

models. The IEC 61499 platform was used as the development for this work and many 

research works have implemented closed-loop simulation directly under IEC 61499 without 

relying on third party simulation platforms. The MVC paradigm is a common design pattern 

for IEC 61499 closed-loop simulations and was used as a basis for the simulation 

development here. 

For this work it was not the correct operation of the control and model that is of interest but 

rather the performance differences between each control configuration when timing 

characteristics of the control system vary. MVC models both the control application and the 

physical plant dynamics; characteristics of the control system computational devices such as 

PLCs, I/O modules and the underlying networks and fieldbuses are not modeled. For the IEC 

61499 based simulation, an emulation layer was proposed to lie between the model layer and 

the controller layer. This emulation layer would have the same granular composition as the 

physical control system and I/O modules. Configurable timing characteristics of the 

emulation layer were then used to introduce delays which would occur under normal 

operation and the simulation was run with the presence of these delays. For the simulation, it 

was verified that the TCED architecture had better performance compared to the centralized 

architecture utilizing our assumed timing characteristics. Varying the metrics led to a similar 

trend of performance compared to centralized although other overheads meant that the 
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expected levels of performance gain were not exactly as theorized. Thus the TCED 

architecture provided similar and better performance characteristics to the centralized 

architecture with similar hardware. 

Unifying the TCED architecture with the reconfiguration mechanisms proposed from the 

digital ecosystems work in Chapter 4 was then demonstrated for adaptability purposes. The 

systems targeted have been detailed as manufacturing or logistics systems with temporally 

predictable actions. The TCED architecture was used as a basis for reconfiguration, and a 

separation of TCED into the master controller and schedule modules was discussed. 

Following isolation of functions, dynamic reconfiguration was introduced; focusing first on 

the dynamic migration of schedule modules based on controller faults. Some implementation 

details were discussed, although the purpose of the reconfiguration is not to be an exhaustive 

classification of every possible application. IEC 61499 was used as a supporting architecture 

for this work, as it provided inherent distribution, some reconfiguration mechanisms and was 

previously found to be an ideal implementation framework for TCED systems. 

In order to support a wider range of systems, a decomposition of the original centralized 

system into a TCED architecture was proposed. Transformation from a centralized control 

scheme to TCED was demonstrated on the original centralized system when depicted as a 

flow chart. This decomposition further supports the application of not only TCED but 

reconfigurable TCED based system to a greater scope of applications. It was originally 

deemed that although reconfigurable software is desired for many dynamic applications, the 

complexity of control logic and interactions hinders reconfiguration. In order to have 

dependable and predictable reconfiguration, the unification of TCED with digital ecosystems 

allows for reconfiguration on systems where time is the main predictor of behavior.  

For the running example, a setup composed of a single conveyor with multiple diverters was 

created with a single sensor at the input area of the conveyor. Each component was then 

connected to separate networked controllers to demonstrate the potential for dynamic 

reconfiguration based on time. An experiment was then conducted to prove the feasibility of 

scaling the TCED control system to a number of device targets, each running a number of 

TCED schedule modules. Reduction in utilization metrics were observed when a FB was 

migrated from one device to another using a custom developed visualization. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work 

Developing complex distributed logic will always be challenging, particularly if the original 

application was centralized. Centralized systems excel at meeting functional requirements of 

a system specification. However, non-functional requirements including flexibility and 

adaptability are becoming increasingly important in modern automation systems which are 

increasingly complex and dispersed. The author believes that adoption of distributed 

development platforms such as IEC 61499 remain low due to a lack of focus on the entire 

applications lifecycle. The ISO/IEC 15288 standard defines some guidelines on application 

lifecycle and this work has approached a subset of these, namely the design, operation and 

maintenance stages of the lifecycle. However, IEC 61499 was acknowledged as not being a 

panacea when it comes to application distribution. The simple act of application distribution 

does not necessarily result in the realization of flexibility and adaptability, but instead these 

come as extra development effort, further reducing the appeal of platform migration. To meet 

requirements of these increasingly dynamic systems, this thesis proposed some provisions to 

achieve adaptation as an extension to IEC 61499 and integrated seamlessly into the 

development process. Componentization and commoditization were referred to as 

mechanisms to achieve adaptation and helped to bring high-level concepts such as intelligent 

mechatronic components to the reach of specific applications. Although IEC 61499 may not 

provide all the features required for distributed application lifecycle management, unifying it 

with IMC was seen as effective for the class of highly distributed modular systems referred to 

as Cyber-Physical Systems. Various stages of the lifecycle for this class of systems were 

investigated with some proposals to add value using IEC 61499 and IMC. 

Chapter 3 approached the design stage of the application lifecycle for distributed systems. 

IMC was discussed here as assisting with application design at a component level of 

granularity, supporting the trend of bundled computing power with many off-the-shelf 

components from high profile vendors. These IMCs can be easily exchanged and replaced 

depending on requirements and faults and synergized well with the encapsulation and 

modularity visions of IEC 61499 as an implementation layer. The proposed architecture in 

Chapter 3 leverages this provision of computational power with components by integrating 

static reconfiguration into the control application. Software and hardware elements remain 

static but functionality was flexible enough to handle dynamic system changes such as 

hardware failures. A modular development methodology incorporated simulation, intelligent 
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control and visualization into a single module. A number of these modules were then 

connected, mirroring the physical layout of the mechatronic plant components such as 

conveyors, sensors and diverters. Closed-loop simulations were used to demonstrate plant 

behavior in the face of faults, with a baggage-handling system (BHS) application used as a 

running example. Bags were rerouted depending on simulated faults in sections of the 

system, with routes being determined dynamically by agent collaboration. The combination 

of IEC 61499 and IMC clearly assisted with the design phase of the application lifecycle, 

allowing rapid reaction to system faults through static reconfiguration. This also eased 

development effort with the IMC granularity level matching the physical topology of the 

plant, with the high-level system overview of IEC 61499 abstracted out communication 

concerns when dealing with large numbers of distributed, networked controllers. 

Following the design stage of the distributed application lifecycle is its operation and 

maintenance, which are closely related in the case of distributed applications due to their 

dynamism. Although static reconfiguration was one aspect handled by the proposed 

distributed software architecture, the nature of distributed systems means that computing 

nodes can appear or disappear at any time. Embedded computers are becoming small enough 

such that distribution granularity enables progression from a plant level control down to 

individual Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) for every device. Flexible manufacturing 

requirements and wireless networking result in mechatronic components being constantly 

added and removed during runtime. Assuming each of these components has their own 

computing power, managing their own functionality is more logical than a central entity 

executing their logic. Chapter 4 introduced the Digital Ecosystems (DE) concept applied to 

the industrial automation domain. The question for this chapter was, can IEC 61499 and IMC 

add value to the design stage of the distributed application lifecycle? This chapter detailed 

mechanisms allowing the application to take advantage of a constantly changing hardware 

landscape but at the same time, minimizing additional developer effort. This is an important 

step in improving the appeal of distributed systems development, as it provides a further 

incentive in the form of adaptability which pure functional correctness does not define. 

Allowing dynamically introducible PLCs requires a change in software development 

paradigm. While reconfiguration and adaptation can be achieved using statically deployed 

software with intelligent collaboration, allowing the software itself to be dynamic further 

expands the possibilities.  Here again the mechanisms of IEC 61499 were exploited in order 

to achieve the dynamic software vision. Previous works investigated the use of IEC 61499 
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management commands for contingency based reconfiguration. In this thesis, the DE concept 

assumed that software components migrate themselves depending on system load. This 

allowed distributed industrial automation applications to execute on an unknown and 

constantly evolving PLC infrastructure, which was extremely useful during operation. The 

goal was to allow PLCs to be added and removed depending on faults, load-balancing and 

new technology requirements. An architecture was proposed for the design of self-

propagating FBs, with an ECC design pattern and FB interface targeting IEC 61499. This 

architecture was then applied to a demonstration application for conveyor tracking, allowing 

a tracking FB to be migrated between devices while maintaining its data and state. Tracking 

is an essential application for Baggage Handling Systems (BHS) and maintaining a globally 

accessible list of bags and their positions was the goal of the distributed tracking system. 

These tracking controllers were moved between devices depending on measured system load 

and the tracking functionality was maintained. A proof of concept using this architecture was 

then done for data collection applications and then demonstrated using a plug-and-play 

application for smart-grids. Data collector FBs were dynamically created depending on 

connected smart devices in a smart grid network, where a centralized system would have 

difficulty handling the introduction of new devices. 

The safe and predictable migration of applications across PLCs was identified as a 

requirement for adoption of these new mechanisms and technologies. Although IEC 61499 

provides mechanisms for distributed logic, there is usually no notion of time when events and 

data flow throughout the control application. Unifying time-driven and event-driven 

architectures was the goal of Chapter 5, where the Time-Complemented Event-Driven 

(TCED) architecture was introduced and was a joint work with the author’s contributions 

noted. In keeping with the theme of the distributed application lifecycle, the appeal of 

distributed systems development is that it excels at achieving non-functional requirements if 

correctly provisioned in the development process. However, maintaining the performance and 

timing characteristics of centralized systems remains difficult using traditional event-driven 

development paradigms. The TCED architecture combined the event-driven semantics of IEC 

61499 and the time synchronization mechanisms of IEEE 1588 to allow for distributed 

system development with a clear notion of time driven actions. This has allowed for a focus 

on event-driven ease of development when required but also maintaining high performance 

for time critical applications. The TCED architecture has clearly improved the appeal of 

migration from centralized development to distributed development. A sorter system 
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application was used as a running example of an industrial application, with a number of 

sorting stations each with their own computing power. Compared to a centralized system, the 

TCED architecture was determined to have better performance with similar hardware based 

on an analytical model. This was further reinforced by using a closed-loop simulation 

comparing centralized control with TCED control using a modified Model-View-Controller 

(MVC) architecture with an additional layer referred to as the Emulation Layer, with the 

emulation layer simulating the timing characteristics of the control system. The closed-loop 

simulation using MVC and the emulation layer resulted in data with similar trends when 

comparing the analytical model; with the TCED architecture consistently providing better 

performance metrics compared to a centralized implementation. 

Using the TCED architecture, a strategy was introduced to formulate existing centralized 

systems as TCED systems by separating input and output action logic into Master 

Controllers and Schedules. The purpose of this segregation was to utilize the time-driven 

nature of TCED and unify it with the flexibility of digital ecosystems and FB migration. The 

complexity in distributed IEC 61499 systems usually arises from the complex control flow 

and interactions between distributed devices. The complexity of TCED systems occurs from 

the order of actions and their scheduled times, with complex behavior arising from distributed 

controllers performing actions assuming synchronized clocks. This work was referred to as 

Time-Complemented Event-Driven Reconfigurable Systems and was demonstrated both on 

the same running example from the earlier TCED work. Closed-loop simulation as well as a 

hardware demonstration with distributed controllers was developed and tested successfully. 

Based on the unification of TCED and DE, a number of potential distributed reconfigurable 

systems were deemed possible, without relying on contingencies and other static 

reconfiguration scenarios. In order to better observe the migration of software components 

during runtime, a visualization was developed alongside the TCED reconfigurable control 

application; linking with reconfigurable FBs and depicting their device affinity. 

Overall, the usage of IEC 61499 and IMC has positively impacted the development of 

distributed control applications over various stages of their lifecycle. The componentized 

nature of IMC and the encapsulation and modularity afforded by IEC 61499 provided clear 

benefits for the design stage of a distributed application. Reducing developer effort and 

improving software re-use is paramount for this stage especially with the increasing trend 

into off-the-shelf bundled computing power with mechatronic components. The usage of IEC 

61499 and IMC further leverages the distribution of these componentized systems by 
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abstracting software such that it matches the physical topology of the plant. Dynamically 

mapping the application to a changing landscape of computing power is another strength of 

IEC 61499, which gave a system level overview of the application minimizing any changes 

to accompany specific hardware setups. The reconfiguration mechanisms of IEC 61499 were 

also proven useful during the operation and maintenance phases with dynamically evolving 

software during runtime. 

6.1. Perspectives and Future Work 

This thesis has demonstrated that IEC 61499 has a positive impact on the application 

lifecycle for highly distributed automation applications. The design, operation and 

maintenance aspects of the application lifecycle were discussed, and adaptability was 

investigated as a means of improving the lifecycle. IEC 61499 was used as the 

implementation layer this thesis due to its focus on distribution, modularity, interoperability 

and re-configurability. Utilizing IEC 61499 and IMC together produced an ideal synergy, 

with IEC 61499 supporting the componentized nature of IMC with ease. The adaptability 

problem was approached from several perspectives, with each attempting to commoditize one 

aspect of the control system; with commoditization and adaptability resulting in a positive 

improvement in the application lifecycle, reducing developer effort. This section highlights 

these approaches and any aspects which can be further developed for future improvement. 

• Componentized Design. This thesis explored the feasibility of using IEC 61499 for 

componentized design approaches such as IMC, where software is mapped in a one-

to-one relationship with the physical topology of the plant system. This development 

approach brings with it many challenges such as how to merge topological knowledge 

bases with additional design specifications not related to the layout. This extends to a 

research question of how to utilize this unified source of knowledge to automate the 

software generation process, further reducing any developer effort. Additionally, other 

aspects of componentized design could be explored such as the effects of cloud-based 

execution of the plant system compared to localized execution. Although the IMC 

concept advocates a mechanical component and software component relationship, this 

does not necessarily determine the location for execution. 

• Active software components, autonomy and ecosystems. With increasingly dynamic 

software which itself is autonomous brings with it the question of suitability for 
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particular applications. Can adaptability and autonomy be measured in a way that it 

can be determined if autonomy and reconfiguration are required? This research area 

links directly with the initial application design, with trade-offs between non-

functional requirements often determining the suitability of centralized or distributed 

approaches. Furthermore, reducing developer effort to achieve reconfiguration is 

always desired. Another potential research direction could be the feasibility of 

embedding reconfiguration mechanisms directly into the IEC 61499 runtime as a 

service. It has already been shown that application level extensions can be made to 

further improve IEC 61499’s appeal for distributed application lifecycle management. 

Reducing developer effort by allowing a developer to take advantage of 

reconfigurable mechanisms is highly attractive. 

• Formal verification of the reconfigurable system from both a dynamic software and 

hardware perspective. Dynamic software and hardware brings about the problem of 

both correctness of functional requirements and non-functional requirements. Formal 

verification is a potential research area for dynamic applications and also potentially 

allowing one to determine the timing impact for various migration scenarios. This 

problem becomes more difficult the more dynamic the system is, as non-determinism 

typically results in a state space explosion. IEC 61499 has been the topic of formal 

verification research in the past and the extension to dynamically reconfigurable 

software and hardware is a logical next step.  
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Appendix A.  Research Articles Based on this Thesis 

The sections below present the list of research articles that are based on the techniques and 

results presented in this thesis. 

A.1.  Published Papers 

1. J. Yan and V. Vyatkin, "Distributed execution and cyber-physical design of Baggage 

Handling automation with IEC 61499," in Industrial Informatics (INDIN), 2011 9th 

IEEE International Conference on, 2011, pp. 573-578. 

2. C. Pang, J. Yan, V. Vyatkin, and S. Jennings, "Distributed IEC 61499 material 

handling control based on time synchronization with IEEE 1588," in Precision Clock 

Synchronization for Measurement Control and Communication (ISPCS), 2011 

International IEEE Symposium on, 2011, pp. 126-131. 

3. J. Yan, V. Vyatkin, G. Weber, and N. Beach, "Control and hardware-in-the-loop 

simulation of fruit packing machine with IEC 61499," in Industrial Informatics 

(INDIN), 2012 10th IEEE International Conference on, 2012, pp. 923-928. 

4. J. Yan and V. Vyatkin, "Distributed Software Architecture Enabling Peer-to-Peer 

Communicating Controllers," Industrial Informatics, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 9, pp. 

2200-2209, 2013. 

5. J. Yan, C. Pang, C.-W. Yang, and V. Vyatkin, "Towards Automated Visualization for 

Distributed Automation Applications," presented at the Emerging Technologies and 

Factory Automation, 2013. ETFA. IEEE Conference on, Cagliari, 2013. 

6. J. Yan and V. Vyatkin, "Extension of Reconfigurability Provisions in IEC 61499," 

presented at the Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation, 2013. ETFA. IEEE 

Conference on, Cagliari, 2013. 

7. C.-W. Yang, J. Yan, and V. Vyatkin, "Towards Implementation of Plug-and-Play and 

Distributed SCADA HMI for the FREEDM System with IEC 61499," presented at the 

IECON 2013 - 39th Annual Conference on IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, 

Vienna, Austria, 2013. 

8. S. Patil, J. Yan, V. Vyatkin, and C. Pang, "On Composition of Mechatronic 

Components Enabled by Interoperability and Portability Provisions of IEC 61499: A 

Case Study," presented at the Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation, 2013. 

ETFA. IEEE Conference on, Cagliari, 2013. 
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9. C. Pang, J. Yan, and V. Vyatkin, "Time-Complemented Event-Driven Distributed 

Control Design in Industrial Automation Enabled by IEEE 1588 and IEC 61499," 

IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics: Systems (in print), pp. 1-13, 

2014. 

10. J. Yan and V. Vyatkin, "Time-Complemented Event-Driven Reconfigurable 

Systems," presented at the Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation, 2014. 

ETFA. IEEE Conference on, Barcelona, Spain, 2014. 

11. J. Yan, C. Pang, C. W. Yang and V. Vyatkin, ”Adaptable Software Components: 

Towards Digital Ecosystems and Software Evolution in the Industrial Automation 

Domain” IECON 2014 - Annual Conference on IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, 

Dallas, Texas 2014. 

A.2.  Papers Under Review 

1. J. Yan and V. Vyatkin, “Enabling Adaptability with Ecosystems of Software 

Components and the Time-Complemented Event-Driven Architecture”, IEEE 

Transactions on Industrial Informatics 
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Appendix B.  Testbed Configurations 

For this work there were a number of hardware configurations used for feasibility and 

performance testing. Hardware refers to both the mechanical components encompassing the 

plant and the computing resources. Plant components include conveyor belts, diverters, 

sensors, sorters and other mechatronic off-the-shelf components. Computing resources 

included industrial PLCs, fieldbuses, lightweight distributed computing nodes as well as PCs.  

B.1.  ISaGRAF 50 Embedded Micro-Controller Testbed 

In order to test the feasibility and performance of highly distributed applications on an 

industrial platform, a testbed consisting of 50 micro-controllers was created and is shown in 

Figure 70 below. Each controller has a NetBurner MOD5272-100CR paired with a number of 

basic I/O shown with lights, switches and buttons. Each controller was connected using 

standard 100Mbps Ethernet through D-Link switches, with communications being handled 

over both TCP and UDP. However, the difference in this distributed platform compared to 

other highly distributed research works is its focus on reflecting an industrial software 

platform. Each controller runs the µC/OS along with the ISaGRAF runtime, which is the 

same execution platform for many ISaGRAF IEC 61131-3 and IEC 61499 applications. This 

platform provides an ideal emulation platform, for testing the effects of hardware overhead 

before a distributed application is deployed to the plant. It can provide some additional 

performance metrics compared to pure simulation, without the cost of building the plant first. 
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Figure 70 - Testbed configuration consisting of 50 micro-controllers, each running the ISaGRAF runtime 

B.2.  Sorter System 

In order to test the feasibility of some of the time-driven applications, a basic sorter system 

was used as a demonstration. This is especially useful to demonstrate distributed time-driven 

applications, with time synchronous actions over a number of distributed nodes. The system 

depicted in Figure 71 shows  a single conveyor with an input sensor to detect incoming items. 

The input sensor used was a simple photo-eye sensor and detected presence of items but not 

their type or nature, thus a random destination diverter was used as a demonstration. Two 

diverters were placed downstream after the sensor.  
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Figure 71 - Sorter configuration for feasibility testing of time-driven applications. 

A total of three PLCs were connected, similar to how the TCED main controller and sorter 

controllers were connected. Each PLC was running the NxtForte IEC 61499 runtime. A 

Beckhoff CX1010 was connected to the input sensor and the conveyor motor and in terms of 

FBs executed the master controller FBs, determining which downstream diverter would be 

the destination for particular items. Two Advantech ADAM controllers were then connected 

to their own I/O modules. A diagram of the configuration and its connections is shown in 

Figure 72 below. A number of simulated diverters were also executed on the ADAM 

controllers, in order to demonstrate the feasibility of running additional time-driven software 

modules simultaneously on the same controllers. 

 

Figure 72 - Diagram showing the connections between components and controllers 
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